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Synopsis

Arithmetic Complexity Theory

Computational Complexity Theory aims to classify problems according to the resources
needed to solve them. When computing boolean functions f : {0, 1}n 7→ {0, 1} the notion
of resources is captured by formal models for computing boolean functions, such as Turing
machines [104] or boolean circuits [96]. A more specialized study is Algebraic Complexity
Theory which aims to perform a similar classification for polynomials. An arithmetic
circuit is similar to a boolean circuit in structure but the logical gates OR,AND are
replaced by the arithmetic operations +,×. The leaves of a boolean circuit are labelled
by variables x1, x2, . . . , xn, which can take values in {0, 1}. Whereas in the arithmetic
world, these variables can take values from a field F. The notion of efficient computation
is captured by the size of the arithmetic circuit.

Analogous to the boolean class P, the set of efficiently computable polynomials form the
set VP. An important and useful polynomial in VP is the determinant polynomial [65].
The class VNP is the arithmetic analog of NP. Informally speaking, polynomials in VNP

are expressed as exponential sum over polynomials in VP. Valiant [107] showed that
the permanent polynomial of a n × n matrix is complete for VNP in a precise sense
and conjectured that permanent does not have polynomial size circuits. The conjecture
VP 6= VNP is the arithmetic analog of the P 6= NP conjecture. In contrast the determinant
polynomial of a n× n matrix has small arithmetic circuit [65].

Progress on this conjecture has been quite slim. The best known result is that of Mignon
and Ressyare [69] who show a Ω(n2) lower bound on the determinantal complexity of
permanent. A series of influential results on depth reduction [4, 59, 102] show that the
general arithmetic circuits of size s computing a polynomial of degree d can be compressed
to a depth four circuit of size at most sO(

√
d) computing the same polynomial. This has

initiated effort towards proving strong lower bounds against depth four circuits, in the
hope that the special structure can be exploited. Besides restriction on the depth, several
other structural restrictions such as multilinearity, monotonicity, formulas, arithmetic
branching programs have been studied and consequently lower bounds have been proved.
Further details can be found in the excellent surveys [28,97].

Another fundamental problem in arithmetic circuit complexity is to check whether a given
input circuit computes the identically zero polynomial or not. This problem is known as
polynomial identity Testing (PIT). The PIT problem has a randomized polynomial-time
algorithm due to Schwarz-Zippel-DeMillo-Lipton lemma [34, 92, 116]. A major open
problem is to find a deterministic subexponential-time algorithm for PIT. As shown in [53],
derandomization of PIT is connected to proving circuit lower bounds. Over the years, PIT
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has found several important applications in complexity theory and algorithm design. For
example, the parallel randomized algorithm for detecting bipartite perfect matching [70]
uses an instance of PIT. More recently, applications of PIT have given important results
in the field of parameterized algorithm design. For example, important graph theoretic
problems such as the detection of simple paths of length k and approximate counting of
subgraphs use PIT in interesting ways. The reader is referred to the surveys [42,111] for
more details.

Contributions of the thesis

This thesis provides contributions on both the lower bounds as well as the algorith-
mic aspects of Arithmetic Complexity. On the lower bound side, we study monotone
arithmetic circuits and prove new lower bound results. Most notably, using techniques
from communication complexity, we exhibit a polynomial computable by (non-monotone)
depth-3 circuit which requires monotone arithmetic circuits of exponential size.

The contribution on the algorithmic side is three fold. Our first algorithmic result
makes progress in an important problem of algebraic automata theory which asks to
design efficient deterministic algorithm for testing equivalence of multi-tape weighted
automata [40]. We give the first deterministic quasi-polynomial time algorithm for the
equivalence testing of k-tape weighted automata for constant k. Our algorithm is obtained
by designing a PIT algorithm for arithmetic branching programs over certain partially
commutative domains.

The next chapter of the thesis deals with PIT and irreducibility testing over the non-
commutative and non-associative model. Hrubeš, Wigderson, and Yehudayoff [49] have
studied the commutative non-associative model and proved completeness and lower bound
results. Over non-commutative and non-associative domain, we complement their result
by designing efficient deterministic identity testing and irreducibility testing algorithms.

In the final chapter of the thesis, we study the ideal membership problem from the angle
of parameterized complexity and design new algorithms. One of the main results is a new
algorithm for computing the permanent of low rank matrices.

Lower Bounds for Monotone Arithmetic Circuits

A polynomial over reals is said to be monotone if all its coefficients are positive. An
arithmetic circuit is said to be monotone if every gate of the circuit computes a monotone
polynomial. The study of monotone arithmetic circuits was initiated by Schnorr [91].
Then, Valiant [107] demonstrated that negations can exponentially reduce the resources
needed to compute certain polynomials. More precisely, Valiant showed that the perfect
matching polynomial of a triangular grid graph (which is planar) on n vertices requires
monotone circuits of size at least 2Ω(

√
n). In contrast, it has a non-monotone arithmetic

branching program of polynomial size. Such a branching program can be obtained from the
celebrated FKT algorithm [56,103]. Thereafter, Jerrum and Snir [52] also exhibited many
polynomial families which require monotone circuits of exponential size. Notable amongst
them is the spanning tree polynomial which also has polynomial size non-monotone
arithmetic branching program due to the classical matrix tree theorem [69].
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We construct a family of polynomials Pn in n variables, each of its monomials has positive
coefficient, such that Pn can be computed by a polynomial-size depth-three formula but
every monotone circuit computing it has size 2Ω(n1/4/ log(n)). The polynomial Pn embeds
the SINK ◦ XOR function devised recently by Chattopadhyay, Mande and Sherif [27] to
refute the Log-Approximate-Rank Conjecture in communication complexity. To prove our
lower bound for Pn, we develop a general connection between corruption of combinatorial
rectangles by any function f ◦ XOR and corruption of product polynomials by a certain
polynomial P f that is an arithmetic embedding of f .

Recently Hrubeš [48] advocated a new approach for proving lower bounds against general
arithmetic circuits. He showed that if f ∈ F[x1, . . . , xn] is of degree d and has arithmetic
circuits of size s then for some ε > 0, the polynomial (

∑n
i=1 xi + 1)d + ε · f has monotone

arithmetic circuits of size at most O(sd2 + n log n). Thus to show VP 6= VNP, one
approach is to exhibit a p-family f ∈ VNP such that for every ε > 0 the polynomial
(
∑n

i=1 xi + 1)d + ε · f requires monotone arithmetic circuits of super-polynomial size. We
show progress in this approach by exhibiting a p-family f ∈ VNP for which requires
super-polynomial monotone circuits as long as ε > 2−Ω(n). Our proof relies on ideas from
communication complexity and utilizes the discrepancy bound for the boolean function
MOD3 ◦ MOD2.

Equivalence of k-tape Weighted Automata

Testing equivalence of multi-tape finite automata is a fundamental algorithmic problem.
For a k-tape automaton, we denote by Σ1, . . . ,Σk the mutually disjoint alphabets for the
k tapes. The automaton accepts a subset of the product monoid Σ∗1 × · · · × Σ∗k. Two
multi-tape automata are equivalent if they both accept the same subset.

Equivalence testing of multi-tape non-deterministic automata is undecidable [44]. The
problem was shown to be decidable for 2-tape deterministic automata [21,106], and then an
exponential upper bound was shown for it [18]. Eventually, a polynomial-time algorithm
was obtained [40] and the authors conjectured that equivalence testing of deterministic
k-tape automata for any constant k is in polynomial time.

Motivated by equivalence testing of k-tape weighted automata, we study the equivalence
testing of automata in the more general setting of partially commutative monoids (in
short, pc monoids) and show efficient algorithms in special cases, exploiting the structure
of the underlying non-commutation graph of the monoid.

Specifically, if the edge clique cover number of the non-commutation graph of the pc
monoid is a constant, we obtain a deterministic quasi-polynomial time algorithm for
equivalence testing. As corollary, we obtain the first deterministic quasi-polynomial time
algorithms for equivalence testing of k-tape weighted automata and for equivalence testing
of deterministic k-tape automata for constant k. Prior to this, the best complexity upper
bound for these k-tape automata problems was randomized polynomial-time, shown by
Worrell [114]. Finding polynomial-time deterministic algorithms for these problems has
been open for several years [40], and our results make significant progress.

We also consider pc monoids for which the non-commutation graphs have an edge cover
consisting of at most k cliques and star graphs for any constant k. We obtain randomized
polynomial-time algorithm for equivalence testing of weighted automata over such monoids.
Our results are obtained by designing efficient zero testing algorithms for weighted
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automata over such pc monoids.

PIT and Irreducibility Testing in the Relationless Model

Non-commutative computation, introduced in complexity theory by Hyafil [51] and Nisan
[71], is an important subfield of algebraic complexity theory. The main algebraic structure
of interest is the free non-commutative ring F〈X〉 over a field F, whereX = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}
is a set of free noncommuting variables. When the multiplication operation of an arithmetic
circuit is both non-commutative and non-associative, it is called a relationless circuit
and it computes a polynomial in the free non-associative non-commutative ring F{X}.
Previously, the relationless arithmetic model of computation was considered by Hrubeš,
Wigderson, and Yehudayoff [49]. They showed completeness and explicit lower bound
results for this model. We study PIT in this model and show that given an arithmetic
circuit of size s computing a polynomial f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ F{X} of degree d, we can test
f ≡ 0 in deterministic poly(s, n, d) .
Next, we consider the problem of irreducibility testing in the ring F{X}. Irreducibility
testing is an important problem which has been studied over various domains. For example,
over integers, irreducibility testing corresponds to the classical primality testing problem,
which has a deterministic polynomial time algorithm [3]. Over the polynomial ring F[X]
Kaltofen [54] gave a randomized polynomial time algorithm which can even factorize
an input polynomial f given by an arithmetic circuit. The noncommutative polynomial
ring F〈X〉 is not a unique factorization domain [73] and this poses difficulties towards
algorithm design. However, unique factorization holds for homogeneous polynomials in
F〈X〉, and it is shown in [12] that for homogeneous polynomials given by noncommutative
circuits, the unique factorization into irreducible factors can be computed in randomized
polynomial time (essentially, by reduction to the noncommutative PIT problem). In this
chapter, we give a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for irreducibility testing for
polynomials in F{X}. Further, our algorithm finds a non-trivial factorization of the input
polynomial in case it is reducible.

Univariate Ideal Membership problem

Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be a set of n commuting variables and F be a field which is
either the field Q of rationals or a finite field. Let R = F[X] be the ring of multivariate
polynomials over the variables in X with coefficients from the field F. A subring I ⊆ R is
an ideal if I absorbs multiplications by elements of R. That is, I ·R ⊆ I.
Computationally, an ideal I ⊂ R is given by a set of generator polynomials : I =
〈f1, f2, . . . , f`〉. In other words, I is the smallest ideal containing the polynomials fi, 1 ≤
i ≤ `. Given f ∈ R and I = 〈f1, . . . , f`〉, the Ideal Membership problem is to decide whether
f ∈ I or not. In general, the problem is notoriously intractable. It is EXPSPACE-complete
even if f and the generators fi, i ∈ [`] are given explicitly as sums of monomials [67].
Nevertheless, special cases of ideal membership problem have played important roles in
several results in arithmetic complexity. Motivated by Alon’s Combinatorial Nullstellensatz
we study the special case when the ideal is of the form I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉, where
pi are univariates. We give algorithms for various cases of univariate ideal membership
and highlight combinatorial applications. First we obtain a deterministic dO(r) · poly(n)
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time division algorithm to evaluate the (unique) remainder polynomial f(`1, `2, . . . , `r)
(mod I) at any point ~a ∈ Fn, where f ∈ F[z1, . . . , zr] is a polynomial of degree d given
by a nO(1) size arithmetic circuit. Here `1, . . . , `r are linear forms over x1, . . . , xn and
I = 〈p1(x1), p2(x2), . . . , pn(xn)〉 is an univariate ideal. As an application we give an
alternate algorithm to evaluate the permanent of n× n matrix of rank r. An algorithm of
similar run time for low rank permanent is due to Barvinok [17] via a different technique.
Our ideal membership algorithm also yields a randomized nO(r) algorithm for minimum
vertex cover on graphs with rank-r adjacency matrices.
When the ideal is of the form I = 〈xe11 , . . . , x

en
n 〉, we can test membership f ∈ I in

randomized O((2e)dnO(1)) time, where f is a degree d polynomial given by an arithmetic
circuit of polynomial size. On the other hand, if each pi has all distinct rational roots
we can check if f ∈ I in randomized O(nd/2(nd)O(1)) time, improving on the brute-force(
n+d
d

)
-time search. Finally we show that when the roots of pi are distinct, univariate ideal

membership is in coNP. This complements a result of Alon and Tarsi [6] who proved
coNP-hardness for this special case.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computational Complexity Theory aims to classify problems according to the resources
needed to solve them. When computing Boolean functions f : {0, 1}n 7→ {0, 1} the notion
of resources is captured by formal models for computing Boolean functions, such as Turing
machines [104] or Boolean circuits [96]. A more specialized study is Algebraic Complexity
Theory which aims to perform a similar classification for polynomials. An arithmetic
circuit is similar to a Boolean circuit in structure but the logical gates OR,AND are
replaced by the arithmetic operations +,×. The leaves of a Boolean circuit are labelled
by variables x1, x2, . . . , xn, which could take values in {0, 1}, whereas in the arithmetic
world these variables can take values from a field F.

Definition 1.0.1. An arithmetic circuit C over a field F and indeterminates X =
{x1, x2, · · · , xn} is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with each node of indegree zero labelled
by a variable or a scalar constant from F: the indegree 0 nodes are the input nodes of
the circuit. Each internal node of the DAG is labeled by either a + or a × (indicating
that it is a plus gate or multiply gate, respectively). A gate of C is designated as output.
Each internal gate computes a polynomial (by adding or multiplying its input polynomials),
where the polynomial computed at an input node is just its label (variable or scalar). The
polynomial computed by the circuit is the polynomial computed at its output gate.

A polynomial of degree at most d over n variables has at most
(
n+d
d

)
monomials and one

can represent it by writing down all its coefficients as a long vector of length
(
n+d
d

)
. This

representation is ‘expensive’. On the other hand Arithmetic Circuits provide a small
representation for certain polynomials. For example the circuit in Figure 1.1 is of size
2k + 5 but computes a polynomial with 2k−1 monomials. At this point we note that the
study is not about individual polynomials but about polynomial families. A p-family is a
family of polynomials {fn}n∈N where fn ∈ F[x1, . . . , xn]. Some interesting p-families are

Example 1.0.1 (Elementary Symmetric Polynomial).

Sn,d(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
S⊆[n]
|S|=d

∏
i∈S

xi

Keeping d fixed we get the p-family {Sn,d}n≥d. A classical result of Ben-Or shows that
Sn,d has a ‘small’ circuit of size O(n2) whereas the naive representation would require

1
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Figure 1.1: An Arithmetic Circuit

(
n+d
d

)
space to write. Another extremely important polynomial is the Determinant of a

matrix which is defined over n2 variables:

Example 1.0.2 (Determinant). For a matrix of variables X = {xi,j} we have

detn(X) =
∑
σ∈Sn

(−1)sgn(σ)

n∏
i=1

xi,σ(i)

where Sn is the group of permutations on n letters and sgn(σ) is the sign of the permutation
σ.

The determinant polynomial is ubiquitous in mathematics and has been an object of
study since 1800s. Interestingly, though the polynomial is defined as an exponential sum,
this too has polynomial size arithmetic circuits [65]. In the arithmetic setting, the class of
p-families that have polynomial size arithmetic circuits represent efficient computation.

Definition 1.0.2. For a computable function s(n) we have

ACSize(s(n)) = {{pn}n∈N | ∃ arithmetic circuit Cn of size at most s(n) computing pn.}

The arithmetic analogue of P is

Definition 1.0.3.

VP = ∪∞c=1ACSize(nc)

2



Though ‘very few’ polynomials are in VP, we shall later see that many ‘interesting’
polynomials are in VP.
Now we turn to polynomials that are not expected to have small circuits. The perma-
nent polynomial is strikingly similar to the determinant, yet it exhibits vastly different
properties.

Definition 1.0.4 (Permanent). For a matrix of variables X = {xi,j} we have

Pern(X) =
∑
σ∈Sn

n∏
i=1

xi,σ(i)

Unlike the determinant we do not know of polynomial size (or even sub-exponential size)
arithmetic circuits for the permanent. The only known arithmetic circuit of size O(2n) for
permanent is obtained from Ryser’s Formula [84].

Lemma 1.0.1 (Ryser’s Formula). First we define an auxiliary polynomial

g(X, y1, . . . , yn) =
n∏
i=1

(1− 2yj) ·
n∏
i=1

(
n∑
j=1

yjXi,j)

Now the permanent can be written as an exponential sum over the auxiliary polynomial

Pern(X) = (−1)n
∑

~α∈{0,1}n
g(X, ~α1, . . . , ~αn)

This motivates the definition of a larger class of polynomials known as VNP

Definition 1.0.5. A p-family {fn}n∈N ∈ V NP if there exists another p-family {gn}n∈N ∈
V P and a polynomial p(n) such that

fn(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑

y∈{0,1}p(n)
gn+p(n)(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yp(n))

Valiant [107] studied the computational aspects of the permanent. Valiant defined a notion
of reductions in arithmetic circuit classes and showed that the permanent is ‘complete’
for VNP under these reductions.

Definition 1.0.6. A polynomial f ∈ F[x1, . . . , xn] is said to be a projection of g ∈
F[y1, . . . , ym] if there exist affine linear forms `1, . . . , `m over the variables x1, . . . , xn such
that g(`1, . . . , `m) = f(x1, . . . , xn)

The two classes VP and VNP serve as the arithmetic analogues of P and NP and Valiant
conjectured that these two classes are different.

Conjecture 1.0.1 (Valiant’s Conjecture).

VP ( VNP
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Progress on this conjecture has been quite slim. The best known result is that of Mignotte
and Resyare [69] who show a Ω(n2) lower bound on the determinantal complexity of
permanent. An unexpected line of research on depth reduction [4, 45, 59, 102] showed
that general arithmetic circuits of size s computing a polynomial of degree d can be
compressed to a depth 4 circuit of size at most sO(

√
d log d). For more details the reader is

referred to the rolling survey [86], in the hope that the special structure becomes useful.
Besides restriction on the depth, several other structural restrictions such as multilinearity,
monotonicity, formulas, arithmetic branching program have been studied and consequently
lower bounds have been proved. For further details the reader is encouraged to read the
excellent surveys [28,97].

1.1 Monotone Arithmetic Circuits

A polynomial is said to be monotone if all its coefficients are positive. An arithmetic
circuit is said to be monotone if every gate of the circuit computes a monotone polynomial.
For example the circuit in Figure 1.1 is not a monotone circuit. The study of monotone
arithmetic circuits was initiated by Schnorr [91] and then Valiant [108] demonstrated that
negations can exponentially reduce the resources need to compute certain polynomials.
More precisely, he showed that the perfect matching polynomial of a triangular grid graph
on n vertices requires monotone circuits of size at least 2Ω(

√
n) but has non-monotone circuits

of polynomial size1. Soon after Jerrum and Snir [52] exhibited many polynomial families
which require monotone circuits of exponential size. Notable amongst them is the spanning
tree polynomial which also has polynomial size non-monotone arithmetic circuits due to
the classical matrix tree theorem [110]. Thereafter several papers [41,52,79,94,95,108]
showed similar lower bounds for various polynomials. Yehudayoff noticed that all these
lower bounds also end up showing that the corresponding polynomials are not in monotone
VNP2. The monotone analog of Valiant’s conjecture was proved in [115] where Yehudayoff
exhibited a p-family which is contained in monotone VNP but requires monotone circuits
of size at least 2Ω(

√
n). A year later this was strengthened to a 2Ω(n) lower bound by

Srinivasan [98] by employing expanders.
First, we construct a family of polynomials Pn in n variables, each of its monomials has
positive coefficient, such that Pn can be computed by a polynomial-size set-multilinear
depth-three formula but every monotone circuit computing it has size 2Ω(n1/4/ log(n)). To
the best of our knowledge this also shows the first separation between multilinear and
monotone computation3. The polynomial Pn embeds the SINK ◦ XOR function devised
recently by Chattopadhyay, Mande and Sherif [27] to refute the Log-Approximate-Rank
Conjecture in communication complexity. To prove our lower bound for Pn, we develop
a general connection between corruption of combinatorial rectangles by any function
f ◦ XOR and corruption of product polynomials by a certain polynomial P f that is an

1This is due to the fact that the grid graph is planar and the celebrated FKT algorithm [56,103] gives
a circuit for the perfect matching polynmial over planar graphs.

2Monotone VNP contains those p-families which can be written as an exponential sum of a p-family
in monotone VP.

3Prior to this thesis there was no example of a monotone polynomial which is computable by multilinear
arithmetic circuits of small size but requires exponential size when computed by montone arithmetic
circuits.
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arithmetic embedding of f .
Recently Hrubes [48] advocated a new approach for proving lower bounds against general
arithmetic circuits. He showed that if f ∈ F[x1, . . . , xn] is of degree d and has arithmetic
circuits of size s then for some ε > 0, the polynomial (

∑n
i=1 xi + 1)d + ε · f has monotone

arithmetic circuits of size at most O(sd2 + n log n). Thus to show VP 6= VNP, one
approach is to exhibit a p-family f ∈ VNP such that for every ε > 0 the polynomial
(
∑n

i=1 xi + 1)d + ε · f requires monotone arithmetic circuits of super-polynomial size. We
show progress in this approach by exhibiting a p-family f ∈ VNP for which requires
super-polynomial monotone circuits as long as ε > 2−Ω(n). Our proof relies on ideas from
communication complexity and utilizes the discrepancy bound for the Boolean function
MOD3 ◦ MOD2.

1.2 Algorithms and Arithmetic Circuit Complexity

Arithmetic Circuit Complexity poses many interesting algorithmic problems which have
also found application towards solving problems of a combinatorial nature. An important
algorithmic problem is polynomial identity testing which is defined as follows:

Problem 1.2.1 (Polynomial Identity Testing (PIT)). Given an arithmetic circuit C
computing a polynomial f ∈ F[x1, . . . , xn]. Is f ≡ 0?

The Schwarz-Zippel-DeMillo-Lipton lemma [34,92,116] yields a randomized polynomial
time algorithm for PITand it is a long standing open problem to find a deterministic
polynomial time algorithm for PIT. For progress on PIT the reader is referred to the
surveys [88, 89]. In [70] the authors utilize PIT to give an efficient parallel algorithm
for detecting perfect matchings on bipartite graphs. In fact the celebrated deterministic
algorithm for primality testing [3] was obtained by derandomizing a special case of PIT.
Over the years many combinatorial algorithms have been derived by the clever usage of
polynomials and appropriate tools from the theory of arithmetic circuits. The reader
is referred to the surveys and papers [22, 23, 62, 111–113] for more details. This thesis
provides three distinct contributions. First, we extend a PIT algorithm of Forbes and
Shpilka [39] to certain partially commutative domains. As an application we make progress
towards a conjecture of Valiant [106] in Automata Theory regarding equivalence testing of
multi-tape automata. Second, extend the study of Hrubes, Wigderson and Yehudayoff [49]
on ‘relationless’ models of computation who first proved lower bounds in this model.
We give deterministic polynomial time algorithms for PIT and irreducibility testing in
this model. Third, we study special cases of ideal membership and show applications by
computing permanents of low rank matrices and designing algorithms for graph theoretic
problems.
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Chapter 2

Lower Bounds against Monotone
Arithmetic Circuits

Valiant [108] showed that general arithmetic circuits with negation can be exponentially
more powerful than monotone ones. We give the first qualitative improvement to this
classical result: we construct a family of polynomials Pn in n variables, each of its
monomials has a non-negative coefficient, such that Pn can be computed by a polynomial-
size depth-three formula but every monotone circuit computing it has size 2Ω(n1/4/ log(n)).
The polynomial Pn embeds the SINK ◦XOR function devised recently by Chattopadhyay,
Mande and Sherif [27] to refute the Log-Approximate-Rank Conjecture in communication
complexity. To prove our lower bound for Pn, we develop a general connection between
corruption of combinatorial rectangles by any function f ◦XOR and corruption of product
polynomials by a certain polynomial P f that is an arithmetic embedding of f . This
connection should be of independent interest.
Using further ideas from communication complexity, we construct another family of
set-multilinear polynomials fn,m such that both Fn,m − ε · fn,m and Fn,m + ε · fn,m have
monotone circuit complexity 2Ω(n/ log(n)) if ε ≥ 2−Ω(m) and Fn,m :=

∏n
i=1 (xi,1 + · · ·+ xi,m),

with m = O(n/ log n). The polynomials fn,m have 0/1 coefficients and are in VNP. Proving
such lower bounds for monotone circuits has been advocated recently by Hrubeš [48] as a
first step towards proving lower bounds against general circuits via his new approach.
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2.1 Introduction

The arithmetic analog of Cook’s P vs. NP question is Valiant’s VP vs. VNP question.
Despite the latter being seemingly an easier question, progress on it has been frustratingly
slow. One class of natural but restricted circuits, in both the Boolean and arithmetic world,
is that of monotone circuits where a lot of progress has taken place. Exponential lower
bounds on these circuits have been known for long, first in the arithmetic world due to the
work of Shamir and Snir [94] and then the breakthrough work of Razborov [81] in Boolean
complexity. A long line of work has been carried out both in the arithmetic [41,52,79,94,95,
98,108,115] and the Boolean world (see for example [29,43,47,55,74,76,78,80,81,83,101])
to further strengthen these bounds and make progress. Despite these efforts, several
problems remain open even for monotone complexity. In this chapter, we focus on two
such problems.

The first problem concerns the understanding of the relative powers of monotone and non-
monotone computation. How much advantage do non-monotone circuits have, exploiting
cancellation, to compute a target function or polynomial that itself is monotone? This was
first answered in the arithmetic world by Valiant [108], forty years ago. Valiant showed
that a certain monotone polynomial can be computed efficiently by general circuits, but
monotone circuits need exponential size to compute it. In the Boolean world, Razborov [80]
gave a super-polynomial separation between monotone and non-monotone computations
by showing that the bipartite matching problem in P needs nΩ(logn)-size monotone circuits.
Later, Tardos [101] proved an exponential separation using a different function. Raz and
Wigderson [78] showed that matching needs exponential size monotone formulas.

Several researchers have investigated the following natural question that arises from
these separation results: what is the weakest non-monotone model that can compute a
monotone function which is hard even for the most powerful monotone model? It is known
that matching can not only be computed in P, but it can also be computed efficiently,
i.e. using polynomially many processors, in fast parallel time or depth of O(log2 n) by
randomized algorithms again using cancellations. Yet, Razborov’s lower bound puts it
outside monotone P. This was the best known separation for long. Recently, Göös et.
al. [43] improved this by finding another function that has such an efficient and parallel
deterministic algorithm and showed that it even requires exponential size monotone
circuits. Can one find hard functions for monotone circuits in even shallower depths of
general circuits? An important result of Ajtai and Gurevich [5] showed that there are
monotone functions that can be computed efficiently by constant-depth, non-monotone
circuits, and yet need super-polynomial size to be computed by constant-depth monotone
circuits. The recent work of Chen et.al. [29] significantly strengthens this by exhibiting
a monotone function having efficient constant-depth circuits with negations but that
still requires exponential size to be computed by monotone circuits of constant depth
even though they are allowed to use gates computing a powerful monotone function
like Majority. However, these developments still leave tantalizingly open the possibility
of finding a monotone function computable by small size constant-depth circuits with
negation that require exponential size to be computed by unrestricted-depth monotone
circuits.

The arithmetic analog of this possibility remained unresolved as well. However, for non-
commutative circuits, it was answered in the positive by Hrubeš and Yehudayoff [50] by
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exhibiting an exponential separation of constant-depth arithmetic formulas and monotone
circuits. We provide the first such separation in the more natural and commonly studied
setting of commutative arithmetic circuits that we describe next.
We consider set-multilinear monomials over sets of variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn where Xi :=
{xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,m}, i.e. multilinear monomials that depend precisely on just one of the m
variables from each of the n blocks1. In order to generate hard polynomials for monotone
arithmetic circuits, we will use an idea of embedding a Boolean function f that is known
to be hard in the 2-party setting of communication complexity. The general idea to do
so, is to associate with each multilinear monomial κ a unique m-bit Boolean string x.
The coefficient of κ in the polynomial would be just f(x) ∈ {0, 1}. Applying this general
framework, for each f : {0, 1}m → {0, 1} one derives a unique monotone polynomial P f

with 0/1 coefficients.
However, we want our target polynomial to be also easy to be computed by constant-depth
arithmetic formulas, using the power of cancellations. This makes the design of associating
a Boolean string to a monomial and the choice of f delicate. In particular, we will have
to perturb a Boolean f at each point by a slight amount δ to create a real-valued f ′ that
uniformly approximates f . We will then be able to argue that P f ′ retains the monotone
hardness of P f but just becomes easy to be computed with cancellations. Creating hard
polynomials for arithmetic circuits in this way, as far as we know, was not done in any of
the prior works.
More precisely, the set of such multilinear monomials can be identified with the set of
all mappings from [n] to [m], the latter denoted by Fn,m. For a mapping σ ∈ Fn,m ( or
a set-multilinear monomial κ) we define a parity vector ~⊕(σ) ∈ {0, 1}m (or ~⊕(κ)) where
the jth entry is |σ−1(j)| (mod 2). The parity vector ~⊕(κ) of a monomial κ will be the
unique m-bit Boolean string we associate with it. Now we describe the hard Boolean
function f that we will be using: this will be the same function called SINK that was
recently used in the refutation of the Log-Approximate-Rank Conjecture (LARC) in [27].
Set m =

(
k
2

)
, so that each bit of a string x in {0, 1}m is viewed as the assignment to an

edge of a complete graph on k vertices {1, . . . , k}. If a bit of x, corresponding to an edge
(u, v) in Kk is set to 0, then the edge orients u ← v, otherwise the edge orients u → v,
when u < v. An input string x, can thus be interpreted as a tournament by orienting the
edges of the complete graph Kk. A vertex in a tournament is called a sink vertex if its
out-degree is 0. SINK evaluates to 1 on x if the tournament specified by x has a sink
vertex. Otherwise, SINK evaluates to 0 on x.
Thus, a monomial κ is called a sink monomial if SINK(~⊕(κ)) = 1. Let PNon-Sink

n,m (P Sink
n,m )

be the polynomial that is supported completely on non-sink (sink) monomials. It can
be shown that each of PNon-Sink

n,m and P Sink
n,m is hard for monotone circuits, but we don’t

know whether any one of them is easy for general formulas. We thus look at a slight
perturbation of PNon-Sink

n,m : A polynomial Pn,m is called a δ-non-sink polynomial if the
coefficient of every monomial κ in Pn,m lies in the interval [0, δ] if κ is a sink, otherwise
(i.e. κ is not a sink) it lies in the interval [1− δ, 1]. We are ready to state our result now:

Theorem 2.1.1.

1. For every constant 0 < δ < 1, there exists a δ-non-sink polynomial Pδ,n,m that has a
depth-three arithmetic formula of size Oδ(nm

4).

1Many commonly studied polynomials like the Permanent and Determinant are set-multilinear.
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2. There exists a sufficiently small constant δ < 1, such that every δ-non-sink polynomial
Qδ,n,m needs monotone circuits (with no depth restrictions) of size 2Ω(

√
m) to be

computed, when 4m lnm ≤ n.

Remark 2.1.1. Let us recall that Valiant [108], Jerrum and Snir [52] gave exponential
separations between VP and monotone VP. Applying modern depth reduction techniques [4,
45, 59, 102] to either of their polynomials would result in them being computed by depth-

3/depth-4 formulas of exponential size of 2O(
√
d logN), where the polynomials are N -variate

and degree d. This would result in just a super-polynomial separation between depth-
3/depth-4 circuits and monotone arithmetic circuits. Our theorem gives an exponential
separation.

More generally, the use of parity vectors of monomials as described above, gives us
a conceptually simple but novel way of constructing set-multilinear polynomials by
embedding hard Boolean functions of the form f ◦ XOR, where f : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}.
These functions are called XOR functions and we make more use of them, via parity
vectors of monomials, to deal with a different problem.
We consider the problem of making progress towards proving lower bounds for general
arithmetic circuits. Efforts in this direction have remained stuck for a long time. Very
recently, Hrubeš [48] formulated a new interesting approach that reduces the task of
proving lower bounds on the size of general arithmetic circuits to that of proving lower
bounds on the monotone complexity of special classes of polynomials. A crucial aspect
of the approach is that one, sort of, plants a conjectured hard polynomial scaled by a
vanishingly small number ε inside an otherwise super-easy polynomial. One needs to
prove that the new polynomial remains hard for monotone circuits to conclude that the
conjectured hardness of the original polynomial against general circuits is true. There are
no known monotone lower bounds against such polynomials and Hrubeš argues that new
techniques in monotone complexity need to be developed to take on this challenge. Using
our communication complexity based approach, we take a first step in this direction.
More precisely, Hrubeš showed that if a polynomial fn is computed efficiently by a general
circuit of size s, then there exists an ε0 > 0, such that for every ε ≤ ε0, the function
Fn + ε · f has efficient monotone circuits, where Fn := (1 +

∑
i xi)

d is the polynomial that
contains all monomials of degree at most d. The difficulty in proving monotone lower
bounds for such polynomials is the following: for ε = 0, they become easy for monotone
circuits and yet we need to show that for a tiny non-zero ε, the function is hard. Most
monotone lower bounds in the literature are based on covering arguments, i.e. they are
valid against all polynomials which are supported on the same hard set of monomials,
paying no regard to the specific set of coefficients used in the target polynomial. Such
arguments cannot obviously work against the kind of polynomials suggested by Hrubeš.
Recently, Yehudayoff [115] and Srinivasan [98] gave new arguments to prove monotone
lower bounds that take into consideration the distribution of coefficients. In fact, covering
arguments would not be enough to even prove our Theorem 2.1.1 as the support set of
a δ-non-sink polynomial can be full and our argument does make essential use of the
distribution of the coefficients of monomials. Still, it is not clear how to use any of these
arguments in the context of Hrubeš’ question.
We give a new argument based on the discrepancy method from communication complexity
to make progress. To discuss this approach, let us consider the Boolean function MOD3 ◦
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XOR, where MOD3(x) = 0 if and only if
∑n

i=1 xi ≡ 0 mod 3. It can be shown that this
problem has small discrepancy w.r.t combinatorial rectangles and is therefore hard for
Alice and Bob to solve in Yao’s 2-party communication model. Our main insight is that
embedding such a problem in a set-multilinear polynomial via the parity vectors of the
monomials results in a monotone polynomial that is very hard for monotone circuits in
the sense of Hrubeš’ Theorem. More precisely, we define

PMOD3
n,m :=

∑
σ:[n]7→[m]

MOD3(~⊕(σ))=0

n∏
i=1

xi,σ(i).

Clearly this polynomial is in VNP. Let the full set-multilinear polynomial be defined as

Fn,m :=
n∏
i=1

(xi,1 + · · ·+ xi,m).

Our main result is the following:

Theorem 2.1.2. There exists a constant γ > 0 such that both the polynomials Fn,m − ε ·
PMOD3
n,m and Fn,m + ε · PMOD3

n,m have monotone complexity 2Ω(m), provided 4m lnm ≤ n and
ε ≥ 2−γm.

In summary, both Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 obtain monotone lower bounds of the kinds that
were not obtained before our work. They use two powerful techniques from communication
complexity: the corruption and the discrepancy method. That communication complexity
methods and arithmetic complexity lower bound techniques should be related is not a
complete surprise. A low cost communication protocol induces a decomposition of the
communication matrix of the target function into a non-negative sum of few rectangles.
A small monotone circuit results in the decomposition of the computed polynomial
into a sum of non-negative product polynomials. In fact, several researchers have used
this similarity to draw intuition from communication complexity to prove monotone
lower bounds. However, there is an important difference (among others) that, we feel,
has prevented direct usage of measures like corruption bounds in past work. In the
arithmetic decomposition, the partition of the input variables used varies across the
product polynomials used. In standard version of communication complexity, this does
not happen. One chooses the most convenient possible partition to prove lower bounds.
Raz and Yehudayoff [79] used sophisticated exponential sum estimates of [24] to overcome
this difficulty. We, on the other hand, use a simple but novel trick of using parity vectors
to embed a hard XOR function in our target polynomial. Our general Corruption Transfer
Lemma 2.4.1 and the proof of Theorem 2.1.2 are evidences of the broad applicability
of this idea. We feel that this would also be further useful in proving lower bounds for
circuits that are less restricted than monotone ones.

2.1.1 Proof Ideas and Techniques

Separating General Depth-3 From Monotone Circuits

We are looking for polynomials (with positive coefficients) that are very hard for monotone
circuits, yet are not only easy with cancellations but even remain easy in constant-depth.
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There are two important computations in which cancellations are known to help. First,
is the computation of the determinant. This is not a monotone polynomial but one can
effectively embed it into a such a polynomial. For example, Jerrum and Snir [52] used
spanning tree polynomial to separate VP from monotone VP and it can be expressed
as a determinant of linear forms [110]. But determinant is unlikely to be easy for small
depth-computations. Ben-Or [97] showed that depth three is capable of interpolating
which does make crucial use of cancellations. This yields small-size depth-3 circuits
for computing elementary symmetric polynomials, making them a possible target for
separating the power of constant-depth general formulas and monotone unrestricted-depth
circuits. However, it is well known that elementary symmetric polynomials are actually
easy for even monotone arithmetic branching programs (ABPs).

This forces us to seek alternative powers of cancellations: depth-2 circuits cannot be more
powerful than their monotone counterparts. How do cancellations in random depth-three
set-multilinear circuits take place? Consider the following ΣΠΣ circuit:

1

N

N∑
i=1

n∏
j=1

(
bi1xj,1 + bi2xj,2 + · · ·+ bimxj,m

)
(2.1)

Here, b1, . . . , bN are randomly sampled points from {1,−1}m. To talk about cancellations,
let us consider the coefficient of a monomial κ :=

∏n
j=1 xj,σ(j), where σ : [n]→ [m] is the

map defining κ. The coefficient of κ in the polynomial computed by the random circuit is
(1/N) ·

∑N
i=1

∏n
j=1 b

i
σ(j) which can be re-written as

1

N

N∑
i=1

m∏
`=1

(bi`)
|σ−1(`)| mod 2 (2.2)

Thus, the parity vector ~⊕(κ) := (|σ−1(1)| mod 2, . . . , |σ−1(m)| mod 2) of monomial κ
determines its coefficient. All monomials that are even, i.e. their parity vectors are all
zeroes, will have coefficient exactly 1, i.e. there was no cancellation for them. For any odd
monomial κ, the expected value of the coefficient is 0, i.e. we expect a lot of cancellations
associated with κ taking place. To translate this phenomenon from random circuits to a
fixed deterministic circuit, we choose the points b1, . . . , bN to form an ε-biased space in
{0, 1}m. Armed with this insight, we want to craft a polynomial where the deterministic
circuit is able to suppress the magnitude of the coefficients of a select group of monomials
while keeping the rest of the magnitudes high. The group to be selected should be such
that the polynomial becomes hard for monotone circuits.

The basic weakness of a monotone circuit of size s computing a multilinear polynomial P
is well known i.e. such a P can be expressed as a sum of few balanced product polynomials.
Each such product polynomial has a structure resembling that of a combinatorial rectangle,
an object that appears commonly in the study of communication complexity. This
similarity has been the source of intuition in past works in arithmetic complexity in
general and monotone complexity in particular. But a direct correspondence had not been
established, as far as we know, until now. We do so in this chapter and crucially use this
correspondence to prove our monotone lower bounds.

Before we describe further details, we point out an interesting connection to the famous
Log-Rank Conjecture in communication complexity and our problem. Consider any set
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multilinear polynomial P f and a partition {X1,X2} of the sets of its input variables. A
natural matrix w.r.t the partition is one where each row corresponds to a set-multilinear
monomial in variables from X1 and every column to one in variables from X2. Each entry
of this matrix is the coefficient in the target polynomial of the monomial formed by the
product of the corresponding row and column monomials. Observe that if P f is computed
by a syntactic depth-3 set-multilinear circuit of top fain-in s, then the matrix has rank at
most s, as every product gate computes polynomial whose corresponding matrix has rank
1. Let our polynomial P f be the embedding of the Boolean function f by the parity vector
scheme. This translates into saying that the communication matrix of f ◦ XOR has rank
at most s. To prove our lower bound on the monotone circuit complexity of P f , current
techniques end up proving lower bounds on the number of product polynomials needed in
any decomposition of P f . Each product polynomial appearing in the sum comes with its
own partition. But even if all these partitions were {X1,X2}, this would imply proving a
lower bound on the number of combinatorial rectangles needed to non-negatively sum up to
the communication matrix of f ◦XOR. A strong lower bound on the monotone complexity
of P f when s, the upper bound on the top fan-in of a depth-3 circuit computing P f , is just
polynomial in n,m would thus result in the refutation of the Log-Rank Conjecture (LRC)
via the function f ◦XOR. No refutation of the LRC is known. Under these circumstances,
we do the next best possible thing: we take recourse to the recent refutation of the
approximate/randomized version of the LRC [27], by embedding an approximate version
of the f in our polynomial, where f is the same function SINK used in the refutation.

The set of points at which SINK outputs 1 is a small union of mutually disjoint sub-cubes.
Roughly speaking, we observe that parity vectors in each sub-cube can be expressed by
a single ΣΠΣ circuit of the form in (2.1) by appropriately ’shifting’ the parity vector.
Thus, we express S by writing the polynomial as a sum of few (as many as the number of
sub-cubes) such depth-3 circuits and then collapse the whole thing naturally to a single
depth-3 circuit. The resulting polynomial has negative coefficients. We turn it monotone
by subtracting it from a slightly scaled-up full product polynomial.

This polynomial is a δ-non-sink polynomial. As it has nearly full support, one needs to
find an argument that uses the distribution of its coefficients to prove its hardness against
balanced product polynomials. Our simple but key insight is to regard this polynomial’s
coefficients as the acceptance probabilities of the parity vectors of the respective monomials.
In other words, just as SINK ◦ XOR was shown by [27] to be hard to be pointwise δ-
approximated by a small non-negative sum of combinatorial rectangles, we should in
principle be able to say that a small sum of non-negative product polynomials cannot
compute any δ-non-sink polynomial. Realizing this idea requires care. More interestingly
in doing so, we develop a general transfer theorem that relates rectangular corruption, a
very useful measure in communication complexity, under natural probability distributions
on the input space of Boolean XOR functions to that of an analogous corruption-like
measure on the set-multilinear monomial space. This simple but powerful correspondence
is developed in Section 2.4. While our immediate use of this correspondence is to establish
the lower bound for δ-non-sink polynomials to prove Theorem 2.1.1, we believe this to be
of independent interest in monotone complexity.
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ε-Sensitive Monotone Lower Bounds

Now we briefly explain the main ideas for proving Theorem 2.1.2. The crucial insight
comes from the fact that the boolean function MOD3 ◦ XOR has small discrepancy w.r.t
the combinatorial rectangles. The notion of discrepancy was defined by Babai, Nisan
and Szegedy [16]. To exploit this, we define two measures W0 and W1 on the space of
set-multilinear monomials as follows: W0 puts uniform weights to the set of monomials
κ such that the Hamming weight (wt) of ~⊕(k) is a multiple of 3. The measure W1 acts
similarly on the set of monomials κ such that wt(~⊕(κ)) ≡ 1 (mod 3). Combining W0 and
W1, we define the main measure W on any polynomial P as W (P ) = W1(P )−W0(P ).

Using a (nearly)-equidistribution property of parity vectors, we show that the number
of monomials κ such that wt(~⊕κ) ≡ b (mod 3) are roughly same for b ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
This immediately shows that the contribution of the measure W for the polynomial
P = Fn,m − ε · PMOD3

n,m is approximately proportional to the contribution from PMOD3
n,m . In

particular, this shows that W (P ) ≥ O(ε).

Further, the equidistribution property and a simple exponential sum estimate help us
in proving that the measure W (a · b) is exponentially small for any balanced product
polynomial. Conceptually, this step is a transfer of small discrepancy of MOD3 ◦ XOR
function w.r.t the combinatorial rectangles to the product polynomials. Since the measure
of W (a · b) is exponentially small, the sub-additive property of W shows that the number
of product polynomials needed to account for W (P ) must be large (for a suitable range
of values for ε). Finally, the lower bound follows from the structure theorem of monotone
circuits which says that if P is computable by a polynomial size monotone circuit, then P
can be written as a small sum of balanced product polynomials.

2.2 Preliminaries

Notation

Let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. For a polynomial p ∈ R[X] and a monomial κ, let p[κ] be the
coefficient of κ in p. For polynomials p, q ∈ R[X], we write p ≤ q if for each κ, we have
that p[κ] ≤ q[κ]. For a polynomial p, let var(p) denote the set of variables in p. For a
vector u ∈ {0, 1}n, the notation wt(u) is used for the Hamming weight of u.

Set-Multilinear Polynomials

Let X = ∪ni=1Xi be a set of variables where Xi = {xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,m}. A polynomial
p ∈ R[X] is set-multilinear if each monomial in p respects the partition given by the
set of variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn. In other words, each monomial κ in p is of the form
x1,j1x2,j2 · · · xn,jn . One can naturally associate a function (mapping) σ : [n] → [m] such
that σ(i) = ji. This association forms a bijection between the space of all functions from
[n] to [m], denoted by Fn,m and the space of all such set-multilinear monomials. The
cardinality of each set is easily seen to be mn. Often we shall abuse notation to identify
the monomial κ with the function it represents.
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Parity Vectors of Set-Multilinear Monomials

For a set-multilinear monomial κ with the associated function σ we define the parity
vector ~⊕(κ) ∈ {0, 1}m where the jth entry is ~⊕(κ)j = |σ−1(j)| (mod 2). For a set of parity
vectors S ⊆ {0, 1}m we shall denote

K(S) = {κ | ~⊕(κ) ∈ S}.

Ordered Polynomial

For a monomial of the form κ = xi1,j1xi2,j2 · · ·xin,jn we define the set I(κ) = {i1, i2, . . . , in}.
If a polynomial p has the same set I(κ) for every monomial occurring in it with a non-zero
coefficient, then we say that the polynomial is ordered and we write I(p) = I(κ) for each κ.
Clearly, the set-multilinear polynomials are ordered polynomials with I(p) = {1, 2, . . . , n}.

Structure of Monotone Circuits

The main structural result for monotone circuits that we use throughout, is the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.2.1. [115, Lemma 1] Let n > 2 and p ∈ R[X] be an ordered monotone
polynomial with I(p) = [n]. Let C be a monotone circuit of size s that computes p. Then,
we can write

p =
s∑
t=1

at · bt

where at and bt are monotone ordered polynomials with n
3
≤ |I(at)| ≤ 2n

3
and I(bt) =

I(at) \ [n]. Moreover, at · bt ≤ p for each 1 ≤ t ≤ s.

Such ordered product polynomials a · b with n
3
≤ |I(a)| ≤ 2n

3
and I(b) = [n] \ I(a) will be

called balanced product polynomials.

Rectangular Corruption

We recall here the concept of corruption measure from communication complexity that
we make use of in this chapter. To do so, let us very briefly first recall the basic notions
in the 2-party communication model of Yao. The joint input space of Alice and Bob is
{0, 1}m × {0, 1}m with each player receiving an m-bit Boolean string, and they want to
evaluate a Boolean function F : {0, 1}m × {0, 1}m → {0, 1}. One defines a combinatorial
rectangle R as a product set A × B, for some A,B ⊆ {0, 1}m. Put another way, R is
just a submatrix of the 2m × 2m communication matrix MF of the function F , that Alice
and Bob want to compute. The rows of this matrix are indexed by possible inputs of
Alice and the columns by the ones of Bob and MF (x, y) = F (x, y). To define it, consider
a probability distribution λ on {0, 1}m × {0, 1}m that is almost balanced. Then, the
intuition is that λ renders F hard, if rectangles (sub-matrices) of F (MF ) cannot even
be approximately monochromatic unless they are small as measured by λ. We will use
the following notion of corruption to measure approximate monochromaticity. This was
implicitly defined by Razborov [82].
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Let z ∈ {0, 1}. Then, the ε, z-corruption of F w.r.t. λ is denoted by Corrzλ,ε(F ), which is
defined as follows:

Corrzλ,ε(F ) := min
R:λ(R∩F−1(z))≤ελ(R)

log
( 1

λ(R)

)
.

The importance of the measure above lies by the fact that several lower bounds on the
randomized communication complexity of functions, beginning with the famous one for
Set-Disjointness, are proved by the simple relation: Rε(F ) ≥ Ω(Corrzλ,ε(F )), for each
z ∈ {0, 1}, where Rε(F ) is the ε-error randomized communication complexity of F .

Small Bias Spaces

We recall the well-known notion of ε-biased spaces.

Definition 2.2.1 (ε-biased space). A multi-set B ⊆ {−1,+1}m of size N is called an
ε-biased space if for every subset S ⊆ [m] we have

| 1
N

∑
b∈B

∏
i∈S

bi| < ε.

Recently, a breakthrough work of Ta-Shma [100] gives near optimal size explicit construc-
tion of ε-biased spaces.

Theorem 2.2.2 (Explicit construction of ε-bias spaces [100]). There is a deterministic
algorithm that for every ε > 0 constructs an ε-biased space Bm,ε of size O( m

ε2+o(1)
). The

algorithm runs in time poly(m, 1
ε
).

2.3 Equidistribution of Parity Vectors

In this section we record a few combinatorial results which will be used throughout the
chapter. We establish an approximate equidistribution property of Fn,m which is the
set of functions from [n] to [m]. For a function σ ∈ Fn,m we define the parity vector
~⊕(σ) ∈ {0, 1}m where the jth entry is ~⊕(σ)j = |σ−1(j)| (mod 2). For a vector v ∈ {0, 1}m
we define

Fvn,m = {σ | σ ∈ Fn,m such that ~⊕(σ) = v }.
We will show that Fn,m is partitioned into approximately equal size classes Fvn,m (where
v ∈ {0, 1}m) in the sense of Corollary 2.3.1. The following fact is easy to verify using a
symmetry argument.

Fact 2.3.1. |Fvn,m| = |Fun,m| if wt(u) = wt(v).

Proof. Let ones(u) denote the set of indices where u is 1. Let ψ : [m] 7→ [m] be a bijection
that maps ones(v) to ones(u). For a function σ ∈ Fvn,m we have ψ ◦ σ ∈ Fun,m. This gives
a bijection ψ : Fvn,m 7→ Fun,m which completes the proof of the fact.

Now we write a recurrence for |Fvn,m|. Due to Fact 2.3.1, we may assume that the vector
is of the form v = (0, 0, 0, . . . , 1, 1, 1). Then we have,
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|Fvn,m| =
n−wt(v)∑
k=0

k is even

(
n

k

)
|Fv−1

n−k,m−1| (2.3)

where v−1 is the vector obtained from v by deleting the first coordinate. If v =
(1, 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1) then the recurrence is

|Fvn,m| =
n−wt(v)∑
k=1

k is odd

(
n

k

)
|Fv−1

n−k,m−1|.

Claim 2.3.1. |Fvn,m| ≥ |Fun,m| when wt(v) = wt(u)− 2.

Proof. The proof is by induction on m with base case at m = 2. Notice that for m = 2,
v = (0, 0) and u = (1, 1). Hence

|Fvn,m| =
n−wt(v)∑
k=0

k is even

(
n

k

)
= 2n−1.

Similarly,
|Fun,m| = 2n−1.

Writing the recurrence for |Fvn,m| we have

|Fvn,m| =
n−wt(v)∑
k=0

k is even

(
n

k

)
|Fv−1

n−k,m−1|.

Applying the induction hypothesis for m− 1 on the vectors v−1 and u−1 we conclude that
|Fv−1

n−k,m−1| ≥ |F
u−1

n−k,m−1| which shows that,

|Fvn,m| =
n−wt(v)∑
k=0

k is even

(
n

k

)
|Fv−1

n−k,m−1|

≥
n−wt(u)∑
k=0

k is even

(
n

k

)
|Fu−1

n−k,m−1|+
(

n

n− wt(v)

)
|Fv−1

wt(v),m−1
|

≥
n−wt(u)∑
k=0

k is even

(
n

k

)
|Fu−1

n−k,m−1|

= |Fun,m|.

This completes the induction.

When n is even we shall denote F (0,0,...,0,0)
n,m as EFn,m and call it the set of even functions.

Next we derive an upper bound on the number of even functions.
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Lemma 2.3.1.

|EFn,m| ≤
1

2m−1

m−2
2∑
i=0

(
m

i

)
(m− 2i)n

 when m is even

≤ 1

2m−1

m−1
2∑
i=0

(
m

i

)
(m− 2i)n

 when m is odd.

Proof. The proof is by induction on m and the base case is m = 2. We have

EFn,2 =
n∑
k=0

k is even

(
n

k

)
= 2n−1.

and hence the base case is established. We do the induction step when m+ 1 is odd (the
even case when m+ 1 is even is similar). We write the recurrence and apply the induction
hypothesis.

|EFn,m+1| =
n∑
k=0

k is even

(
n

k

)
|EFn−k,m|

≤
n∑
k=0

k is even

(
n

k

)
1

2m−1

m−2
2∑
i=0

(
m

i

)
(m− 2i)n−k



≤ 1

2m−1

m−2
2∑
i=0

(
m

i

) n∑
k=0

k is even

(
n

k

)
(m− 2i)n−k


≤ 1

2m

m−2
2∑
i=0

(
m

i

)
((m+ 1− 2i)n + (m− 1− 2i)n)


≤ 1

2m

m−2
2∑
i=0

(
m

i

)
((m+ 1− 2i)n + (m+ 1− 2(i+ 1))n)


≤ 1

2m

(m+ 1

0

)
(m+ 1)n +

m
2∑
i=1

[(
m

i− 1

)
+

(
m

i

)]
((m+ 1− 2i)n)


=

1

2m

(m+ 1

0

)
(m+ 1)n +

m
2∑
i=1

(
m+ 1

i

)
((m+ 1− 2i)n)

 .

This completes the induction.

From the above bounds we derive the main equidistribution property which will be used
repeatedly.
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Corollary 2.3.1 (Key Equidistribution Property). Let n be even. If m lnm ≤ n, then
for every v ∈ {0, 1}m we have,

|Fvn,m| ≤
4mn

2m
.

Proof. We shall prove the bound for |EFn,m| and then by lemma 2.3.1 the bound will hold
for |Fvn,m| for all v ∈ {0, 1}m. From Lemma 2.3.1 we know that

|EFn,m| ≤
1

2m−1

m−2
2∑
i=0

(
m

i

)
(m− 2i)n


≤ mn

2m−1

m−2
2∑
i=0

(
m

i

)(
m− 2i

m

)n
≤ mn

2m−1

m−2
2∑
i=0

mi

(
1− 2i

m

)n
≤ mn

2m−1

m−2
2∑
i=0

mie
−2in
m


≤ mn

2m−1

m−2
2∑
i=0

(
m

e
2n
m

)i .

Now by the choice of n and m we have m

e
2n
m
≤ 1

m
and hence we may bound

m−2
2∑
i=0

(
m

e
2n
m

)i
≤

m−2
2∑
i=0

(
1

m

)i
≤ m

m− 1
≤ 2.

Thus we conclude that when m lnm ≤ n we have |EFn,m| ≤ 4mn

2m
.

Henceforth, in the rest of this chapter, without loss of generality, we assume that n is
even.

2.4 Corruption Transfer from Rectangles to Product

Polynomials

Let f : {0, 1}m 7→ {0, 1} be a boolean function and let F = f ◦ XOR be the boolean
function defined on {0, 1}2m as F (x, y) = f(x⊕ y). Suppose F has high corruption with
respect to rectangles i.e. Corrzλ,ν(F ) ≥ log

(
1
T

)
, or in other words:

if λ(R ∩ F−1(z)) ≤ νλ(R)

then λ(R) ≤ T
(2.4)
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where λ is the distribution on {0, 1}2m defined as λ(x, y) = 1
2m
µ(x⊕y) using a distribution

µ on {0, 1}m, and 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1 is some constant.
Using the distribution µ we define a measure on ordered polynomials. We first define W
for an ordered monomial κ and then we extend it linearly to all ordered polynomials:

W (κ) = µ(~⊕(κ)) · 2m

mn
.

Analogous to the boolean setting we define a concept of corruption for product polynomials.
Formally we define

MCorrzW,γ (f) := min
α·β : balanced
‖α‖∞,‖β‖∞≤1

W (α·β∩K(f−1(z)))≤γW (α·β)

log
( 1

W (α · β)

)
.

where α · β ∩K(f−1(z)) is the polynomial obtained from α · β by retaining the monomials
in K(f−1(z)) along with their coefficients. Here for a polynomial α we denote ‖α‖∞ as the
maximum absolute value of any coefficient of α. Now we shall prove that the corruption
of product polynomials is high.

Lemma 2.4.1 (Corruption Transfer).

MCorrzW, ν
3
(f) ≥ min{Corrzλ,ν(f ◦ XOR),m} − log2 48.

In other words if a balanced product polynomial H = α · β with ‖α‖∞ , ‖β‖∞ ≤ 1 satisfies

W (H ∩ K(f−1(z))) ≤ ν

3
W (H) (2.5)

then we have
W (H) ≤ 48 · 2−min{Corrzλ,ν(f◦XOR),m}.

Proof.
Let H = α · β be a product polynomial whose coefficients are at most 1. We define
α̃, β̃ ∈ R2m as well by assigning for each u ∈ {0, 1}m

α̃[u] =
∑

κ | ~⊕(κ)=u

α[κ]

and
β̃[u] =

∑
κ | ~⊕(κ)=u

β[κ].

By definition of product polynomials we have

α · β =

 ∑
u∈{0,1}m

∑
κ | ~⊕(κ)=u

α[κ] · κ

 ·
 ∑
v∈{0,1}m

∑
κ′ | ~⊕(κ′)=v

β[κ′] · κ′


=

∑
x∈{0,1}m

 ∑
u∈{0,1}m

 ∑
κ : ~⊕(κ)=u

α[κ] · κ

 ·
 ∑
κ′ : ~⊕(κ′)=u⊕x

β[κ′] · κ′


 .
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Now applying W on both sides using linearity we have

W (α · β) =
∑

x∈{0,1}m
W (x) ·

 ∑
u∈{0,1}m

 ∑
κ : ~⊕(κ)=u

α[κ]

 ·
 ∑
κ′ : ~⊕(κ′)=u⊕x

β[κ′]




=
∑

x∈{0,1}m
W (x) ·

 ∑
u∈{0,1}m

α̃[u] · β̃[u⊕ x]

 ,

where by abuse of notation we denote W (x) = W (κ) where κ is some monomial with
~⊕(κ) = x. For ease of writing we denote,

W̃ (α̃, β̃) :=
∑

x∈{0,1}m
W (x) ·

 ∑
u∈{0,1}m

α̃[u] · β̃[u⊕ x]

 = W (α · β).

Similarly we have,

W̃z(α̃, β̃) :=
∑

x∈{0,1}m
f(x)=z

W (x) ·

 ∑
u∈{0,1}m

α̃[u] · β̃[u⊕ x]

 = W (α · β ∩ K(f−1(z))).

Now we construct an optimization problem with γ = ν
3

Program A

Variables: α̃[v], β̃[v] : v ∈ {0, 1}m

Objective: max W̃ (α̃, β̃)

Constraints: 0 ≤ α̃[v] ≤ |FvI(α),m|

0 ≤ β̃[v] ≤ |FvI(β),m|

W̃z(α̃, β̃) ≤ γ · W̃ (α̃, β̃)

Let OPT1 be the optimum value of the optimization program A. Clearly, the Lemma will
be proved by establishing the required upper bound on OPT1. This is the aim of the
remaining part of the argument. First, we define a relaxation of the above optimization
problem.

Program B

Variables: α̃[v], β̃[v] : v ∈ {0, 1}m

Objective: max W̃ (α̃, β̃)

Constraints: 0 ≤ α̃[v] ≤ 4m|I(α)|

2m

0 ≤ β̃[v] ≤ 4m|I(β)|

2m

W̃z(α̃, β̃) ≤ γ · W̃ (α̃, β̃)
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Let OPT2 be the optimum value of the optimization program B. Since we have m lnm ≤ n
4
,

Corollary 2.3.1 tell us that the second optimization problem is indeed a relaxation of
the first2, and hence OPT1 ≤ OPT2. The goal in the next few steps is to extract a
combinatorial rectangle R from α̃ and β̃ such that OPT2 is upper bounded by O(λ(R)).
Then, applying the corruption bound on R we will get our desired bound on OPT2. To
do this, it will be convenient to understand a simple structure of an optimal solution to
Program B.
Let (α̂, β̂) be an optimum solution to the optimization Program B. We obtain a linear

program on the variables α̃ from Program B by fixing the values β̃ = β̂. The constraints
of this LP define a polytope and let θ be a corner point. Then, θ has the property that
for at most one coordinate ũ, that we call exceptional, we have θ[ũ] 6∈ {0, 4m|I(α̃)|

2m
}. For

every other coordinate u 6= ũ we have θ[u] ∈ {0, 4m|I(α)|

2m
}. Hence, there exists an optimum

solution at one of the corner points, denoted by α∗. Clearly, W (α∗, β̂) = W (α̂, β̂). Again
fixing α̃ = α∗ in Program B we get a linear program on the variables β̃. We can get an
optimum solution β∗ at a corner point of the polytope defined by the constraints on the
β variables. This gives us a corner point solution (α∗, β∗) (with exceptional coordinates
u∗, v∗) which achieves the optimum.
Now for such a product polynomial we define a rectangle R = A×B where

A = {u | α∗[u] 6= 0} \ {u∗}.

B = {v | β∗[v] 6= 0} \ {v∗}.
From the definition we have

W̃ (α∗, β∗) =
∑

x∈{0,1}m
W (x) ·

 ∑
u∈{0,1}m

α∗[u] · β∗[u⊕ x]

 .

Now interchanging the order of summation we have,

W̃ (α∗, β∗) =
∑

u∈A∪{u∗}

α∗[u]
∑

x∈{0,1}m
u⊕x∈B∪{v∗}

β∗[u⊕ x] ·W (x).

Renaming u⊕ x as v,

W̃ (α∗, β∗) ≤
∑

u∈A,v∈B

α∗[u] · β∗[v] ·W (u⊕ v) +
∑

v∈{0,1}m
α∗[u∗] · β∗[v] ·W (u∗ ⊕ v)

+
∑

u∈{0,1}m
α∗[u] · β∗[v∗] ·W (u⊕ v∗).

For ease of notation we define Ŵ (α∗, β∗) =
∑

u∈A,v∈B α
∗[u] · β∗[v] · W (u ⊕ v) and

W ′(α∗, β∗) = W̃ (α∗, β∗)− Ŵ (α∗, β∗).

We establish an upper bound on W̃ (α∗, β∗) in terms of λ(R) via parts 1 and 2 of the

following claims which gives upper bounds on Ŵ (α∗, β∗) and W ′(α∗, β∗).

2This is the only place that we make use of the fact that H is a balanced product polynomial, i.e.
n
3 ≤ |I(α)|, |I(β)| ≤ 2n

3 .
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Claim 2.4.1.

1. Ŵ (α∗, β∗) = 16λ(R).

2. W ′(α∗, β∗) ≤ 32
2m

.

3. W̃z(α
∗, β∗) ≥ 16λ(R ∩ F−1(z)).

First we complete the proof of Lemma 2.4.1 assuming the above claim. Combining parts
1 and 2 of Claim 2.4.1 we conclude that

W̃ (α∗, β∗) ≤ 16λ(R) + 32 · 2−m.

If λ(R) ≤ 2−m then W̃ (α∗, β∗) ≤ 48 · 2−m and then we are done. So we may assume
λ(R) > 2−m and hence we obtain the upper bound

W̃ (α∗, β∗) ≤ 16λ(R) + 32 · 2−m ≤ 16λ(R) + 32λ(R) = 48λ(R). (2.6)

Finally we have,

16λ(R ∩ F−1(z)) ≤
Claim 2.4.1Part 3

W̃z(α
∗ · β∗) ≤

constraint
γ · W̃ (α∗ · β∗) ≤

Equation 2.6
48γ · λ(R).

Since γ ≤ ν
3
, we note that the rectangle R satisfies

λ(R ∩ F−1(z)) ≤ νλ(R).

Therefore we have,

OPT1 ≤ OPT2 ≤
Equation 2.6

48λ(R) ≤
Equation 2.4

48 · 2−min{Corrzλ,ν(F ),m}.

This yields the bound for all balanced product polynomials satisfying Equation 2.5 and
completes the proof of Lemma 2.4.1.
All that remains is to prove Claim 2.4.1 which we do next.
Proof. [Proof of Claim 2.4.1] For the first part we have,

Ŵ (α∗, β∗) =
∑

u∈A,v∈B

α∗[u] · β∗[v] ·W (u⊕ v)

=
∑

u∈A,v∈B

4m|I(α)|

2m
· 4m|I(β)|

2m
·W (u⊕ v)

=
∑

u∈A,v∈B

16mn

22m
· µ(u⊕ v) · 2m

mn

=
∑

u∈A,v∈B

16

2m
· µ(u⊕ v)

=
∑

u∈A,v∈B

16λ(u, v)

= 16λ(R).

(2.7)
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For the second part we have,

W ′(α∗, β∗) ≤
∑

v∈{0,1}m
α∗[u∗] ·W (u∗ ⊕ v)β∗[v] ·+

∑
u∈{0,1}m

α∗[u] · β∗[v∗] ·W (u⊕ v∗)

≤
∑

v∈{0,1}m

4m|I(α)|

2m
· 4m|I(β)|

2m
·W (u∗ ⊕ v) +

∑
u∈{0,1}m

4m|I(α)|

2m
· 4m|I(β)|

2m
·W (u⊕ v∗)

=
∑

v∈{0,1}m
16

1

2m
µ(u∗ ⊕ v) +

∑
u∈{0,1}m

16
1

2m
µ(u⊕ v∗)

=
32

2m
.

In the last equality we have used the fact that µ is a probability measure on {0, 1}m.
For the third part we have,

W̃z(α
∗, β∗) ≥

∑
u∈A,v∈B
F (u⊕v)=z

α∗[u] · β∗[v] ·W (u⊕ v)

=
∑

u∈A,v∈B
F (u⊕v)=z

16λ(u, v)

= 16λ(R ∩ F−1(z)).

We give a simple reformulation of our corruption bound3 for product polynomials which
will be useful later.

Corollary 2.4.1. For every balanced product polynomial H = α · β with ‖α‖∞ , ‖β‖∞ ≤ 1
we have for every z ∈ {0, 1}

W (α · β ∩ K(f−1(z))) ≥ ν

3
W (α · β)− 48 · 2−min{Corrzλ,ν(f◦XOR),m}. (2.8)

Proof. From Lemma 2.4.1 we know that if the product polynomial satisfies

W (α · β ∩ K(f−1(z)) ≤ ν

3
W (α · β).

then W (α · β) ≤ 48 · 2−min{Corrzλ,ν(F ),m}, where F = f ◦XOR and thus the right hand side
of Equation 2.8 would be negative and hence (2.8) would be true. Otherwise the product
polynomial satisfies

W (α · β ∩ K(f−1(z))) >
ν

3
W (α · β).

and hence (2.8) is again true.

3This form of the corruption bound appears in Razborov’s [82] argument for Set-Disjointness.
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2.5 Exponential Separation Between Depth-3 For-

mulas and Monotone VP

In this section, we prove Theorem 2.1.1. We show the construction of a polynomial-size
depth three circuit for a δ-non-sink polynomial which embeds an approximation of the
boolean function SINK ◦ XOR. Next, we use the corruption transfer result from Section
2.4 to show that δ-non-sink polynomials are hard for monotone circuits.

2.5.1 The construction of depth-3 formula.

For the sake of the reader, we recall some concepts from the introduction. For a function
σ ∈ Fn,m when m =

(
k
2

)
, the parity vector ~⊕(σ) can be interpreted as a tournament

by orienting the edges of Kk according to ~⊕(σ). More precisely, we fix a bijection
φ : [

(
k
2

)
] 7→ E(Kk) and interpret ~⊕(σ)j giving an orientation to the edge φ(j) = (x, u)

where x < u. If ~⊕(σ)j = 1 then we give the orientation x → u otherwise we give the
orientation u → x. Let T (~⊕(σ)) be the tournament on k vertices obtained using the
above process. A function is said to have a sink if the tournament T (~⊕(σ)) has a sink. If
T (~⊕(σ)) has a sink u then we have

~⊕(σ) = (∗, ∗, ∗, 1, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ(j)=(x,u)
with x<u

, 0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ(j)=(u,x)
with x>u

, ∗, ∗, ∗)

where the coordinates marked by ∗ could be either 0 or 1. For a vertex u, we define
sink(u) := {σ | ~⊕(σ) has a sink at u}.
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 2.1.1 Part (1):] Let Xi = {xi,j}mj=1 be a set of variables and let
X = ∪ni=1Xi. For a vertex u ∈ Kk, consider the vector

u = (∗, ∗, ∗, 1, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ(j)=(x,u)
with x<u

, 0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ(j)=(u,x)
with x>u

, ∗, ∗, ∗).

For a vertex u ∈ Kk and a vector b(r) ∈ {+1,−1}m, we define a polynomial

Qu,r :=
∏
j|~uj=1

b
(r)
j ·

n∏
i=1

(
∑
j|~uj 6=∗

b
(r)
j xi,j +

∑
j|~uj=∗

xi,j).

For 0 < ε < 1, let Bm, ε
k

be the ε/k-biased space obtained from Theorem 2.2.2 of size
N = O( m

(ε/k)2+o(1)
).

Using the ε
k
-biased space Bm, ε

k
= {b(1), b(2), . . . , b(N)}, we define the following polynomial

Qu

Qu :=
1

N
·
N∑
r=1

Qu,r.

Any monomial in Qu,r has the form κ =
∏n

i=1 xi,σ(i) for some function σ : [n] 7→ [m] and
further,
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Qu,r[κ] =
∏

j|uj=0

(b
(r)
j )|σ

−1(j)| ·
∏

j|uj=1

(b
(r)
j )|σ

−1(j)|+1.

Let us note that when ~⊕(κ) ∈ sink(u), we have Qu,r[κ] = 1 and for any other monomial
its coefficient depends on at least one coordinate of b(r). Since b(1), b(2), . . . , b(N) form an
ε
k
-bias space, we have |Qu[κ]| < ε

k
for any κ with ~⊕(κ) 6∈ sink(u). Now we define the

polynomial

Qε,n,m :=
∑
u∈[k]

Qu.

Let us note that Qε,n,m[κ] ∈ (1− ε, 1 + ε) if ~⊕(κ) has a sink and |Qε,n,m[κ]| < ε otherwise.
We define another polynomial

Hε,n,m :=
1

1 + 2ε
[(1 + ε)QAll −Qε,n,m] ,

where QAll =
∏n

i=1(
∑m

j=1 xi,j). We observe that Hε,n,m[κ] ∈ (0, 2ε
1+2ε

) if ~⊕(κ) has a sink

and Hε,n,m[κ] ∈ ( 1
1+2ε

, 1) otherwise.
By definition, the polynomial Hε,n,m has a depth-three formula of size O(kNnm) which is
O(nm3.5+o(1)/ε2+o(1)). Finally, we define the following polynomial

Pδ,n,m := H δ
2(1−δ) ,n,m

.

Notice that Pδ,n,m[κ] ∈ (0, δ) if ~⊕(κ) has a sink, and Pδ,n,m[κ] ∈ (1− δ, 1) otherwise. Note
that Pδ,n,m is a δ-non-sink Polynomial.

2.5.2 The Lower Bound.

In this section, we establish the following theorem which is a restatement of part 2 of
Theorem 2.1.1.

Theorem 2.5.1 (Restatement of Theorem 2.1.1, part 2). There exists a sufficiently small
constant δ < 1 such that for every δ-non-sink polynomial Qδ,n,m , the monotone circuit
complexity of Qδ,n,m is 2Ω(

√
m) , when 4m lnm ≤ n.

Since in the previous section, we have given an example of a δ-non-sink polynomial that
can be computed by depth-3 general formula of small size, we get our required separation
as claimed by Theorem 2.1.1.
In order to prove our theorem, we will make use of a rectangular corruption bound
established by Chattopadhyay, Mande and Sherif [27] for the Boolean function SINK◦XOR.
More precisely, consider the SINK function associated with the complete graph Kk, with
m =

(
k
2

)
. Define the following distribution µ on the space of inputs {0, 1}m to SINK:

toss a fair coin b. If b = 1, sample a vertex i ∈ [k] at random, and then sample at
random x ∈ {0, 1}m from all inputs that make i a sink. If b = 0, sample x at random
from {0, 1}m. Let λ : {0, 1}m × {0, 1}m → [0, 1] be the probability distribution given by
λ(x, y) = 1

2m
· µ(x⊕ y). We collect some simple facts together:

Fact 2.5.1.
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1. ∀z ∈ SINK−1(0) : µ(z) = 1
2m+1 .

2.
∣∣∣SINK−1(1)

∣∣∣ = k2m−k+1 = O(
√
m2m−

√
m).

Proof. The first part follows by noting that the distribution µ puts non-zero mass on
z ∈ SINK−1(0) only when b = 0 (which happens with probability 1/2), thereafter µ picks
z ∈ {0, 1}m.

For the second part we note that
∣∣∣SINK−1(1)

∣∣∣ is a disjoint union of k many affine subspaces.

For i ∈ [k] the ith affine subspace corresponds to the bit-vectors which have vertex i as a
SINK. Since the SINK vertex is unique (if it exists), we conclude that the affine subspaces
are disjoint. Finally e observe that each affine subspace is of dimension n− k + 1, hence
completing the proof.

Now we state the main corruption bound that we use is as follows:

Theorem 2.5.2 (Lemma 6.2 in4 [27]). Let 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1/2 be any constant. Then,

Corr1
λ,ν

(
SINK ◦ XOR

)
= Ω(

√
m).

Now we prove Theorem 2.5.1 using the corruption bound from [27].

Proof. Let Q by any δ-non-sink polynomial. Let C be a monotone circuit of size s
computing Q. Then by the structure Theorem 2.2.1, we may write Q as a sum of s many
balanced product polynomials

Q =
s∑
t=1

αt · βt.

The general idea of our argument is as follows: given the hard distribution µ on SINK
considered by [27], we define a measure W on monomials as prescribed by the Transfer
Lemma 2.4.1 established in the previous section. Combining Theorem 2.5.2 with the
Corruption Transfer Lemma, we immediately obtain that every product polynomial αt · βt
either measures very little w.r.t W or its contribution to the sink monomials, measured
w.r.t W , is a significant fraction of the total measure W (αt · βt). However, we show that
the sink monomials of Q, weighted by their coefficients, measure up to a tiny fraction of
the total measure W (Q). These two opposing facts can be reconciled only if the number
of product polynomials, s, in the decomposition of Q is exponentially large5.

Forthwith the details: set measure W on monomials according to our prescription, i.e. for
any monomial κ, W (κ) := µ(~⊕(κ)) · 2m

mn
, where µ is the hard probability distribution on

the inputs of SINK.

4Please note that [27] use the symbol m to represent the number of vertices in the complete graph
whose edges represent the variables to SINK. Their m corresponds to our k. Further, their ν corresponds
to our λ, and their value of 4 · ε corresponds to our ν.

5While this is the well-known idea behind the formulation of the notion of corruption in communication
complexity, we are not aware of its prior use in arithmetic complexity.
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Transferring the rectangular corruption bound of Theorem 2.5.2 to W via Lemma 2.4.1
and then using the bound of Corollary 2.4.1, we observe that

W (Q ∩ K(SINK−1(1))) =
s∑
t=1

W (αt · βt ∩ K(SINK−1(1)))

≥
s∑
t=1

ν

3
W (αt · βt)− 48 · s · 2−Corr1λ,ν(SINK◦XOR).

Hence,

48 · s · 2−Corr1λ,ν(SINK◦XOR) ≥ ν

3
W (Q)−W

(
Q ∩ K(SINK−1(1))

)
. (2.9)

Now we would like to prove a lower bound on the right hand side. In order to do so we
first prove two claims.

Claim 2.5.1.
W
(
Q ∩ K(SINK−1(1))

)
≤ 4δ.

Proof.

W
(
Q ∩ K(SINK−1(1))

)
≤ δ ·

∑
κ

SINK(~⊕(κ))=1

W (κ)

≤ δ ·
∑
κ

SINK(~⊕(κ))=1

µ(~⊕(κ)) · 2m

mn

= δ ·
∑

x∈{0,1}m
SINK(x)=1

∑
κ

~⊕(κ)=x

µ(~⊕(κ)) · 2m

mn

≤ δ ·
∑

x∈{0,1}m
SINK(x)=1

4mn

2m
· µ(x) · 2m

mn

≤ 4δ ·
∑

x∈{0,1}m
SINK(x)=1

µ(x)

≤ 4δ.

where the last inequality follows because µ is a probability measure on {0, 1}m.

Claim 2.5.2.

W (Q) ≥ 1− δ
3

for large m.

Proof. Using the fact that the coefficient of every non-sink monomial in Q is in the interval
[1− δ, 1], and substituting f for SINK we get,
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W (Q) ≥ (1− δ)W
(
Q ∩ K(SINK−1(0))

)
= (1− δ) ·

∑
κ

f(~⊕(κ))=0

W (κ)

= (1− δ) ·
∑

x∈{0,1}m
f(x)=0

∑
κ

~⊕(κ)=x

µ(~⊕(κ)) · 2m

mn

= (1− δ) ·
∑

x∈{0,1}m
f(x)=0

∑
κ

~⊕(κ)=x

1

2m+1
· 2m

mn

= (1− δ) · 1

2

|K(f−1(0))|
mn

= (1− δ) · 1

2

(
1− |K(f−1(1))|

mn

)
.

Now we may bound the total number of sink monomials, using Fact 2.5.1 and Corol-
lary 2.3.1, as

|K(f−1(1))| ≤ c ·
√
m2m−

√
m · 4mn

2m
≤ c
√
m · 4mn

2
√
m
.

for some constant c. Thus we have(
1− |K(f−1(1))|

mn

)
≥ (1− 4c

√
m

2
√
m

) ≥ 2

3
,

for large m. Finally we conclude that

W (Q) ≥ (1− δ) · 1

2

(
1− |K(f−1(1))|

mn

)
≥ 1− δ

3
.

for large m.

Continuing from Equation 2.9 and applying Claims 2.5.1, 2.5.2 we have

48 · s · 2−Corr1λ,ν(SINK◦XOR) ≥ ν

3
W (Q)−W

(
Q ∩ K(SINK−1(1))

)
≥ ν

3

1− δ
3
− 4δ.

Now since δ is small enough we may write ν
3

1−δ
3
− 4δ ≥ δ and hence

s ≥ δ

48
· 2Corr1λ,ν(SINK◦XOR) ≥ 2Ω(

√
m).
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2.6 ε-Sensitive Monotone Lower Bound for MOD3 ◦
MOD2 Polynomial

In this section, we prove Theorem 2.1.2. Consider the boolean function defined on {0, 1}m
as f(x) = 0 if wt(x) ≡ 0 (mod 3) and f(x) = 1 otherwise. This is often called the MOD3

Boolean function. We define a polynomial Pn,m that remarkably remains hard even when
it is added to the full set-multilinear polynomial after being multiplied by a tiny number
ε. The question of proving such lower bounds against monotone circuits was raised in the
recent work of Hrubeš [48] where he gives an alternative approach for attacking general
(non-monotone) circuits. More precisely, Hrubeš shows that if one could prove strong
lower bounds for arbitrary small, but non-zero ε, then they imply comparable bounds for
general set-multilinear circuits6. Our lower bound works as long as ε ≥ 2−γn/ logn for some
constant γ.

Candidate polynomial.

First, define the following polynomial.

PMOD3
n,m :=

∑
σ:[n]7→[m]

MOD3(~⊕(σ))=0

n∏
i=1

xi,σ(i).

It is trivial to see that there is a polynomial time algorithm that given a monomial decides
whether the coefficient of the monomial is zero or one in PMOD3

n,m . Hence, by Valiant’s
criterion [107, Proposition 4], the polynomial PMOD3

n,m is in VNP. We show a monotone
circuit lower bound for

P = Fn,m − ε · PMOD3
n,m .

for some ε > 0, where we define the full polynomial as Fn,m =
∏n

i=1(
∑m

j=1 xi,j). The lower
bound proof for

P = Fn,m + ε · PMOD3
n,m .

is analogous. Since the polynomial Fn,m can be computed by a polynomial-size monotone
circuit, the lower bound result for P = Fn,m + ε · PMOD3

n,m also shows that the polynomial
PMOD3
n,m needs exponential-size monotone circuit.

Now we are ready to prove the main result under the condition 4m lnm ≤ n.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.2.
We define two measures W0 and W1. For a monomial κ of the form

∏n
i=1 xi,σ(i) we define

W0(κ) =
1

mn
if wt(~⊕(κ)) ≡ 0 (mod 3)

= 0 otherwise.

6In fact the method of Hrubeš works for general arithmetic circuits. However since we choose the full
polynomial to be set-multilinear, improving the monotone lower bound against our candidate polynomial
to arbitrary ε would imply lower bounds against general set-multilinear arithmetic circuits.
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and similarly,

W1(κ) =
1

mn
if wt(~⊕(κ)) ≡ 1 (mod 3)

= 0 otherwise.

We linearly extend these measures to all polynomials and define our main measure

W (P ) = W1(P )−W0(P ).

Our main result will follow immediately from the following two claims: the main technical
result of this section will show that the measure W is exponentially small on product
polynomials.

Lemma 2.6.1 (Measure is small for balanced product polynomials). Let a ·b be a balanced
product polynomial whose coefficients are at most 1. Then

|W (a · b)| ≤ 64

3

(√
3

4

)m

,

when 4m lnm ≤ n.

However, the following claim shows that W (P ) is large.

Claim 2.6.1. There exists a constant γ0 < 1, such that if ε ≥ 2−γ0·m, then

W (P ) ≥ ε

5
,

when 4m lnm ≤ n.

Given these two results, the structure theorem readily yields the main result as shown by
the following short argument. Suppose that P has a monotone circuit of size s. Then by
the structure Theorem 2.2.1, we can write

P =
s∑
t=1

at · bt

where at, bt are balanced product polynomials.
Thus,

ε

5
≤

Claim 2.6.1
W (P ) =

s∑
t=1

W (at · bt) ≤
Lemma 2.6.1

s · 64

3

(√
3

4

)m

.

Hence, s ≥ 3ε
320

(√
4
3

)m
. To get the required lower bound for s, we must have ε ≥ 2−γ1m

for some γ1 > 0. Claim 2.6.1 needs ε ≥ 2−γ0m. Hence, choose ε ≥ 2−min{γ0,γ1}m. The
result now immediately follows.
All that remains is to establish Lemma 2.6.1 and Claim 2.6.1. The latter follows by a
short calculation from the former and so we first prove it below.
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Proof. [Proof of Claim 2.6.1] Recall the following notation

Nb = |{κ | wt(~⊕(κ)) ≡ b (mod 3)}| ∀ b ∈ {0, 1, 2}

We explicitly compute the measure for our target polynomial using linearity.

W (P ) = W (Fn,m)− ε ·W (Pn,m).

For the full polynomial one can easily compute W (Fn,m) = N1

mn
− N0

mn
and clearly W (Pn,m) =

−W0(Pn,m) = − N0

mn
. Thus, we have

W (P ) =
N1

mn
− N0

mn
+ ε · N0

mn
.

and hence |W (P )| ≥ ε · | N0

mn
| − | N0

mn
− N1

mn
|. Since Fn,m is a product polynomial, using

Lemma 2.6.1 we conclude that W (Fn,m) = | N1

mn
− N0

mn
| ≤ 64

3
·
(√

3
4

)m
.

By a similar calculation one can show that | N0

mn
− N2

mn
|, | N1

mn
− N2

mn
| ≤ 64 ·

(√
3
4

)m
and since

N0

mn
+ N1

mn
+ N2

mn
= 1 it must be the case that | N0

mn
− 1

3
| ≤ 2−Ω(m) and hence we may write

N0

mn
≥ 1

4
. Finally we have

|W (P )| ≥ ε · |N0

mn
| − |N0

mn
− N1

mn
| ≥ ε

5

which is true if the parameter ε satisfies the following condition

ε

20
≥ 64

3

(√
3

4

)m

.

Thus we can choose the parameter γ0 appropriately such that ε ≥ 2−γ0n/ logn.

All that remains to finish this section is to argue for the correctness of Lemma 2.6.1.
We do so by an argument that is inspired by discrepancy estimation techniques used in
communication complexity, especially of the kind that appeared in Ada et.al. [1].
Proof. [Proof of Lemma 2.6.1] Given any product polynomial a · b, we define vectors
A,B ∈ R2m below, where v ∈ {0, 1}m is an arbitrary parity vector.

A[v] :=
|{κ|~⊕(κ) = v and a[κ] 6= 0}|

m|I(a)| .

B[v] :=
|{κ|~⊕(κ) = v and b[κ] 6= 0}|

m|I(b)|
.

We also define as

~⊕(a) := {~⊕(κ) | a[κ] 6= 0},

~⊕(b) := {~⊕(κ) | b[κ] 6= 0}.

Further define vectors α, β ∈ R2m where α[v] := 2m · A[v] (similarly β[v] := 2m · B[v]).
Assuming that n is even and using Corollary 2.3.1, we conclude that α[v], β[v] ≤ 4.
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We write the measures for a product polynomial a · b as

W0(a · b) =
∑

u,v∈{0,1}m
A[u] ·B[v] · 1

3
(1 + ω|u⊕v| + ω2|u⊕v|),

and

W1(a · b) =
∑

u,v∈{0,1}m
A[u] ·B[v] · 1

3
(1 + ω|u⊕v|+2 + ω2|u⊕v|+1),

where |u⊕ v| = (
∑

i ui +
∑

i vi− 2
∑

i uivi), and ω is the complex third root of unity. Note
that we have made use of the fact that (1 + ω + ω2) = 0.
We write

3 · |W (a · b)| = |
∑

u,v∈{0,1}m
A[u] ·B[v] · ω|u⊕v| +

∑
u,v∈{0,1}m

A[u] ·B[v] · ω2|u⊕v|

−
∑

u,v∈{0,1}m
A[u] ·B[v] · ω|u⊕v|+2 −

∑
u,v∈{0,1}m

A[u] ·B[v] · ω2|u⊕v|+1|

≤ |
∑

u,v∈{0,1}m
A[u] ·B[v] · ω|u⊕v||+ |

∑
u,v∈{0,1}m

A[u] ·B[v] · ω2|u⊕v||

+ |
∑

u,v∈{0,1}m
A[u] ·B[v] · ω|u⊕v||+ |

∑
u,v∈{0,1}m

A[u] ·B[v] · ω2|u⊕v||.

Now we proceed to bound each of the four terms separately.

|
∑

u,v∈{0,1}m
A[u] ·B[v] · ω|u⊕v||2 = |

∑
u,v∈{0,1}m

α[u]

2m
· β[v]

2m
· ω|u⊕v||2

= | E
u,v∈{0,1}m

α[u] · β[v] · ω|u⊕v||2.

Claim 2.6.2.

| E
u,v∈{0,1}m

α[u] · β[v] · ω|u⊕v||2 ≤ 256 ·
(

3

4

)m
.

Proof. We apply triangle inequality and then we remove α[u] using the fact that α[u] ≤ 4.
Then we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

| E
u∈{0,1}m

α[u] ·
(

E
v∈{0,1}m

β[v] · ω|u⊕v|
)
|2 ≤

(
E

u∈{0,1}m
α[u] · | E

v∈{0,1}m
β[v] · ω|u⊕v||

)2

≤ 16 ·
(

E
u∈{0,1}m

| E
v∈{0,1}m

β[v] · ω|u⊕v||
)2

≤ 16 · E
u∈{0,1}m

| E
v∈{0,1}m

β[v] · ω|u⊕v||2.

Next, we write |z|2 = z · z̄, rearrange terms and then apply triangle inequality,

E
u∈{0,1}m

| E
v∈{0,1}m

β[v] · ω|u⊕v||2 = E
u∈{0,1}m

(
E

v∈{0,1}m
β[v] · ω|u⊕v|

)
·
(

E
ṽ∈{0,1}m

β[ṽ] · ω−|u⊕ṽ|
)

= E
v∈{0,1}m

E
ṽ∈{0,1}m

β[v]β[ṽ] ·
(

E
u∈{0,1}m

ω|u⊕v|−|u⊕ṽ|
)

≤ E
v∈{0,1}m

E
ṽ∈{0,1}m

β[v]β[ṽ] · | E
u∈{0,1}m

ω|u⊕v|−|u⊕ṽ||.
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Again we use β[v] ≤ 4,

E
v∈{0,1}m

E
ṽ∈{0,1}m

β[v]β[ṽ] · | E
u∈{0,1}m

ω|u⊕v|−|u⊕ṽ|| ≤ 16 · E
v∈{0,1}m

E
ṽ∈{0,1}m

| E
u∈{0,1}m

ω|u⊕v|−|u⊕ṽ||

= 16 · E
v,ṽ∈{0,1}m

| E
u∈{0,1}m

ω|v|−|ṽ|+2〈u,ṽ−v〉|

= 16 · E
v,ṽ∈{0,1}m

| E
u∈{0,1}m

ω2〈u,ṽ−v〉|

= 16 ·
m∑
k=0

∑
v̂∈{−1,0,1}m

number of zeros in v̂=k

2k

22m
·
∏
i

| E
ui∈{0,1}

ω2ui·v̂i|.

A simple calculation shows that | E
ui∈{0,1}

ω2ui·v̂i | = 1
2
, whenever v̂i ∈ {−1, 1}. Plugging this

back into the previous equation we get

m∑
k=0

∑
v̂∈{−1,0,1}m

number of zeros in v̂=k

2k

22m
·
∏
i

| E
ui∈{0,1}

ω2ui·v̂i | =
m∑
k=0

(
m

k

)
· 2m−k · 2k

22m
· 1

2m−k

=
1

4m

m∑
k=0

(
m

k

)
· 2k

=

(
3

4

)m
.

One can use a similar analysis to bound the other terms as well. Finally we conclude that

|W (a · b)| ≤ 64
3
·
(√

3
4

)m
.

2.7 Conclusion

The main interesting feature of this chapter is to provide a framework for constructing
polynomials by embedding boolean functions which transfers boolean hardness to the
arithmetic hardness in the monotone setting. More precisely, we find a way to transfer
the corruption measure and demonstrate a separation between the strongest model of
monotone computation and the weakest model of non-monotone computation. However our
lower bound is not strongly exponential in the number of variables. It would be interesting
to find another candidate polynomial for which we can show a strongly exponential
separation between monotone circuits and depth-3 circuits. Currently, we know that the
family of spanning tree polynomials over constant degree expander graphs show strongly
exponential lower bound for monotone circuits [26]. However the best known upper bound
for spanning tree polynomial is polynomial-size arithmetic branching program.
The results in section 2.6 shows some initial progress in proving lower bounds in the
ε-sensitive framework introduced by Hrubeš [48]. Our result can handle ε exponentially
small in the number of variables. It is implicit in the work of Hrubeš that handling doubly
exponentially small ε will result in the separation VP 6= VNP. So any progress in this
direction will be very interesting.
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Chapter 3

Equivalence Testing of Weighted
Automata over Partially
Commutative Monoids

Motivated by equivalence testing of k-tape automata, we study the equivalence testing
of weighted automata in the more general setting of partially commutative monoids (in
short, pc monoids), and show efficient algorithms in some special cases, exploiting the
structure of the underlying non-commutation graph of the monoid.
Specifically, if the edge clique cover number of the non-commutation graph of the pc
monoid is a constant, we obtain a deterministic quasi-polynomial time algorithm for
equivalence testing. As a corollary, we obtain the first deterministic quasi-polynomial time
algorithms for equivalence testing of k-tape weighted automata and for equivalence testing
of deterministic k-tape automata for constant k. Prior to this, the best complexity upper
bound for these k-tape automata problems were randomized polynomial-time, shown by
Worrell [114]. Finding a polynomial-time deterministic algorithm for equivalence testing
of deterministic k-tape automata for constant k has been open for several years [40] and
our results make progress.
We also consider pc monoids for which the non-commutation graphs have an edge cover
consisting of at most k cliques and star graphs for any constant k. We obtain a randomized
polynomial-time algorithm for equivalence testing of weighted automata over such monoids.
Our results are obtained by designing efficient zero-testing algorithms for weighted au-
tomata over such pc monoids.
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3.1 Introduction

Testing the equivalence of two multi-tape finite automata is a fundamental problem in
automata theory. For a k-tape automaton, we denote the mutually disjoint alphabets
for the k tapes by Σ1, . . . ,Σk. The automaton accepts a subset of the product monoid
Σ∗1 × · · · × Σ∗k. Two multi-tape automata are equivalent if they accept the same subset.
Equivalence testing of multi-tape non-deterministic automata is undecidable [44]. The
problem was shown to be decidable for 2-tape deterministic automata independently by
Bird [21] and Valiant [106]. Subsequently, an exponential upper bound was established [18].
Eventually, a polynomial-time algorithm was obtained by Friedman and Greibach [40]
and the authors conjectured that equivalence testing of deterministic k-tape automata for
any constant k is in polynomial time.
A closely related problem is testing the multiplicity equivalence of non-deterministic
multi-tape automata. The multiplicity equivalence testing problem is to decide whether
for each tuple in the product monoid Σ∗1 × · · · × Σ∗k, the number of accepting paths in
the two input automata is the same. Since a deterministic automaton has at most one
accepting path for each input word, the equivalence of deterministic k-tape automata
coincides with multiplicity equivalence. More generally, equivalence testing for weighted
automata (over the underlying field or ring of coefficients) is to decide if the coefficient of
each word (i.e. the total sum of weights of each accepting path) is the same for the two
given automata. For the weighted case, equivalence testing is in deterministic polynomial
time for one-tape automata [92,105]. Equivalence testing of k-tape weighted automata
was shown decidable by Harju and Karhumäki [46] using the theory of free groups 1.
An improved complexity-theoretic upper bound remained elusive for k-tape multiplicity
equivalence testing, until recently Worrell [114] obtained a randomized polynomial-time
algorithm for testing the equivalence of k-tape weighted automata (and equivalence testing
of deterministic k-tape automata) for any constant k. Worrell takes a different approach
via Polynomial Identity Testing (PIT). In [114], Worrell asked if the equivalence testing
problem for k-tape weighted automata can be solved in deterministic polynomial time,
for constant k.
Building on Worrell’s results [114] and exploiting further the connections between weighted
automata equivalence and polynomial identity testing, we show that equivalence testing of
two k-tape weighted automata is in deterministic quasi-polynomial time. This immediately
yields the first deterministic quasi-polynomial time algorithm for equivalence testing of
deterministic k-tape automata.
Our approach solves a more general problem in the setting of partially commutative monoids.
To motivate this, let us consider k-tape weighted automata in this setting. The product
monoid M = Σ∗1 × · · · × Σ∗k associated with k-tape automata is a partially commutative
monoid (henceforth, pc monoid), in the sense that any two variables x ∈ Σi, y ∈ Σj, i 6= j
commute with each other 2. Variables in the same tape alphabet Σi are mutually
non-commuting. We associate a non-commutation graph GM with M to describe the
non-commutation relations: (x, y) is an edge if and only if x and y do not commute. If
there is no edge (x, y) in GM , the words xy and yx are equivalent as the variables x and
y commute. The words over any pc monoid are defined with respect to the equivalence

1This also shows the decidability of equivalence problem for deterministic multi-tape automata.
2These are sometimes also called as free partially commutative monoids.
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relation induced by the non-commutation graph of the pc monoid. The notion of words
and their equivalence over a pc monoid is formally explained in Section 3.3. For the k-tape
case, the non-commutation graph GM is a union of k disjoint cliques: its vertex set is
Σ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Σk and GM is the union of k disjoint cliques, induced by each Σi.
More generally, we obtain an equivalence testing algorithm for weighted automata over
any pc monoid whose non-commutation graph has a constant-size edge clique cover (not
necessarily disjoint) with a constant number of isolated vertices. Recall that the edge
clique cover of a graph is a collection of subgraphs where each subgraph is a clique and
each edge of the graph is contained in at least one of the subgraphs. The size of the edge
clique cover is the number of cliques in it.
The isolated vertices can be thought of as a part of the edge clique cover by adding a new
vertex (variable) for each isolated vertex and introducing a matching edge between them.
Henceforth, we will not worry about the isolated vertices separately and consider them as
part of the edge clique cover. We call such monoids as k-clique monoids where the edge
clique cover size is bounded by k.

Remark 3.1.1. Since two weighted automata, A and B are equivalent if and only if their
difference C = A−B is a weighted automaton equivalent to zero (formally explained in
Section 3.2), we can describe the results in terms of zero-testing of a weighted automaton.3

In this chapter, the field F from which the weights of automata are taken is an infinite
field. For computational implementation, we assume that the field arithmetic can be
performed efficiently (for example, F could be the field of rational numbers).

Theorem 3.1.1. Let A be an input F-weighted automaton of size s over a pc monoid M
such that its non-commutation graph GM has an edge clique cover of size k. Then, the
zero-testing of A has a deterministic (nks)O(k2 logns) time algorithm. Here n is the size of
the alphabet of M , and the edge clique cover is given as part of the input.

As an immediate corollary, the above theorem yields a deterministic quasi-polynomial
time algorithm for equivalence testing of k-tape weighted automata (also for equivalence
testing of deterministic k-tape automata). Notice that, for the k-tape case, the edge clique
cover of size k is also part of the input since for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the ith tape alphabet Σi

is explicitly given and it induces a clique.

Corollary 3.1.1. The equivalence testing problem for k-tape weighted automata and
deterministic k-tape automata can be solved in deterministic quasi-polynomial time for
constant k.

Next, we consider equivalence testing over more general pc monoids M .
Given a graph G = (X,E), a collection of k graphs {Gi = (Xi, Ei)}ki=1 such that
X = ∪ki=1Xi and E = ∪ki=1Ei is called a k-covering of G. It seems natural to investigate
whether there are covers other than just edge clique cover for which one can obtain efficient
equivalence test.
We say M is a k-monoid if its non-commutation graph GM has a 2-covering {G1, G2}
such that, for some k′ ≤ k, G1 has an edge clique cover of size at most k′ and G2 has

3The difference C of two weighted automata A and B means the weight of each word w in C is the
difference between the weights of w in A and B.
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a vertex cover of size at most k − k′ (hence the edges of G2 can be covered by k − k′
many star graphs). We show that equivalence testing over k-monoids has a randomized
polynomial-time algorithm for constant k. This result can be seen as a generalization of
Worrell’s result [114].

Theorem 3.1.2. Let A be an input F-weighted automaton of size s over a k-monoid M .
Then the zero-testing of A can be decided in randomized (ns)O(k) time. Here n is the size
of the alphabet of M .

Remark 3.1.2. What is the complexity of equivalence testing for weighted automata over
an arbitrary pc monoid? The non-commutation graph GM of any pc monoid M over the
alphabet X trivially has an edge clique cover of size bounded by

(|X|
2

)
. Hence, the above

results would only give an exponential-time algorithm. Note that if GM has an induced
matching 4 of size more than k then M is not a k-monoid. Call M a matching monoid
if GM is a perfect matching. It follows from Lemma 3.3.2, shown in Section 3.3, that
equivalence testing over arbitrary pc monoids is deterministic polynomial-time reducible
to equivalence testing over matching monoids. Thus, the complexity of zero-testing of
F-weighted automata over matching monoids is essentially the most general case.

Various automata-theoretic problems have been studied in the setting of pc monoids. For
example, pc monoids have found applications in modeling the behavior of concurrent
systems [68]. Droste and Gastin [37] have studied the relation between recognizability
and rationality over pc monoids.

Proof Ideas and Techniques
Our proof is inspired by Worrell’s key insight [114] that the k-tape automata equivalence
problem can be reduced to a suitable instance of polynomial identity testing problem over
partially commuting variables. Worrell’s algorithm is randomized. In contrast, since we are
considering automata over general pc monoids and we aim to design efficient deterministic
algorithms, it requires additional ideas. First, we suitably apply a classical algebraic
framework to transfer the zero-testing problem over general pc monoids to pc monoids
whose non-commutation graphs are a disjoint union of cliques [30,35]. This allows us to
generalize a zero-testing criteria for weighted automata over standard non-commutative
setting [38, Cor. 8.3] to the setting of general pc monoids. The generalization says that
any nonzero weighted automata of size s over any pc monoid must have a non-zero word
within the length poly(s, n) where n is the size of the alphabet. Furthermore, this allows
us to reduce the zero-testing of weighted automata to an instance of polynomial identity
testing over pc monoids. Moreover, the polynomials can be computed by small arithmetic
branching programs (ABPs) over pc monoids. Over non-commutative variables, ABPs are
well-studied in arithmetic circuit complexity [72]. It turns out that we can solve the identity
testing problem for ABPs over k-clique monoids in deterministic quasi-polynomial time
by suitably adapting a black-box polynomial identity test for non-commutative arithmetic
branching programs based on a quasi-polynomial size hitting set construction [39]. Our
algorithm recursively builds on this construction, ensuring that the resulting hitting set
remains of quasi-polynomial size.

4An induced matching is a matching that includes every edge connecting any two vertices in the subset
as an induced subgraph.
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The proof of Theorem 3.1.2 is along similar lines. First, we obtain a randomized polynomial-
time identity testing algorithm over pc monoids whose non-commutation graph has a
k-vertex cover for constant k. This algorithm itself uses ideas from automata theory.
Then a composition lemma yields an identity testing algorithm over k-monoids.

3.2 Preliminaries

We recall some basic definitions and results, mainly from automata theory and arithmetic
circuit complexity, and define some notations used in the subsequent sections.

Notation : Let F be an infinite field. Mt(F) denotes the ring of t × t matrices over
F. For matrices A and B of sizes m× n and p× q respectively, their tensor (Kronecker)
product A ⊗ B is defined as the block matrix (aijB)1≤i≤m,1≤j≤n, and the dimension of
A⊗B is pm× qn. Given bases {vi} and {wj} for the vector spaces V and W , the vector
space V ⊗W is the tensor product space with a basis {vi ⊗ wj}.
For a series (resp. polynomial) S and a word (resp. monomial) w, let [w]S denote the
coefficient of w in the series S (resp. polynomial). In this chapter, we consider weighted
automata over a field F and alphabet (or variables) X = {x1, . . . , xn}.
Arithmetic Circuit Complexity : An algebraic branching program (ABP) is a layered
directed acyclic graph with one in-degree-0 vertex called source, and one out-degree-0
vertex called sink. Its vertex set is partitioned into layers 0, 1, . . . , d, with directed edges
only between adjacent layers (i to i + 1). The source and the sink are in layers zero
and d, respectively. Each edge is labeled by an affine linear form over F in variables
X = {x1, . . . , xn}. The polynomial computed by the ABP is the sum over all source-to-
sink directed paths of the product of linear forms that label the edges of the path. The
maximum number of nodes in any layer is called the width of the algebraic branching
program. The size of the branching program is taken to be the total number of nodes.
Equivalently, the computation of an arithmetic branching program can be defined via the
iterated matrix product λTM1M2 · · ·Mdµ, where λ, µ are vectors in Fw and each Mi is a
w × w matrix whose entries are affine linear forms over X. Here w corresponds to the
ABP width and d+ 1 corresponds to the number of layers in the ABP.
If X is a set of non-commuting variables then the ABP is a non-commutative arithmetic
branching program (e.g., see [72]).
Let S ⊂ F〈X〉 be a subset of polynomials in the non-commutative polynomial ring F〈X〉.
A mapping v : X → Mt(F) from variables to t × t matrices, it defines an evaluation
map defined for any polynomial f ∈ F〈X〉 as v(f) = f(v(x1), . . . , v(xn)). A collection
H of such evaluation maps is a hitting set for S, if for every nonzero f in S, there is an
evaluation v ∈ H such that v(f) 6= 0.
Let Sn,d,s denote the set of non-commutative polynomials in F〈X〉 (where n = |X|) that
have arithmetic branching programs of size s and layers 0, 1, . . . , d. Forbes and Shpilka [39]
have given a quasi-polynomial size hitting set Hn,d,s for Sn,d,s that can be constructed in
quasi-polynomial time. Moreover, the matrix tuples in Hn,d,s are d+ 1 dimensional.

Theorem 3.2.1. [39, Theorem I.8] For all s, d, n ∈ N if |F| ≥ poly(d, n, s), then there is
a set Hn,d,s which is a hitting set for Sn,d,s. Further |Hn,d,s| ≤ (sdn)O(log d) and there is a
deterministic algorithm to output the set Hn,d,s in time (sdn)O(log d).
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Automata Theory :

We recall some basic facts of the algebraic automata theory. More details can be found in
the Berstel-Reutenauer book [20].

Let F be a field5 and X be an alphabet 6. A F-weighted automaton7 A over X has a
finite set of states Q. Let E : Q×X ×Q→ F is the weight function which assigns weight
to each transition. The number of states, |Q| is the size of the automaton. A path is
a sequence of edges : (q0, x1, q1)(q1, x2, q2) · · · (qt−1, xt, qt). The weight of the path is the
product of the weights of the edges. For each word w = x1x2 · · ·xt ∈ X∗, the coefficient
of w, [w]S is the total contribution of all the paths between a start and accepting state
for the word w, which is an element of F. This defines a formal series S =

∑
w∈X∗ [w]S ·w

which is an element of the formal power series ring F⟪X⟫. We say that S is the formal
series recognized by the (weighted) automaton A.

Multi-tape automata.

Next, we briefly explain weighted multi-tape automata defined in terms of pc monoids.
Let M be the pc monoid over variables X = X1∪ · · ·∪Xk defined as follows: the variables
in each Xi are non-commuting, but for all i 6= j and any x ∈ Xi, y ∈ Xj we have xy = yx.
As defined already, the transition function E is a mapping Q×X ×Q→ F. A path is
a sequence of edges : (q0, x1, q1)(q1, x2, q2) · · · (qt−1, xt, qt) where each xi ∈ Xj for some
j. The label of the run is m = x1x2 · · ·xt in the pc monoid M , and [m]A is the total
contribution of all the runs between start and accepting states having the label equivalent
to m.

An automaton is deterministic if the set of states can be partitioned as Q = Q(1)t. . .tQ(k),
where states in Q(i) read input only from the ith tape alphabet Xi, and each state has a
single transition for every input variable. Thus, a deterministic automaton has at most
one accepting path for each input m ∈M .

Now we explain how equivalence testing of weighted automata is polynomial-time reducible
to zero testing of weighted automaton. Let A and B be F-weighted automata over the
alphabet X. The transition matrices NA and NB are defined as follows: NA[i, j] =∑

x∈X EA(qi, x, qj) · x. (NB is defined similarly). Let the series computed by A and B be
λTA ·

∑
i≥0N

i
A · µA and λTB ·

∑
i≥0N

i
B · µB, respectively. Here λA, µA, λB, µB are column

scalar vectors. Define the weighted automaton C with transition matrix NC and the scalar
vectors λC , µC as follows:

λC =

[
λA
λB

]
, NC =

[
NA 0
0 NB

]
, µC =

[
µA
−µB

]
.

Following is an easy fact which is also used in [114].

Fact 3.2.1. A and B are equivalent if and only if C is a zero automaton.

5In general F can be a semiring, but for our purpose it suffices to consider fields.
6To unify the notation with polynomial variables, we use the notation X for alphabets over the usual

notation Σ.
7Sometimes these are also called nondeterministic weighted automata in the literature.
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3.3 A Zero Testing Criteria Over Partially Commu-

tative Monoids

A basic result in algebraic automata theory, says that an F-weighted automaton A of size
s represents a nonzero series in F⟪X⟫ if and only if there is a word w ∈ X∗ of length at
most s− 1, such that [w]S is nonzero. It has a simple linear algebraic proof [38, Corollary
8.3, Page 145 ]8. In this section, we prove a theorem similar in spirit over general pc
monoids.

pc monoids and partitioned pc monoids : Let X be a finite alphabet (equivalently,
variable set). Formally, a pc monoid M over X is a pair M = (X∗, I) where I ⊆ X ×X
be such that (x1, x2) ∈ I if and only if x1x2 = x2x1. I is reflexive and symmetric. Let Ĩ be
the congruence generated from I by transitive closure. The monoid elements are defined
as the congruence classes m̃ for m ∈ X∗. In other words, M is a factor monoid of X∗

generated by Ĩ. The non-commutation graph GM = (X,E) of M is a simple undirected
graph such that (x1, x2) ∈ E if and only if (x1, x2) /∈ I.
A pc monoid M over alphabet (i.e. variable set) X is a k-partitioned pc monoid if its
non-commutation graph GM has a k-covering {Gi}ki=1 such that the subgraphs Gi are
pairwise vertex disjoint. Given any pc monoid M with a k-covering, we can associate a
k-partitioned pc monoid M ′ with it, such that M is isomorphic to a submonoid of M ′, as
follows.
Suppose GM = (X,E) has a k-covering {Gi}ki=1, where Gi = (Xi, Ei). Let X̂ = {xti |
1 ≤ t ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} be kn new variables. Let G′i = (X ′i, E

′
i) be a copy of Gi obtained

by replacing the vertex xt ∈ Xi by its ith copy xti, such that (xti, xsi) is an edge in
G′i if and only if (xt, xs) is an edge in Gi. Let G′ denote the disjoint union graph
G′ = G′1 t G′2 t · · · t G′k, and M ′ be the pc monoid whose non-commutation graph is
G′ = (X ′, E ′). Clearly, M ′ is a k-partitioned pc monoid, defined by M and its given
k-covering.
As an F-algebra, we note that F〈M ′〉 is isomorphic to the tensor product of the F-algebras
F〈M ′

1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈M ′
k〉.

The following simple observation, which shows that the pc monoid M is isomorphic to a
submonoid of M ′, is well-known [30,35,36].

Lemma 3.3.1. Let ψ : F〈M〉 → F〈M ′〉 be the map such that ψ(m) = m1⊗m2⊗· · ·⊗mk

for any monomial m in M and extend by linearity. Here, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the monomial mi

is obtained from m (by dropping the letters of m not in Xi) and replacing each occurrence
xt ∈ Xi by the variable xti, 1 ≤ t ≤ n. Then, ψ is an injective homomorphism.

Proof. It is straightforward to check that ψ is a ring homomorphism. To show the
injectivity, it is enough to show that ψ(m) = ψ(m′) implies m = m′ in M for any words
m,m′ ∈M . We prove the claim by induction on the length of words in M . Suppose that
for words m ∈M of length at most `, if m′ is not Ĩ-equivalent to m then ψ(m) 6= ψ(m′).
The base case, for ` = 0 clearly holds.
Now, suppose m = x ·m1 ∈ X`+1 for x ∈ X and ψ(m) = ψ(m′).

Claim 3.3.1. For some m2 ∈M , m′ = x ·m2 in M .

8It is folklore that the result is attributed to Schützenberger.
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Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that there is no m2 ∈ M such that m′ = x ·m2. Let
J = {j ∈ [k] | x ∈ Xj}. If the variable x does not occur in m′ then m|Xj 6= m′|Xj for each
j ∈ J . This implies that ψ(m) 6= ψ(m′) which is a contradiction.
On other hand, suppose x occurs in m′ and it cannot be moved to the leftmost position
in m′ applying the commutation relations in I. Then we must have m′ = ayxb for some
y ∈ Xj and j ∈ J , where a, b ∈ X∗, for the leftmost occurrence of x in m′. Hence
m|Xj 6= m′|Xj , because x is the first variable in m|Xj and x comes after y in m′|Xj .
Therefore, ψ(m) 6= ψ(m′) which is a contradiction.

Now, ψ(x ·m1) = ψ(x ·m2) implies that ψ(m1) = ψ(m2). Both m1 and m2 are of length
`. By induction hypothesis it follows that m1 = m2, and hence m = m′.

By Lemma 3.3.1, we can show that the zero testing for weighted automata over pc monoids
reduces to zero-testing of weighted automata over partitioned pc monoids in deterministic
polynomial time. More formally, we show the following result.

Lemma 3.3.2. Let A be the given F-weighted automaton of size s over a pc monoid M
for which the non-commutation graph GM has k-covering {Gi = (Xi, Ei)}ki=1. Then the
zero testing of A is reducible to the zero testing of another F-weighted automaton B over
the associated k-partitioned pc monoid M ′ in deterministic polynomial time. Moreover the
size of the automaton B is O(ns2k).

Proof. The automaton B is simply obtained by applying the map ψ on the variables
in M . For a variable xt, let Jt ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , k} be the set of indices such that, i ∈ Jt
if and only if xt ∈ Xi. Then ψ(xt) = ηi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ηi|Jt| where i1 < i2 < · · · < i|Jt| and

for each j, ij ∈ Jt, ηij = xtij . Now for each q0, qk ∈ Q such that (q0, xt, qk) ∈ E 9 and
wt(q0, xt, qk) = α ∈ F, we introduce new states q1, . . . , q|Jt|−1 and for each j ≤ |Jt| − 1,
add the edge ej = (qj−1, ηij , qj) in E and wt(e1) = α and for other newly added edges the
weight is 1. Since the number of edges in A is O(ns2), it is easy to see the number of nodes
in B is O(ns2k). The fact that A computes the zero series if and only if B computes the
zero series, follows from Lemma 3.3.1 and in particular from the fact that ψ is injective
on the set of monomials.

Worrell has already proved that the zero-testing of weighted automata over partitioned
monoids whose non-commutation graphs are the union of disjoint cliques, can be reduced to
the identity testing of non-commutative ABPs [114]. We restate the following proposition
from Worrell’s paper in a form that fits with our framework.

Proposition 3.3.1 (Adaptation of Proposition 5 of [114]). Let A be a given F-weighted
automaton of size s over a partitioned pc monoid M computing a series S. Moreover the
non-commutation graph GM is the disjoint union of k cliques. Let N be the transition
matrix of A. Then S is a zero series if and only if the ABPs λTN `µ = 0 for each
0 ≤ ` ≤ s− 1, where λ, µ are vectors in Fs.

Combining Lemma 3.3.2 and Proposition 3.3.1, we obtain the following generalization
of [38, Corollary 8.3] over arbitrary pc monoids which can be of independent interest.

9Here for simplicity of notation, we have used q0, q1 to represent an arbitrary pair such that there is a
transition between them, and q0 is not necessarily the initial state.
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Theorem 3.3.1. Let A be a given F-weighted automaton of size s over any pc monoid
M representing a series S. Then S is a nonzero series if and only if there exists a word
w ∈ X∗ such that [w]S is nonzero where the length of w is bounded by O(n3s2).

Proof. Observe that the non-commutation graph GM has a trivial edge clique cover of size
≤ n2 where n is the size of the alphabet. Then we apply Lemma 3.3.2 to conclude that S
is a zero series if and only if the series S ′ computed by the F-weighted automaton B over
the associated partitioned pc monoid (whose non-commutation graph is a disjoint union
of cliques) is zero. The size s′ of B is bounded by O(n3s2). Now we use Proposition 3.3.1
to see that S ′ is identically zero if and only if the ABPs λTN `µ = 0 for each 0 ≤ ` ≤ s′− 1
are identically zero where N is the transition matrix of B. Now notice that under the
image of ψ map, the length of any word can only increase. In other words, for any word
w : |ψ(w)| ≥ |w|. It follows that (S ′ = ψ(S))≤s

′−1 is a nonzero polynomial where S ′ is the
part of ψ(S) of degree at most s′ − 1. Since ψ is injective, it must be the case that S≤s

′−1

is also a nonzero polynomial, and the proof of the theorem follows.

3.4 Deterministic Zero Testing of Weighted Au-

tomata Over k-Clique Monoids

In this section, we show that zero testing for weighted automata over k-clique monoids
for constant k is in deterministic quasi-polynomial time. In fact, by Lemma 3.3.2 and
Proposition 3.3.1, the zero testing problem reduces to the polynomial identity testing of
ABPs over partitioned pc monoids whose non-commutation graph is a disjoint union of k
cliques. Thus, in order to prove Theorem 3.1.1 it suffices to design an efficient identity
testing algorithm for ABPs computing polynomials in F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk〉, where k is a
constant and the variable sets Xj = {xij}1≤i≤n are of size n each and pairwise disjoint.

Evaluation over algebras : For a polynomial f ∈ F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk〉 and a k-
tuple of F-algebras A = (A1, . . . , Ak), an evaluation of f in A is given by a k-tuple
of maps v = (v1, v2, . . . , vk), where vi : Xi → Ai. We can extend it to the map v :
F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk〉 → A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ak as follows: For any monomial m = m1 ⊗ · · · ⊗mk

where mi ∈ X∗i , let v(m) = v1(m1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ vk(mk). In particular, for each x ∈ Xj let
v(x) = 11 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vj(x)⊗ · · · ⊗ 1k where 1j is the multiplicative identity of Aj. We can
now extend v by linearity to all polynomials in the domain F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk〉.
Next, we define a partial evaluation of f ∈ F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk〉 in A. Let k′ < k and
Â = (A1, . . . , Ak′) be a k′-tuple of F-algebras. A partial evaluation of F〈X1〉⊗· · ·⊗F〈Xk〉 in
Â is given by a k′-tuple of maps v̂ = (v1, . . . , vk′), where vi : Xi → Ai. Now, we can define
v̂ : F〈X1〉⊗· · ·⊗F〈Xk〉 → A1⊗· · ·⊗Ak′⊗F〈Xk+1〉⊗· · ·⊗F〈Xk〉 as follows. For a monomial
m = (m1⊗ · · ·⊗mk), mi ∈ X∗i , we let v̂(m) = v1(m1)⊗ · · ·⊗ vk′(mk′)⊗mk′+1⊗ · · ·⊗mk.
By linearity, the partial evaluation v̂ is defined for any f ∈ F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk〉 where v̂
takes values in A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ak′ ⊗ F〈Xk′+1〉 ⊗ · · ·F〈Xk〉.
Although it is implicit, we formally recall that when we consider ABPs over F〈X1〉⊗ · · · ⊗
F〈Xk〉 the linear forms are defined over tensors of the form 1⊗ · · · ⊗ xij ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1. These
tensors play the role of an individual variable in the tensor product structure.
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Some more notation : Let Sk,n,d,s denote the set of all polynomials in F〈X1〉⊗· · ·⊗F〈Xk〉
computed by ABPs of size s and layers 0, 1, . . . , d, and n = |Xi| for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Following the notation in Theorem 3.2.1, we will denote by Hk,n,d,s the hitting set that
we will construct for Sk,n,d,s. That is, Hk,n,d,s is a collection of evaluations in the ring of
square matrices v = (v1, . . . , vk), such that for any nonzero polynomial f ∈ Sk,n,d,s there is
an evaluation v = (v1, . . . , vk) ∈ Hk,n,d,s such that v(f) is a nonzero matrix. Recall from
Theorem 3.2.1 that a quasi-polynomial size hitting set H1,n,d,s for S1,n,d,s can be explicitly
constructed. In the next lemma we describe an efficient bootstrapped construction of the
hitting set Hk,n,d,s for the set Sk,n,d,s of polynomials, from the hitting set H1,n,d,s.

Lemma 3.4.1. There is a set of evaluation maps Hk,n,d,s = {(v1, . . . , vk) : vi ∈ H1,n,d,sk}
where sk = s(d+ 1)(k−1) such that, for i ∈ [k], we have vi : Xi →Md+1(F), and Hk,n,d,s is
a hitting set for the class of polynomials Sk,n,d,s. Moreover, the size of the set is at most
(nskd)O(k2 log d), and it can be constructed in deterministic (nskd)O(k2 log d) time.

The above lemma yields the identity test: we only need to evaluate the input polynomial
on each point of the hitting set and check whether it is nonzero.
Before presenting the proof, we discuss two important ingredients. A polynomial f in
F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk〉 can be written as f =

∑
m∈X∗k

fm ⊗m where each m is a monomial

over variables Xk and fm ∈ F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk−1〉. Given that f has a small ABP, we
first show that each polynomial fm also has a small ABP.

Lemma 3.4.2. For each f ∈ Sk,n,d,s and m ∈ X∗k , the polynomial fm ∈ F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗
F〈Xk−1〉 has an ABP of size s(d+ 1) and d+ 1 layers.

Proof. Suppose f ∈ F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk〉 has an ABP B of size s and d layers, and the
monomial m = xi1kxi2k · · ·xi`k where some of the indices could be repeated. We will
construct an ABP of size s(d+ 1) for the polynomial fm. First, we identify each variable
1⊗ · · · ⊗ xij ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 as xij and construct the following ABP B′ from B:
For every node u in the ABP B, we have nodes (u, i), 0 ≤ i ≤ ` in the ABP B′. We now
describe the edges of B′ and the edge labels. In the ABP B, let (u, v) be an edge, where
u is in layer j and v is in layer j + 1, for some j ≤ d− 1. We can write the linear form
labeling (u, v) as a sum L1 +L2, where L1 is an affine linear form in variables from X \Xk,
and L2 is a homogeneous linear form in variables from Xk.
For 0 ≤ r ≤ `− 1: we put an edge from (u, r) to (v, r) with label L1. For 0 ≤ r ≤ `− 1:
we put an edge from (u, r) to (v, r + 1) with edge label α · xir+1k if the coefficient of xir+1k

in L2 is α 6= 0. If s and t are the source and sink nodes of the ABP B, we designate (s, 0)
and (t, `) as the source and sink nodes of the ABP B′.
It is evident from the construction that the ABP B′ has at most s(d + 1) many nodes.
Furthermore, the only nonzero monomials in the polynomial computed by B′ are of the
form m′ ⊗ m, where m′ is a monomial over the letters X \ Xk, and the coefficient of
m′ ⊗m is the same as its coefficient in polynomial f . It follows, that B′ computes the
polynomial fm ⊗m, and we can obtain an ABP for fm by setting to 1 all the variables
occurring in m. This completes the proof.

For a polynomial f in F〈X1〉⊗· · ·⊗F〈Xk〉, consider a partial evaluation v = (v1, . . . , vk−1)
such that each vi : Xi → Mti(F). The evaluation v(f) is a T × T matrix with entries
from F〈Xk〉, where T = t1t2 · · · tk−1.
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Lemma 3.4.3. For each p, q ∈ [T ], the (p, q)th entry of v(f) can be computed by an ABP
of size sT and d+ 1 layers.

Proof.
In effect the edges of the input branching program B are now labelled by matrices of
dimension T with entries are linear forms over the variables X ′k. To show that each entry
of the final T × T matrix can be computed by an ABP of size sT , let us fix some (i, j)
such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ T and construct an ABP B′ij computing the polynomial in the (i, j)th

entry.
The construction of B′ij is as follows. We make T copies of each node p (except the
source and sink node) of B and label it as (p, k) for each k ∈ [T ]. Let us fix two nodes p
and q from B such that there is a T × T matrix Mpq labelling the edge (p, q) after the
substitution. Then, for each j1, j2 ∈ [T ], add an edge between (p, j1) and (q, j2) in B′ij
and label it by the (j1, j2)

th entry of Mpq. When p is the source node, for each j2 ∈ T ,
add an edge between the source node and (q, j2) in B′ij and label it by the (i, j2)th entry
of Mpq. Similarly, when q is the sink node, for each j1 ∈ T , add an edge between (p, j1)
and the sink node in B′ij and label it by the (j1, j)

th entry of Mpq.
We just need to argue that the intermediate edge connections simulate ma-
trix multiplications correctly. This is simple to observe, since for each path
P = {(s, p1), (p1, p2), . . . , (p`−1, t)} in B (where s, t are the source and sink
nodes respectively) and each (j1, . . . , j`−1) such that 1 ≤ j1, . . . , j`−1 ≤ T ,
there is a path (s, (p1, j1)), ((p1, j1), (p2, j2)), . . . , ((p`−1, j`−1), t) in B′ij that computes
M(s,p1)[i, j1]M(p1,p2)[j1, j2] · · ·Mp`−1,t[j`−1, j] where M(p,q) is the T × T matrix labelling the
edge (p, q) in B. The size of B′ij is sT , and the number of layers is d+ 1.

Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.4.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.4.1. The proof is by induction on k. For the base case k = 1 the
hitting set H1,n,d,s of Theorem 3.2.1 suffices. We can write each nonzero f ∈ Sk,n,d,s as
f =

∑
m∈X∗k

fm ⊗m, where m ∈ X∗k and fm ∈ F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk−1〉. Since f 6≡ 0 we

have fm 6≡ 0 for some m ∈ X∗k . By Lemma 3.4.2, for each m ∈ Xk
∗ the polynomial

fm ∈ F〈X1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Xk−1〉 has an ABP of size s(d+ 1). Let s′ = s(d+ 1).
By induction hypothesis, fm is nonzero on some point in the set : Hk−1,n,d,s′ =
{(v1, v2, . . . , vk−1)|vi ∈ H1,n,d,s′k−1

} where s′k−1 = s′(d + 1)k−2 = s(d + 1)k−1. Hence,

there is an evaluation v′ ∈ Hk−1,n,d,s′ such that v′(fm) is a nonzero matrix of dimension
(d + 1)k−1. Interpreting v′ as a partial evaluation for f , we observe that v′(f) is a
(d+ 1)k−1 × (d+ 1)k−1 matrix with entries from F〈Xk〉. Since v′(fm) 6= 0, it follows that
some (p, q)th entry of v′(f) is a nonzero polynomial g ∈ F〈Xk〉. By Lemma 3.4.3, each
entry of v′(f) has an ABP of size s(d + 1)k−1. In particular, g ∈ S1,n,d,s(d+1)k−1 and it
follows from Theorem 3.2.1 that there is a an evaluation v′′ in H1,n,d,s(d+1)k−1 such that
v′′(g) is a nonzero matrix of dimension (d+ 1)× (d+ 1).
Thus, for the combined evaluation map v = (v′, v′′), v(f) is a nonzero matrix of dimension
(d+ 1)k × (d+ 1)k. Define Hk,n,d,s = {(v1, . . . , vk) : vi ∈ H1,n,d,sk}, where sk = s(d+ 1)k−1.
However, by induction hypothesis, we have v′ = (v1, . . . , vk−1) ∈ Hk−1,n,d,s(d+1) where each
vi ∈ H1,n,d,s(d+1)k−1 . Therefore, v = (v′, v′′) ∈ Hk,n,d,s and Hk,n,d,s is a hitting set for the
class of polynomials Sk,n,d,s.
Finally, note that |Hk,n,d,s| = |H1,n,d,sk |k. Since |H1,n,d,sk | ≤ (ndsk)

O(log d), it follows that
|Hk,n,d,s| ≤ (nskd)O(k2 log d), and the hitting set Hk,n,d,s can be constructed in the claimed
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running time10. For zero testing, we need to evaluate the input ABP on the matrices of
the hitting set, and this can be done in time polynomial in the input size and the size of
the hitting set by matrix additions and multiplications.

3.5 Randomized Zero Testing of Weighted Automata

Over k-Monoids

We now consider pc monoids more general than k-clique monoids. A k-monoid is a pc
monoid M whose non-commutation graph GM has a 2-covering {G1, G2} such that G1

has a edge clique cover of size k′ and G2 has a vertex cover of size k − k′, for some k′.
It follows that GM has a k-covering of cliques and star graphs. We assume that this
k-covering of GM is given as part of the input. Let F〈M〉 denote the F-algebra generated
by the monoid M .

Lemma 3.5.1. Let {Mi}ki=1 be pc monoids defined over disjoint variable sets {Xi}ki=1,
respectively. For each i, suppose Ai is a randomized procedure that outputs an evaluation
vi : F〈Mi〉 →Mti(d)(F) such that for any polynomial gi in F〈Mi〉 of degree at most d, gi
is nonzero if and only if vi(gi) is a nonzero matrix with probability at least 1− 1

2k
.

Then, for the evaluation v : F〈M1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Mk〉 → Mt1(d)(F) ⊗ · · · ⊗Mtk(d)(F) such
that v = (v1, . . . , vk) and any nonzero polynomial f ∈ F〈M1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Mk〉 of degree at
most d, the matrix v(f) is nonzero with probability at least 1/2.

Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For the base case k = 1, it is trivial. Let us fix an
f ∈ F〈M1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Mk〉 of degree at most d such that f 6≡ 0. The polynomial f can
be written as f =

∑
m∈Mk

fm ⊗m where m are the words over the pc monoid Mk and
fm ∈ F〈M1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈Mk−1〉. Since f 6≡ 0 we must have fm 6≡ 0 for some m ∈Mk.
Now, inductively we have the evaluation v′ = (v1, . . . , vk−1) for the class of polynomials in
F〈M1〉⊗ · · · ⊗F〈Mk−1〉 of degree at most d. Since fm 6≡ 0, with high probability v′(fm) is
a nonzero matrix of dimension

∏k−1
i=1 ti(d). By induction the failure probability is bounded

by k−1
2k

.

As v′ is a partial evaluation for f , we observe that v′(f) is a matrix of dimension
∏k−1

i=1 ti(d)
whose entries are polynomials in F〈Mk〉. Since v′(fm) 6= 0 we conclude that some (p, q)th

entry of v′(f) contains a nonzero polynomial g ∈ F〈Mk〉 of degree at most d. Choose the
evaluation vk ∈ Sk which is the output of the randomized procedure Ak, such that vk(g)
is a nonzero matrix of dimension tk(d). Hence, for the combined evaluation v = (v′, vk),
v(f) is a nonzero matrix of dimension

∏k
i=1 ti(d). A union bound shows that the failure

probability is at most 1/2.

For the proof of Theorem 3.1.2, we first give a randomized polynomial-time identity testing
algorithm for polynomials over pc monoids whose non-commutation graph is a star graph.

Lemma 3.5.2. Let M = ((X ∪ y)∗, I) be a monoid whose non-commutation graph GM is
a star graph with center y. Then for any constant k, there is a randomized procedure that
outputs an evaluation v : X ∪ {y} → Mt(d)(F) where t(d) is at most d, such that for any

10Independent to the context of the current chapter, bootstrapping hitting sets has found other
interesting applications in arithmetic circuit complexity [2].
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polynomial f ∈ F〈M〉 of degree at most d, the polynomial f is nonzero if and only if v(f)
is a nonzero matrix. The success probability of the algorithm is at least 1− 1

2k
.

Proof. If f is nonzero, then there exists a monomial m in M with nonzero coefficient. The
idea is to isolate all monomials in {X ∪ y}∗ that are equivalent to m in M . Let the degree
of y in monomial m be ` ≤ d. Then m can be written as m = m1ym2 · · ·m`ym`+1 where
each mi is a word in X∗. As X is a commuting set of variables, any permutation of mi

produces a monomial equivalent to m in M . Now consider the automaton in Figure 4.4.

q0 q1 qd−1 qd
y/yc y/yc y/yc

xi/xi1 xi/xi2
xi/xid

xi/xi(d+1)

Figure 3.1: The transition diagram of the automaton

Let m as m = m1ym2 · · ·m`ym`+1, where each mi is a maximal substring of m in X∗.
We refer to the mi as blocks. The above automaton keeps count of blocks as it scans
the monomial m. As it scans m, if the automaton is in the jth block, it substitutes
each variable xi ∈ X read by a corresponding commuting variable xij where the index j
encodes the block number. The y variable is renamed by a commutative variable yc. The
transition matrices Nxi and Ny of dimension d+ 1. The transition matrices are explicitly
given below.

Nxi =


xi1 0 0 . . . 0
0 xi2 0 . . . 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
0 0 . . . xid 0
0 0 . . . 0 xi(d+1)

 , Ny =


0 yc 0 . . . 0
0 0 yc . . . 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
0 0 . . . 0 yc
0 0 . . . 0 0

 .

Now we explain this matrix substitution. Let f =
∑

m αmm, where αm ∈ F. We write

f =
∑d

`=1 f`, where f` =
∑

m:degy(m)=` αmm. That is, f` is the part of f consisting of

monomials m with y-degree degy(m) = `.
From the description of the automaton, we can see that for each ` ∈ [d], the (0, `)th entry
of the output matrix is the commutative polynomial f c` ∈ F[{xi,j}1≤i≤n,1≤j≤d+1, yc]. The
construction ensures the following: For each 0 ≤ ` ≤ d, f` = 0 if and only if f c` = 0.
The randomized identity test is by substituting random scalar values for the commuting
variables xij and yc from a set S ⊆ F of size at least 2kd, such that the output matrix
becomes nonzero. The bound on the success probability follows from Polynomial Identity
Lemma [34,93,116].

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1.2.
Proof. Let M ′ be a pc monoid whose non-commutation graph GM ′ is a clique. Let
g ∈ F〈M ′〉 be a nonzero polynomial of degree at most d. By the Amitsur-Levitzki
Theorem [8], if we substitute variables xi ∈M ′ by generic matrix of size d over the variables
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{x(i)
u,v}1≤u,v≤d, the output matrix is nonzero 11. Moreover, the entries of the output matrix

are commutative polynomials of degree at most d in the variables {x(i)
u,v}1≤i≤n,1≤u,v≤d. It

suffices to randomly substitute for each x
(i)
u,v variable from a set S ⊆ F of size at least 2kd.

This defines the evaluation map v : F〈M ′〉 →Md(F). The resulting identity test succeeds
with probability at least 1− 1

2k
. For the star graphs, the evaluation map is already defined

in Lemma 3.5.2.
Given a F-weighted automaton A of size s over a k-monoid M = (X∗, I), by Theorem 3.3.1,
the zero testing of A reduces to identity testing of a collection of ABPs of the form :
f = λTNdµ over F〈M〉, where N is the transition matrix of A and d is bounded by O(ns2k).
Now, to test identity of f where M is a k-monoid, it suffices to test identity of ψ(f) where
ψ is the injective homomorphism from Lemma 3.3.1. Now ψ(f) in F〈M ′

1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F〈M ′
k〉,

where for each i ∈ [k] the non-commutation graph of M ′
i is either a clique or a star.

By Lemma 3.5.1, we can construct the evaluation map v = v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vk where for
each i ∈ [k], vi is an evaluation map for either a clique or a star graph depending on M ′

i .
The range of v is matrices of dimension at most dk, which is bounded by (sn)O(k) as d is
bounded by O(ns2k). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.2.

3.6 Conclusion

The bootstrapped construction presented in Section 3.4 designs a hitting set of quasi-
polynomial size over a suitable matrix algebra for the k-clique monoid problem. However,
in the hope of designing a polynomial-time algorithm, one may try to exploit finer
structures in the problem than evaluating it over a matrix algebra. It seems natural
to get inspiration from the white-box polynomial-time identity testing algorithm for
non-commutative arithmetic branching programs [77]. However, it is unclear whether
such a technique can be adapted in the present setting of partially commutative monoids
to obtain a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm. This is the main open problem left
for future research.

11In fact the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem guarantees that generic matrices of size dd2e+ 1 suffice [8].
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Chapter 4

PIT and Irreducibility Testing in the
Non-Associative Non-Commutative
Model

In this chapter we study arithmetic computations in the non-associative, and non-
commutative free polynomial ring F{x1, x2, . . . , xn}. Prior to this work, non-associative
arithmetic computation was considered by Hrubeš, Wigderson, and Yehudayoff [49] who
showed lower bounds and proved completeness results. We consider the algorithmic
aspects and give deterministic polynomial time algorithms for Polynomial Identity Testing
(PIT) and irreducibility testing over F{x1, x2, . . . , xn}. Our PIT result is obtained by
a suitable adaptation of the PIT algorithm of Raz-Shpilka [77] for non-commutative
ABPs. The irreducibility testing algorithm utilizes ideas from a factorization algorithm
for homogeneous non-commutative ABPs [12].

4.1 Introduction

Non-commutative computation, introduced in complexity theory by Hyafil [51] and Nisan
[71], is an important subfield of algebraic complexity theory. The main algebraic structure
of interest is the free non-commutative ring F〈X〉 over a field F, whereX = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}
is a set of free noncommuting variables. A central problem is Polynomial Identity Testing
(PIT) which may be stated as follows:

Problem 4.1.1. Let f ∈ F〈X〉 be a polynomial represented by a non-commutative arith-
metic circuit C. The circuit C can either be given by a black box (using which we can
evaluate C on matrices with entries from F or an extension field), or the circuit may be
explicitly given. The algorithmic problem is to check if the polynomial computed by C is
identically zero.

We recall the formal definition of a non-commutative arithmetic circuit.
When the multiplication operation of the circuit is non-commutative, it is called a non-
commutative arithmetic circuit and it computes a polynomial in the free non-commutative
ring F〈X〉. Since cancellation of terms is restricted by noncommutativity, intuitively it
appears non-commutative polynomial identity testing would be easier than polynomial
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identity testing in the commutative case. This intuition is supported by the fact that
there is a deterministic polynomial-time white-box PIT algorithm for non-commutative
ABP [77]. In the commutative setting a deterministic polynomial-time PIT for ABPs
would be a major breakthrough.1 However, there is little progress towards obtaining an
efficient deterministic PIT for general non-commutative arithmetic circuits. For example,
the problem is open even for non-commutative skew circuits.

If associativity is also dropped then it turns out that PIT becomes easy, as we show in
this work. More precisely for a set of variables X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, we consider the free
non-commutative and non-associative ring of polynomials F{X}, where a polynomial is
an F-linear combination of monomials, and each monomial comes with a bracketing order
of multiplication. For example, in the non-associative ring F{X} the monomial (x1(x2x1))
is different from monomial ((x1x2)x1), although in the associative ring F〈X〉 they clearly
coincide.

When the multiplication operation is both non-commutative and non-associative, it is
called a non-associative non-commutative circuit and it computes a polynomial in the free
non-associative non-commutative ring F{X}. Previously, the non-associative arithmetic
model of computation was considered by Hrubeš, Wigderson, and Yehudayoff [49]. They
showed completeness and explicit lower bound results for this model. We study the PIT
problem and give a deterministic polynomial time algorithm which C ≡ 0 for an input
arithmetic circuit over F{X}.

Remark 4.1.1. We note that our algorithm in the above result does not depend on the
choice of the field F. A recent result of Lagarde et al. [63] shows an exponential lower
bound, and a deterministic polynomial-time PIT algorithm over F〈X〉 for non-commutative
circuits where all parse trees in the circuit are isomorphic. We also note that in [15] an
exponential lower bound is shown for set-multilinear arithmetic circuits with the additional
semantic constraint that each monomial has a unique parse tree in the circuit (but different
monomials can have different parse trees).

Next, we consider the problem of irreducibility testing in the ring F{X}. Irreducibility
testing is an important problem which has been studied over various domains. For example,
over integers, irreducibility testing corresponds to the classical primality testing problem,
which has a deterministic polynomial time algorithm [3]. Over the polynomial ring F[X]
Kaltofen [54] gave a randomized polynomial time algorithm which can even factorize an
input polynomial f given by an arithmetic circuit. The non-commutative polynomial
ring F〈X〉 is not a unique factorization domain [73] and this poses difficulties towards
algorithm design. However, unique factorization holds for homogeneous polynomials in
F〈X〉, and it is shown in [12] that for homogeneous polynomials given by non-commutative
circuits, the unique factorization into irreducible factors can be computed in randomized
polynomial time (essentially, by reduction to the non-commutative PIT problem). In this
chapter, we give a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for irreducibility testing for
polynomials in F{X}. Further, our algorithm finds a non-trivial factorization of the input
polynomial in case it is reducible.

1The situation is similar even in the lower bound case where Nisan proved that non-commutative
determinant or permanent polynomial would require exponential-size algebraic branching program [71].
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4.1.1 Proof Ideas and Techniques

Identity Testing Result: The main ideas for our algorithm are based on the white-
box Raz-Shpilka PIT algorithm for non-commutative ABPs [77]. As in the Raz-Shpilka
algorithm [77], if the circuit computes a nonzero polynomial f ∈ F{X}, then our algorithm
outputs a certificate monomial m such that coefficient of m in f is nonzero.

We first sketch the main steps of the Raz-Shpilka algorithm. The Raz-Shpilka algorithm
processes the input ABP (assumed homogeneous) layer by layer. Suppose layer i of the
ABP has w nodes. The algorithm maintains a spanning set Bi of at most w many linearly
independent w-dimensional vectors of monomial coefficients. More precisely, each vector
vm ∈ Bi is the vector of coefficients of monomial m computed at each of the w nodes in
layer i. Furthermore, the coefficient vector at layer i of any monomial is in the span of
Bi. The construction of Bi+1 from Bi can be done efficiently. Clearly the identity testing
problem can be solved by checking if there is a nonzero vector in Bd, where d is the total
number of layers.

Now we sketch our PIT algorithm for polynomials over F{X} given by circuits. Let f be
the input polynomial given by the circuit C.

We encode monomials in the free non-associative non-commutative ring F{X} as mono-
mials in the free non-commutative ring F〈X, (, )〉, such that the encoding preserves the
multiplication structure of F{X} (Observation 4.2.1). For 1 ≤ j ≤ d, we can efficiently
find from C a homogeneous circuit Cj that computes the degree j homogeneous part of
C. Thus, it suffices to test if Cj ≡ 0 for each j. Hence, it suffices to consider the case
when f ∈ F{X} is homogeneous and C is a homogeneous circuit computing f .

For j ≤ d let Gj denote the set of degree j gates of C. The algorithm maintains a set Bj
of |Gj|-dimensional linearly independent vectors of monomial coefficients such that any
degree j monomial’s coefficient vector is in the linear span of Bj. Clearly, |Bj| ≤ |Gj|.
We compute Bj+1 from the sets {Bi : 1 ≤ i ≤ j}. For each vector in Bj we also keep the
corresponding monomial. In the non-associative model a degree d monomial m = (m1m2)
is generated in a unique way. To check if the coefficient vector of m is in the span of
Bd it suffices to consider vectors in the spans of Bd1 and Bd2 , where d1 = deg(m1) and
d2 = deg(m2). This is a crucial difference from a general non-commutative circuit and
using this property we can compute Bj+1.

Irreducibility testing in F{X}
Our Irreducibility testing algorithm uses the PIT algorithm described earlier as a subroutine
and also repeatedly uses a result of [12]. In [12] the authors show that given a monomial m
and a homogeneous non-commutative circuit C, in deterministic polynomial time circuits
for the formal left and right derivatives of C with respect to m can be efficiently computed.

We sketch the easy case, when the given polynomial f of degree d has no constant term.
Applying our PIT algorithm to the homogeneous circuit Cd (computing the dth degree
homogenous component fd) we find a nonzero monomial m = (m1 m2) of degree d in fd
along with its coefficient cm(f). Notice that for any nontrivial factorization f = gh, m1

is a nonzero monomial in g and m2 is a nonzero monomial in h. Suppose |m1| = d1 and
|m2| = d2. Then the left derivative of Cd with respect to m1 gives cm1(g) hd2 and the right
derivative of Cd with respect to m2 gives cm2(h) gd1 . We now use the circuits for these
derivatives and the non-associative structure, to find circuits for different homogeneous
parts of g and h. The details, including the general case when f has a nonzero constant
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term, is in Section 4.4.

4.2 Preliminaries

For an arithmetic circuit C, a parse tree for a monomial m is a multiplicative sub-circuit
of C rooted at the output gate defined by the following process starting from the output
gate:

• At each + gate retain exactly one of its input gates.

• At each × gate retain both its input gates.

• Retain all inputs that are reached by this process.

• The resulting subcircuit is multiplicative and computes a monomial m (with some
coefficient).

For arithmetic circuits C computing polynomials in the free non-associative non-
commutative ring F{X}, the same definition for the parse tree of a monomial applies. As
explained in the introduction, in this case each parse tree (generating some monomial)
comes with a bracketed structure for the multiplication. It is convenient to consider a
polynomial in F{x1, . . . , xn} as an element in the non-commutative ring F〈x1, . . . , xn, (, )〉
where we introduce two auxiliary variables ”(” and ”)” (for left and right bracketing)
to encode the parse tree structure of any monomial. We illustrate the encoding by the
following example.
Consider the monomial (which is essentially a binary tree with leaves labeled by variables)
in the non-associative ring F{x, y} shown in Figure 4.1. Its encoding as a bracketed string
in the free non-commutative ring F〈x, y, (, )〉 is (( x y ) y ) and its parse tree shown in
Figure 4.2.
Consider an arithmetic circuit C computing a polynomial f ∈ F{X}. The circuit C can
be efficiently transformed to a circuit C̃ that computes the corresponding polynomial
f̃ ∈ F〈X, (, )〉 by simply introducing the bracketing structure for each multiplication gate
of C in a bottom-up manner as indicated in the following example figures. Consider the
circuits described in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 where fi, gi, hi’s are polynomials computed by
subcircuits. Clearly the bracket variables preserve the parse tree structure. The following
fact is immediate.

Observation 4.2.1. A non-associative non-commutative circuit C computes a nonzero
polynomial f ∈ F{X} if and only if the corresponding non-commutative circuit C̃ computes
a nonzero polynomial f̃ ∈ F〈X, (, )〉.

Given a non-commutative circuit C computing a homogeneous polynomial in F〈X〉 and a
monomial m over X, one can talk of the left and right derivatives of C w.r.t m [12]. Let
f =

∑
m′ cm′(f)m′ for some f ∈ F〈X〉 and A be the subset of monomials m′ of f that

have m as prefix. Then the left derivative of f w.r.t. m is

∂`f

∂m
=
∑
m′∈A

cm′(f)m′′,
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Figure 4.1: A non-associative and non-commutative monomial xyy
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Figure 4.2: Corresponding monomial ((xy) y) ∈ F〈X〉.

Figure 4.5: non-associative circuit and its corresponding non-commutative bracketed
circuit

where m′ = m · m′′ for m′ ∈ A. Similarly we can define the right derivative2 ∂rf
∂m

. As
shown in [12], if f is given by a circuit C then in deterministic polynomial time we can

compute circuits for ∂`f
∂m

and ∂rf
∂m

. We briefly discuss this in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2.1. [12] Given a non-commutative circuit C of size s computing a homo-
geneous polynomial f of degree d in F〈X〉 and monomial m, there is a deterministic
poly(n, d, s) time algorithm that computes circuits Cm,` and Cm,r for the left and right

derivatives ∂`C
∂m

and ∂rC
∂m

, respectively.

Proof. We explain only the left partial derivative case. Let m be a degree d′ monomial and
f ∈ F〈X〉 be a homogeneous degree d polynomial f computed by circuit C. The proof is
similar to [12] but we provide it here for completeness. A small substitution deterministic
finite automaton A with d′ + 1 states is constructed that recognizes all length d strings
with prefix m and substitutes 1 for prefix m. Let m = xi1xi2 · · ·xid′ then the automaton is
The transition of this automaton can be represented by the (d′ + 1)× (d′ + 1) matrices
Mi defined as

Mi[k, `] = 1[xik = xi] when ` = k + 1 and k ≤ d′

= xi when ` = k = d′ + 1

= 0 otherwise

(4.1)

2The superscripts `, r denote left and right respectively.
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1 2 3 k k+1 d′ d′+1

xi1→1 xi2→1 xi3→1 xik→1 xik+1
→1

xid′
→1

xi→xi

Figure 4.6: The transition diagram of the automaton.

where 1[xik = xi] is the indicator that the variable in the kth position of m is the same
as xi or not. Now for any monomial m′ = m · m̂ where m̂ is of degree d − d′ we see
that m′(M1,M2, . . . ,Mn)[1, d′ + 1] = m̂ and if m′ does not have m as a prefix then we
have m′(M1,M2, . . . ,Mn)[1, d′ + 1] = 0. By linearity of evaluation we conclude that
f(M1,M2, . . . ,Mn)[1, d′ + 1] contains the sum of precisely those monomials (along with
their respective coefficients) in f which have m as a prefix. In order to obtain a circuit

for ∂`f
∂m

we replace the variables xi in C by the matrices Mi and we ‘blow up’ each gate
in C into (d′ + 1)2 many gates which simulates the matrix multiplication. This gives a

circuit for ∂`f
∂m

which is of size poly(n, d, s).

The left and right partial derivatives of inhomogeneous polynomials are similarly defined.
The same matrix substitution works for non-homogeneous polynomials as well [12]. As
discussed above, given a non-associative arithmetic circuit C computing a polynomial
f ∈ F{X}, we can transform C into a non-commutative circuit C̃ that computes a
polynomial f̃ ∈ F〈X, (, )〉. Suppose we want to compute the left partial derivative of
f w.r.t. a monomial m ∈ F{X}. Using the tree structure of m we transform it into a
monomial m̃ ∈ F〈X, (, )〉 and then we can apply Lemma 4.2.1 to C̃ and m̃ to compute
the required left partial derivative. We can similarly compute the right partial derivative.
We use this in Section 4.4.

We also note the following simple fact that the homogeneous parts of a polynomial
f ∈ F{X} given by a circuit C can be computed efficiently. We can apply the above
transformation to obtain circuit C̃ and use a standard lemma (see e.g., [97]) to compute
the homogeneous parts of C̃.

Lemma 4.2.2. Given a non-commutative circuit C of size s computing a non-commutative
polynomial f of degree d in F〈X, (, )〉, one can compute homogeneous circuits Cj (where
each gate computes a homogeneous polynomial) for jth homogeneous part fj of f , where
0 ≤ j ≤ d, deterministically in time poly(n, d, s).

4.3 Identity Testing in F{X}
In this section we describe our identity testing algorithm.

Theorem 4.3.1. Let f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ F{X} be a degree d polynomial given by an
arithmetic circuit of size s. Then in deterministic poly(s, n, d) time we can test if f is an
identically zero polynomial in F{X}.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2.2 we can assume that the input is a homogeneous non-associative
circuit C computing some homogeneous degree d polynomial in F{X} (i.e. every gate in
C computes a homogeneous polynomial). Also, all the × gates in C have fanin 2 and +
gates have unbounded fanin. We can assume the output gate is a + gate. We can also
assume w.l.o.g. that the + and × gates alternate in each path from input gate to output
gate (otherwise we introduce sum gates with fan-in 1).

The jth-layer of circuit C to be the set of all + gates in computing degree j homogeneous
polynomials. Let s+ be the total number of + gates in C. To each monomial m we can
associate a vector vm ∈ Fs+ of coefficients, where vm is indexed by the + gates in C, and
vm[g] is the coefficient of monomial m in the polynomial computed at the + gate g. We
can also write

vm[g] = cm(pg),

where pg is the polynomial computed at the sum gate g.

For the jth layer of + gates, we will maintain a maximal linearly independent set Bj of
vectors vm of monomials. These vectors correspond to degree j monomials. Although
vm ∈ Fs+ , notice that vm[g] = 0 at all + gates that do not compute a degree j polynomial.
Thus, |Bj| is bounded by the number of + gates in the jth layer. Hence, |Bj| ≤ s.

The sets Bj are computed inductively for increasing values of j. For the base case, the
set B1 can be easily constructed by direct computation. Inductively, suppose the sets
Bi : 1 ≤ i ≤ j−1 are already constructed. We describe the construction of Bj . Computing
Bd and checking if there is a nonzero vector in it yields the identity testing algorithm.

We now describe the construction for the jth layer assuming we have basis Bj′ for every
j′ < j. Consider a × gate with its children computing homogeneous polynomials of
degree d1 and d2 respectively. Notice that j = d1 + d2 and 0 < d1, d2 < j. Consider the
monomial3 set

M = {m1m2 | vm1 ∈ Bd1 and vm2 ∈ Bd2}.

We construct vectors {vm | m ∈M} as follows.

vm1m2 [g] =
∑

(gd1 ,gd2 )

vm1 [gd1 ]vm2 [gd2 ],

where g is a + gate in the jth layer, gd1 is a + gate in the dth1 layer, gd2 is a + gate in the
dth2 layer, and there is a × gate which is input to g and computes the product of gd1 and
gd2 .

Let Bd1,d2 denote a maximal linearly independent subset of {vm | m ∈M}. Then we let
Bd be a maximal linearly independent subset of⋃

d1+d2=d

Bd1,d2 .

Claim 4.3.1. For every monomial m of degree j, vm is in the span of Bj.

3We note that the non-associative monomial m1m2 is a binary tree with the root having two children:
the left child is the root of the binary tree for m1 and the right child is the root of the binary tree for m2.
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Proof of Claim. Let m = m1m2 and the degree of m1 is d1 and the degree of m2 is d2
4.

By Induction Hypothesis vectors vm1 and vm2 are in the span of Bd1 and Bd2 respectively.
Hence, we can write

vm1 =

D1∑
i=1

αivmi vmi ∈ Bd1 and vm2 =

D2∑
j=1

βjvm′j vm′j ∈ Bd2 ,

where |Bdj | = Dj. Now, for a gate g in the jth layer, By Induction Hypothesis and by
construction we have

vm[g] =
∑

(gd1 ,gd2 )

vm1 [gd1 ]vm2 [gd2 ] =
∑
gd1 ,gd2

(

D1∑
i=1

αivmi [gd1 ])(

D2∑
j=1

βjvm′j [gd2 ])

=

D1∑
i=1

D2∑
j=1

αiβj
∑
gd1 ,gd2

vmi [gd1 ]vm′j [gd2 ] =

D1∑
i=1

D2∑
j=1

αiβjvmim′j [g].

Thus vm is in the span of Bd1,d2 and hence in the span of Bj. This proves the claim.

The PIT algorithm only has to check if Bd has a nonzero vector. This proves the claim.

Suppose the input non-associative circuit C computing some degree d polynomial f ∈
F{X} is inhomogeneous. Then, using Lemma 4.2.2 we can first compute in polynomial
time homogeneous circuits Cj : 0 ≤ j ≤ d, where Cj computes the degree-j homogeneous
part fj. Then we run the above algorithm on each Cj to check whether f is identically
zero. This completes the proof of the theorem.

4.4 Irreducibility Testing in F{X}
In this section we describe our polynomial-time white-box irreducibility testing algorithm
for polynomials in F{X}. More precisely, given as input a non-associative circuit C
computing a polynomial f ∈ F{X}, the algorithm detects whether f is irreducible or not.
In case it is not irreducible, it outputs a non-trivial factorization of f . The algorithm uses
as subroutine the PIT algorithm for polynomials in F{X} described in Section 4.3.

Theorem 4.4.1. Let f ∈ F{X} be a degree d polynomial given by a circuit of size s. If
F = Q, we give a deterministic poly(s, n, d) time algorithm that computes a nontrivial
factorization of f or reports f is irreducible. If F is a finite field such that char(F) =
p, we obtain a deterministic poly(s, n, d, p) time algorithm that computes a nontrivial
factorization of f or reports that f is irreducible.

Proof. We build the algorithm through some special cases. We start with the case when
the input polynomial f has no constant term. When f has a constant term we recover the
factors without their constant terms and then we separately compute the constant terms.

4Here a crucial point is that for a non-associative monomial of degree d, such a choice for d1 and d2 is
unique. This is a place where a general non-commutative circuit behaves very differently.
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Lemma 4.4.1. Let f ∈ F{X} be a degree d polynomial given by a circuit C of size s
such that the constant term in f is zero. Furthermore, suppose there is a factorization
f = g · h such that the constant terms in g and h are also zero. Then in deterministic
poly(n, d, s) time we can compute the circuits for polynomials g and h.

Proof. We first consider the even more restricted case when C computes a homogeneous
degree d polynomial f ∈ F{X}. For the purpose of computing partial derivatives, it is
convenient to transform C into the non-commutative circuit C̃, as explained in Section 5.2,
which computes the fully bracketed polynomial f̃ ∈ F〈X, (, )〉. Using Theorem 4.3.1
we compute a monomial m = (m1m2) where m1 and m2 are also fully bracketed. We
can transform C̃ to drop the outermost opening and closing brackets. Now, using
Lemma 4.2.1, we compute the resulting circuits left partial derivative w.r.t. m1 and right
partial derivative w.r.t. m2. Call these f̃1 and f̃2. We can check if f̃ = (f̃1f̃2): we first
recover the corresponding non-associative circuits for f1 and f2 from the circuits for f̃1

and f̃2. Then we can apply the PIT algorithm of Theorem 4.3.1 to check if f = f1f2.
Clearly, f is irreducible iff f 6= f1f2.
Now we prove the actual statement. Applying Lemma 4.2.2, we compute homogeneous
circuits Cj : 1 ≤ j ≤ d for the homogeneous degree j component fj of the polynomial f .
Clearly fd = gd1hd2 . We run the PIT algorithm of Theorem 4.3.1 on the circuit Cd to
extract a monomial m of degree d along with its coefficient cm(fd) in fd. Notice that the
monomial m is of the form m = (m1 m2). If g and h are nontrivial factors of f then m1

and m2 are monomials in g and h respectively. Compute the circuits for the left and right
derivatives with respect to m1 and m2.

∂`Cd
∂m1

= cm1(gd1) · hd2 and
∂rCd
∂m2

= cm2(hd2) · gd1 .

In general the (i+ d2)th : i ≤ d− d2 homogeneous part of f can be expressed as

fi+d2 = gihd2 +

i+d2−1∑
t=i+1

gthd2 − (t−i).

We depict the circuit Ci+d2 for the polynomial fi+d2 in Figure 4.7. The top gate of the
circuit is a + gate. From Ci+d2 , we construct another circuit C ′i+d2 keeping only those
× gates as children whose left degree is i and right degree is d2. The resulting circuit is
shown in Figure 4.8. The circuit C ′i+d2 must compute gihd2 . By taking the right partial of
C ′i+d2 with respect to m2, we obtain the circuit for cm2(hd2) gi.
We repeat the above construction for each i ∈ [d1] to obtain circuits for cm2(hd2)gi for
1 ≤ i ≤ d1. Similarly we can get the circuits for cm1(gd1)hi for each i ∈ [d2] using the left
derivatives with respect to the monomial m1.
By adding the above circuits we get the circuits Cg and Ch for cm2(hd2)g and cm1(gd1)h

respectively. We set Cg =
cm2 (hd2 )

cm(f)
g so that CgCh = f . Using PIT algorithm one can easily

check whether g and h are nontrivial factors.

Now we consider the general case when f and its factors g, h have arbitrary constant terms.
In the subsequent proofs we assume, for convenience, that deg(g) ≥ deg(h). The case when
deg(g) < deg(h) can be handled analogously. We first consider the case deg(g) = deg(h).
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Figure 4.7: Circuit Ci+d2 for fi+d2
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Figure 4.8: C ′i+d2 keeps only degree (i, d2) type × gates.

Lemma 4.4.2. For a degree d polynomial f ∈ F{X} given by a circuit C suppose
f = (g+α)(h+ β), where g, h ∈ F{X} such that deg(g) = deg(h), and α, β ∈ F. Suppose
m = (m1m2) is a nonzero degree d monomial. Then, in deterministic polynomial time
we can compute circuits for the polynomials cm1(g) · h and cm2(h) · g, where cm1(g) and
cm2(h) are coefficient of m1 and m2 in g and h respectively.

Proof. We can write f = (g+α)(h+β) = g·h+β ·g+α·h+α·β. Applying the PIT algorithm
of Theorem 4.3.1 on f , we compute a maximum degree monomial m = (m1m2). Computing
the left derivative of circuit C w.r.t. monomial m1, after removing the outermost brackets,
we obtain a circuit computing cm1(g)h + βcm1(g) + αcm1(h). Dropping the constant
term, we obtain a circuit computing polynomial cm1(g)h. Similarly, computing the right
derivative w.r.t m2 yields a circuit for cm2(h)g+βcm2(g)+αcm2(h). Removing the constant
term we get a circuit for cm2(h)g.

When deg(g) > deg(h) we can recover h+ β entirely (upto a scalar factor) and we need
to obtain the homogeneous parts of g separately.

Lemma 4.4.3. Let f = (g + α) · (h+ β) be a polynomial of degree d in F{X} given by
a circuit C. Suppose deg(g) > deg(h). Then, in deterministic polynomial time we can
compute the circuit C ′ for cm1(g)(h+ β).

Proof. Again, applying the PIT algorithm to f we obtain a nonzero degree d monomial
m = (m1 m2) of f . If f = (g+α)(h+β) then f = g ·h+αh+βg+αβ. As deg(g) > deg(h),
the left partial derivative of C with respect to m1 yields a circuit C ′ for cm1(g) (h+ β).

Extracting the homogeneous components from the circuit C ′ given by Lemma 4.4.3, yields
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circuits for {cm1(g)hi : i ∈ [d2]}. We also get the constant term cm1(g)β. Now we obtain
the homogeneous components of g as follows.

Lemma 4.4.4. Suppose circuit C computes f , where f = (g + α) (h + β) of degree d,
α, β ∈ F, deg(g) = d1 and deg(h) = d2 such that d1 > d2.

• Let m be a nonzero degree d monomial of f such that m = (m1 m2). Then circuits
for {cm2(h)gi : i ∈ [d1 − d2 + 1, d1]} can be computed in deterministic polynomial
time.

• The (d2 + i)th homogeneous part of f is given by fd2+i =
∑d2−1

j=0 gd2+i−j hj + gi hd2
for 1 ≤ i ≤ d1 − d2. From the circuit Cd2+i of fd2+i, we can efficiently compute
circuits for {cm2(hd2)gi : 1 ≤ i ≤ d1 − d2}.

Proof. For the first part, fix any i ∈ [d1 − d2 + 1, d1], and compute the homogeneous
(i + d2)

th part fi+d2 of f by a circuit Ci+d2 . Similar to Lemma 4.4.1, we focus on the
sub-circuits of Ci+d2 formed by × gate of the degree type (i, d2). Since i is at least
d1 − d2 + 1, such gates can compute the multiplication of a degree i polynomial with a
degree d2 polynomial. Then, by taking the right partial derivative with respect to m2 we
recover the circuits for cm2(hd2) gi for any i ∈ [d1 − d2 + 1, d1].
Next, the goal is to recover the circuits for gi (upto a scalar multiple), where 1 ≤ i ≤ d1−d2,
and also recover the constant terms α and β. When i ≤ d1 − d2 a product gate of type
(i, d2) can entirely come from g which requires a different handling.
We explain only the case when i = d1 − d2 (the others are similar). For i = d1 − d2, we
have fd1 = βgd1 +

∑d2−1
j=1 gd1−j hj + gd1−d2 hd2 . By Lemma 4.4.3, we can compute a circuit

C ′ for cm1(g)(h + β). Extracting the constant term yields cm1(g)β. From Lemma 4.4.4
we have a circuit C ′′ for cm2(h)gd1 . Multiplying these circuits, we obtain a circuit C∗ for
cm2(h)cm1(g)βgd1 . Since cm2(h)cm1(g) = cm(f), dividing C∗ by cm(f) yields a circuit for
βgd1 . Note that, by the first part of this lemma, we already have circuits for every term
gd1−j appearing in the above sum. Subtracting βgd1 +

∑d2−1
j=1 gd1−j hj from the circuit

Cd1 for fd1 , yields a circuit for polynomial gd1−d2hd2 . Computing the right derivative of
the resulting circuit w.r.t m2 (Lemma 4.2.1) yields a circuit for cm2(h)gd1−d2 .
For general i ≤ d1−d2, when we need to compute gi, again we will have already computed
circuits for all gj, j > i. A suitable right derivative computation will yield a circuit for
cm2(h)gi.

Lemmas 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.4.3, and 4.4.4 yield an efficient algorithm for computing circuits
for the two factors cm2(h)(

∑d1
i=1 gi) and cm1(g)(

∑d2
i=1 hi) when deg(g) ≥ deg(h). The case

when deg(g) < deg(h) is similarly handled using left partial derivatives in the above
lemmas.
Now we explain how to compute the constant terms of the individual factors. We discuss
the case when α 6= 0. The other case is similar.
First we recall that given a monomial m and a non-commutative circuit C, the coefficient
of m in C can be computed in deterministic polynomial time [14]. We know that
f0 = α · β. We compute the coefficient of the monomial m1 in the circuits for polynomials
cm2(h)cm1(g)gh, cm2(h)g, and cm1(g)h. Let these coefficients be a, b and c, respectively.
Moreover, we know that cm2(h)cm1(g) is the coefficient of monomial m = (m1 m2) in f .
Let the coefficient of m1 in f be γ. Let γ1 = cm1(g) and γ2 = cm2(h) and δ = cm1(g)cm2(h).
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Now equating the coefficient of m1 from both side of the equation f = (g + α)(h+ β) and
substituting β = f0

α
, we get

γ =
a

γ1γ2

+
αc

γ1

+
f0b

αγ2

=
a

δ
+
αc

γ1

+
f0b

αγ2

.

Letting ξ = αγ2, this gives a quadratic equation in the unknown ξ.

cξ2 + (a− γδ)ξ + f0bδ = 0.

By solving the above quadratic equation we get two solutions A1 and A2 for ξ = αγ2.
Notice that βγ1 = δf0

ξ
. As we have circuits for cm2(h)g = γ2g and for cm1(g)h = γ1h, we

obtain circuits for γ2(g + α) and γ1(h+ β) (two solutions, corresponding to A1 and A2).
To pick the right solution, we can run the PIT algorithm to check if γ1γ2f equals the
product of these two circuits that purportedly compute γ2(g + α) and γ1(h+ β).
Over Q we can just solve the quadratic equation in deterministic polynomial time using
standard method. If F = Fq for q = pr, we can factorize the quadratic equation in
deterministic time poly(p, r) [109]. Using randomness, one can solve this problem in time
poly(log p, r) using Berlekamp’s factoring algorithm [19].

4.5 Conclusion

Motivated by the non-associative circuit lower bound result shown in [49], we study PIT
and irreducibility testing in the free non-associative non-commutative ring F{X} and
obtain efficient white-box algorithms for the problems.
Hrubeš, Wigderson, and Yehudayoff [49] have also shown exponential circuit-size lower
bounds for non-associative, commutative circuits. It would be interesting to obtain
an efficient polynomial identity testing algorithm for that circuit model too. Even a
randomized polynomial-time algorithm is not known.
Obtaining an efficient black-box PIT in the ring F{X} is also an interesting problem. Of
course, for such an algorithm the black-box can be evaluated on a suitable non-associative
algebra. To the best of our knowledge, there seems to be no algorithmically useful analogue
of the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem [8].
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Chapter 5

Complexity of Univariate Ideal
Membership with Applications

Let F[X] be the polynomial ring over the variables X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}. An ideal
I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉 generated by univariate polynomials {pi(xi)}ni=1 is a univariate
ideal. In this chapter we study various cases of the univariate ideal membership problem.
First we address the case when f(X) ∈ F[`1, . . . , `r] is a (low rank) polynomial given by
an arithmetic circuit, where `i : 1 ≤ i ≤ r are linear forms. We show that the (unique)
remainder f(X) (mod I) can be evaluated at any given point ~α in deterministic time
dO(r) · poly(n), where d = max{deg(f), deg(p1) . . . , deg(pn)}. This yields a randomized
nO(r) algorithm for minimum vertex cover in graphs with rank-r adjacency matrices and
it also yields an nO(r) algorithm for evaluating the permanent of a n× n matrix of rank r,
over any field F. Over Q, an algorithm of similar run time for low rank permanent is due
to Barvinok [17] via a different technique.
Next we investigate the univariate ideal membership problem from the perspective of
parameterized complexity. Suppose the generators pi(xi) of the univariate ideal I have
distinct roots over Q. Given a polynomial f(X) ∈ C[X] of degree k and I as input, we
give algorithm to decide whether f ∈ I or not in randomized O∗(nk/2) time. On the
other hand when I = 〈xe11 , . . . , x

en
n 〉, we obtain a randomized O∗(4.08k) time and poly(n, k)

space algorithm to test the membership f ∈ I. When I = 〈p1(x1), p2(x2), . . . , pk(xk)〉 and
number of generators k is the fixed parameter we show that checking f ∈ I is W[2]-hard.
Finally we show a complexity theoretic upper bound that complements a NP-hardness
result of Alon and Tarsi [7]. Let f ∈ Q[X] be a polynomial of degree at most d given by a
black-box. Let I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉 be an ideal given explicitly by a set of univariate
polynomials p1, p2, . . . , pn as generators of maximum degree bounded by d. Let L be the
bit-size upper bound for any coefficient in f, p1, p2, . . . , pn. Moreover, assume that pis
have distinct roots over C. Then there is a non-deterministic algorithm running in time
poly(n, d, L) that decides the non-membership of f in the ideal I.
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5.1 Introduction

Let R = F[x1, x2, . . . , xn] 1 be the ring of polynomials over the variables X =
{x1, x2, . . . , xn}. A subring I ⊆ R is an ideal if IR ⊆ I. Computationally, an ideal
I is often given by generators : I = 〈f1, f2, . . . , f`〉. Given f ∈ R and I = 〈f1, . . . , f`〉,
the Ideal Membership problem is to decide whether f ∈ I or not. In general, this is
computationally highly intractable. In fact, it is EXPSPACE-complete even if f and
the generators fi, i ∈ [`] are given explicitly by sum of monomials [67]. Nevertheless,
special cases of ideal membership problem have played important roles in several results
in arithmetic complexity. For example, the polynomial identity testing algorithm for
depth three ΣΠΣ circuits with bounded top fan-in; the structure theorem for ΣΠΣ(k, d)
identities use ideal membership very crucially [13,57,90].

In this chapter, our study of ideal membership is motivated by a basic algebraic result :
the Combinatorial Nullstellensatz of Alon [6], and we recall a basic result in that paper.

Theorem 5.1.1. Let F be any field, and f(X) ∈ F[X]. Define polynomials gi(xi) =∏
s∈Si(xi − s) for non-empty subsets Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ n of F. If f vanishes on all the

common zeros of g1, . . . , gn, then there are polynomials h1, . . . , hn satisfying deg(hi) ≤
deg(f)− deg(gi) such that f =

∑n
i=1 higi.

The theorem can be restated in terms of ideal membership: Let f(X) ∈ F[X] be a given
polynomial, and I = 〈g1(x1), g2(x2), . . . , gn(xn)〉 be an ideal generated by univariate
polynomials gi without repeated roots. Let Z(gi) denote the zero set of gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By
Theorem 5.1.1, if f 6∈ I then there is a ~α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Z(g1)× · · · × Z(gn) such that
f(~α) 6= 0. Of course, if f ∈ I then f |Z(g1)×···×Z(gn) = 0.

Ideals I generated by univariate polynomials are called univariate ideals. For any univariate
ideal I and any polynomial f , by repeated application of the division algorithm, we can
write f(X) =

∑n
i=1 hi(X)gi(xi) +R(X) where R is unique and for each i ∈ [n] : degxi(R) <

deg(gi(xi)). Since the remainder is unique, it is convenient to write R = f (mod I). By
Alon’s theorem, if f 6∈ I then there is a ~α ∈ Z(g1)× · · · × Z(gn) such that R(~α) 6= 0.

As an application of the theorem, Alon and Tarsi showed that checking k-colorability of
a graph G is polynomial-time equivalent to testing whether the graph polynomial fG is
in the ideal 〈xk1 − 1, . . . , xkn − 1〉 [6]. It follows that univariate ideal membership problem
coNP-hard.

Univariate ideal membership is further motivated by its connection with two well-studied
problems. Computing the permanent of a n× n matrix over any field F can be cast in
terms of univariate ideal membership. Given a matrix A = (ai,j)1≤i,j≤n ∈ Fn×n, consider
the product of linear forms PA(X) =

∏n
i=1(
∑n

j=1 aijxj). The following observation is well
known.

Fact 5.1.1. The permanent of the matrix A is given by the coefficient of the monomial
x1x2 · · ·xn in PA.

It follows immediately that PA(X) (mod 〈x2
1, . . . , x

2
n〉) = Perm(A) x1x2 · · · xn. Thus, the

remainder PA (mod 〈x2
1, . . . , x

2
n〉) evaluates to Perm(A) at the point ~1 ∈ Fn.

1We often use the shorthand notation F[X].
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Next, we briefly mention the connection of univariate ideal membership with the multilinear
monomial detection problem, a benchmark problem that is useful in designing fast
parameterized algorithms for a host of problems [60–62].
Notice that, given an arithmetic circuit C computing a polynomial f ∈ F[X] of degree k,
checking if f has a non-zero multilinear monomial of degree k is equivalent to checking if f
(mod 〈x2

1, . . . , x
2
n〉) is non-zero. Moreover, the constrained multilinear detection problem

studied in [23,61] can also be viewed as a problem of deciding membership in a univariate
ideal.

Our Results : A contribution of this chapter is to consider several parameterized
problems in arithmetic complexity as instances of univariate ideal membership. One
parameter of interest is the rank of a multivariate polynomial: We say f ∈ F[X] is a rank
r polynomial if f ∈ F[`1, `2, . . . , `r] for linear forms `j : 1 ≤ j ≤ r. This concept has found
application in algorithms for depth-3 polynomial identity testing [90]. Given a univariate
ideal I, a point ~α ∈ Fn, and an arithmetic circuit computing a polynomial f of rank r, we
obtain an efficient algorithm to compute f (mod I) at ~α.

Theorem 5.1.2. Let F be an arbitrary field where the field arithmetic can be done
efficiently, and C be a polynomial-size arithmetic circuit computing a polynomial f in
F[`1, `2, . . . , `r], where `1, `2, . . . , `r are given linear forms in {x1, x2, . . . , xn}. Let I =
〈p1, . . . , pn〉 be a univariate ideal generated by pi(xi) ∈ F[xi], 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Given ~α ∈ Fn,
we can evaluate the remainder f (mod I) at the point ~α in time dO(r)poly(n), where
d = max{deg(f), deg(pi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

This also allows us to check whether f ∈ I by picking a point ~α at random and checking
whether f (mod I) evaluated at ~α is zero or not. The intuitive idea behind the proof
of Theorem 5.1.2 is as follows. Given a polynomial f(X) ∈ F[`1, . . . , `r], a univariate
ideal I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉, and a point ~α ∈ Fn, we first find an invertible linear
transformation T such that the polynomial T (f) becomes a polynomial over at most 2r
variables. Additionally T has the property that T fixes the variables x1, . . . , xr. Then
we recover the polynomial (call it f̃) over at most 2r variables explicitly and perform
division algorithm with respect to the ideal I[r] = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pr(xr)〉. For notational

convenience, call f̃ be the polynomial obtained over at most 2r variables. It turns out
T−1(f̃) is the true remainder f (mod I[r]). Since the variables x1, . . . , xr do not play role
in the subsequent stages of division, we can eliminate them by substituting xi ← αi for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Then we apply the division algorithm on T−1(f̃)|xi←αi:1≤i≤r recursively
with respect to the ideal I[n]\[r] to compute the final remainder at the point ~α.
Our next result is an efficient algorithm to detect vertex cover in low rank graphs. A
graph G is said to be of rank r if the rank of the adjacency matrix AG is of rank r. Graphs
of low rank were studied by Lovasz and Kotlov [9, 10] in the context of graph coloring.
Our idea is to construct a low rank polynomial from the graph and check its membership
in an appropriate univariate ideal.

Theorem 5.1.3. Given a graph G = (V,E) on n vertices such that the rank of the
adjacency matrix AG is at most r, and a parameter k, there is a randomized nO(r)

algorithm to decide if the graph G has vertex cover of size k or not.

Theorem 5.1.2 also yields an nO(r) algorithm to compute the permanent of rank-r matrices
over any field. Barvinok had given [17] an algorithm of same running time for the permanent
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of low rank matrices (over Q) using apolar bilinear forms. By Fact 5.1.1, if matrix A
is rank r then PA is a rank-r polynomial, and for the univariate ideal I = 〈x2

1, . . . , x
2
n〉

computing PA (mod I) at the point ~1 yields the permanent. Theorem 5.1.2 works more
generally for all univariate ideals. In particular, the ideal in the proof of Theorem 5.1.3
is generated by polynomials that are not powers of variables. Thus, Theorem 5.1.2 can
potentially have more algorithmic consequences than the technique in [17].
Next we consider the degree of the input polynomial to be the parameter. When the
generators of the univariate ideal have distinct roots we obtain an algorithm that improves
over the brute-force running time.

Theorem 5.1.4. Let I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉 be a univariate ideal given explicitly by
a set of univariate polynomials p1, . . . , pn such that for each i ∈ [n], pi(xi) has distinct
roots over Q. Given a polynomial f(X) ∈ C[X] of degree k and I as input, we can decide
whether f ∈ I or not in randomized O∗(nk/2) time.

If the univariate ideal is generated by the powers of variables, we have a randomized FPT

algorithm for the ideal membership problem.

Theorem 5.1.5. Given an arithmetic circuit C computing a polynomial f(X) ∈ Z[X]
of degree k and integers e1, e2, . . . , en, there is a randomized algorithm to decide whether
f ∈ 〈xe11 , x

e2
2 , . . . , x

en
n 〉 in 4.08k · poly(nsd(

∑n
i=1 ei)) time.

Note that this generalizes the well-known problem of multilinear monomial detection for
which the ideal of interest would be I = 〈x2

1, x
2
2, . . . , x

2
n〉. Surprisingly, the run time of the

algorithm in Theorem 5.1.5 is independent of the ei. Brand et al. have given the first
FPT algorithm for multilinear monomial detection in the case of general circuit with run
time randomized O∗(4.32k) [25]. Recently, this problem has also been studied using the
Hadamard product technique [11] and also by another technique using apolar bilinear
forms [75]). When the number of generators in the ideal is treated as the fixed parameter,
the problem is W[2]-hard.

Theorem 5.1.6. Given a polynomial f(X) ∈ F[X] by an arithmetic circuit C and uni-
variate polynomials p1(x1), p2(x2), . . . , pk(xk), checking if f 6∈ 〈p1(x1), p2(x2), . . . , pk(xk)〉
is W[2]-hard with k as the parameter.

Theorem 5.1.6 is shown by a suitable reduction from k-dominating set problem to ideal
membership. To find a dominating set of size k, the reduction produces an ideal with k
univariates and the polynomial created from the graph has k variables.
As already mentioned, the result of Alon and Tarsi [6] shows that the membership of fG
in 〈xk1 − 1, . . . , xkn− 1〉 is coNP-hard and the proof crucially uses the fact that the roots of
the generator polynomials are all distinct. This naturally raises the question if univariate
ideal membership is in coNP when each generator polynomial has distinct roots. We
affirmatively answer this question.

Theorem 5.1.7. Let f ∈ Q[X] be a polynomial of degree at most d given by a black-box.
Let I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉 be an ideal given explicitly by a set of univariate polynomials
p1, p2, . . . , pn as generators of maximum degree bounded by d. Let L be the bit-size upper
bound for any coefficient in f, p1, p2, . . . , pn. Moreover, assume that pis have distinct roots
over C. Then there is a non-deterministic algorithm running in time poly(n, d, L) that
decides the non-membership of f in the ideal I.
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Remark 5.1.1. The distinct roots case discussed in Theorem 5.1.7 is in stark contrast
to the complexity of testing membership of PA(X) in the ideal 〈x2

1, . . . , x
2
n〉. That problem

is equivalent to checking if Perm(A) is nonzero for a rational matrix A, which is hard
for the exact counting class C=P. Hence it cannot be in coNP unless the polynomial-time
hierarchy collapses.

Recall from Alon’s Nullstellensatz that if f 6∈ I, then there is always a point ~α ∈
Z(p1)× . . .× Z(pn) such that f(~α) 6= 0. Notice that in general the roots αi ∈ C and in
the standard Turing Machine model the NP machine can not guess the roots directly
with only finite precision. But we are able to prove that the NP machine can guess the
tuple of roots ~̃α ∈ Qn using only polynomial bits of precision and still can decide the
non-membership. The main technical idea is to compute efficiently a parameter M only
from the input parameters such that |f(~̃α)| ≤M if f ∈ I, and |f(~̃α)| ≥ 2M if f 6∈ I. The
NP machine decides the non-membership according to the final value of |f(~̃α)|. We remark
that Koiran has considered the weak version of Hilbert Nullstellensatz (HN) problem [58].
The input is a set of multivariate polynomials f1, f2, . . . , fm ∈ Z[X] and the problem is
to decide whether 1 ∈ 〈f1, . . . , fm〉. The result of Koiran shows that HN ∈ AM (under
GRH), and it is an outstanding open problem problem to decide whether HN ∈ NP.

5.2 Preliminaries

Basics of Ideal Membership
Let F[X] be the ring of polynomials F[x1, x2, . . . , xn]. Let I ⊆ F[X] be an ideal given by a
set of generators I = 〈g1, . . . , g`〉. Then for any polynomial f ∈ F[X], it is a member of the
ideal if and only if f =

∑`
i=1 higi where ∀i : hi ∈ F[X]. Dividing f by the gi by applying

the standard division algorithm does not work in general to check if f ∈ I. Indeed, the
remainder is not even uniquely defined. However, if the leading monomials(LM) of the
generators are already pairwise relatively prime, then we can apply the division algorithm
to compute the unique remainder.

Theorem 5.2.1 (See [32], Theorem 3, proposition 4, pp.101). Let I be a polynomial ideal
given by a basis G = {g1, g2, · · · , gs} such that all pairs i 6= j LM(gi) and LM(gj) are
relatively prime. Then G is a Gröbner basis for I.

In particular, if the ideal I is a univariate ideal given by I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉, we
can apply the division algorithm to compute the unique remainder f (mod I). To
bound the run time of this procedure we note the following: Let p̄ denote the ordered
list {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. Let Divide(f ; p̄) be the procedure that divides f by p1 to obtain
remainder f1, then divides f1 by p2 to obtain remainder f2, and so on to obtain the final
remainder fn after dividing by pn. We note the following time bound for Divide(f ; p̄).

Fact 5.2.1 (See [99], Section 6, pp.5-12). Let f ∈ F[X] be given by a size s arithmetic
circuit and pi(xi) ∈ F[xi] be given univariate polynomials. The running time of Divide(f ; p̄)
is bounded by O(s ·

∏n
i=1(di + 1)O(1)), where di = max{degxi(f), deg(pi(xi))}.

On Roots of Univariate Polynomials
The following lemma shows that the absolute value of any root of a univariate polynomial
can be bounded in terms of the degree and the coefficients. The result is folklore.
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Lemma 5.2.1. Let f(x) =
∑d

i=0 aix
i ∈ Q[x] be a univariate polynomial and α be a root

of f . Then, either |a0|∑d
i=1 |ai|

≤ |α| < 1 or 1 ≤ |α| ≤ d · maxi |ai|
|ad|

.

Proof. Since α is a root of f , we have that, 0 = f(α) =
∑d

i=0 aiα
i = 0, and

∑d
i=1 aiα

i =

−a0. Then by an application of triangle inequality, we get that
∑d

i=1 |ai||α|i ≥ |a0|. Now
we analyse two different cases. In the first case assume that |α| < 1. Observe that

|α| · (
∑d

i=1 |ai|) ≥ |a0|, and hence |α| ≥ |a0|∑d
i=1 |ai|

. In the second case |α| ≥ 1. Observe that

−adαd =
∑d−1

i=0 aiα
i. Then use triangle inequality to get that |ad||α|d ≤ |α|d−1 · (

∑d−1
i=0 |ai|).

Now we get the following, |α| ≤
∑d−1
i=0 |ai|
|ad|

≤ d · maxi |ai|
|ad|

. The lemma follows by combining
the two cases.

The next lemma shows that the separation between two distinct roots of any univariate
polynomial can be lower bounded in terms of degree and the size of the coefficients. This
was shown by Mahler [66].

Lemma 5.2.2. Let g(x) =
∑d

i=0 aix
i ∈ Q[x] and 2−L ≤ |ai| ≤ 2L (if ai 6= 0). Let α, β

are two distinct roots of g. Then |α− β| ≥ 1
2O(dL) .

The following lemma states that any univariate polynomial can not get a very small value
(in absolute sense) on any point which is far from every root.

Lemma 5.2.3. Let f =
∑d

i=1 aix
i be a univariate polynomial with 2−L ≤ |ai| ≤ 2L (if

ai 6= 0). Let α̃ be a point such that |α̃− βi| ≥ δ for every root βi of f then |f(α̃)| ≥ 2−Lδd.

Proof. We observe that, f(α̃) = c
∏d

i=1(α̃ − βi). Since |α̃ − βi| ≥ δ we get, |f(α̃)| =

|c|
∏d

i=1 |α̃− βi| ≥ 2−Lδd. This completes the proof.

Hadamard Product
We recall the definition of Hadamard product of two polynomials.

Definition 5.2.1. Given two polynomials f, g ∈ F[X], the Hadamard product f ◦ g is
defined as f ◦ g =

∑
m[m]f · [m]g ·m.

In this chapter we adapt the notion of Hadamard product suitably and define a scaled
version of Hadamard Product of two polynomials.

Definition 5.2.2. Given two polynomials f, g ∈ F[X], their scaled Hadamard Product
f ◦s g, is defined as f ◦s g =

∑
mm! · [m]f · [m]g · m, where m = xe1i1 x

e2
i2
. . . xerir and

m! = e1! · e2! · · · er! abusing the notation.

Remark 5.2.1. Given two polynomials f ∈ F[X] and g ∈ F[X], if one of these two is a
multilinear polynomial then scaled Hadamard product f ◦s g is same as Hadamard product
f ◦ g.

Symmetric Polynomial and Weakly Equivalence of Polynomials
The symmetric polynomial of degree k over n variables {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, denoted by Sn,k,
is defined as follows:

Sn,k(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
∑

T⊆[n],|T |=k

∏
i∈T

xi.

Notice that, Sn,k contains all the degree k multillinear terms. A recent result of Lee gives
the following homogeneous diagonal circuit for Sn,k [64].
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Lemma 5.2.4. The symmetric polynomial Sn,k can be computed by a homogenous Σ[s]∧[k]Σ

circuit where s ≤
∑k/2

i=0

(
n
i

)
.

A polynomial f ∈ F[X] is said to be weakly equivalent to a polynomial g ∈ F[X], if the
following is true. For each monomial m, [m]f = 0 if and only if [m]g = 0. In this chapter,
we will use polynomials which are weakly equivalent to Sn,k.
Parameterized Complexity Classes
We recall some standard definitions in parameterized Complexity [33, ch.1,pp. 7-14].
We only state them informally. For a parameterized input problem (x, k) with k be the
parameter of interest, we say that the problem is in FPT if it has an algorithm with run
time f(k)|(x, k)|O(1) for some computable function f . A parameterized reduction [33, def.
13.1] between two problems should be computable in time f(k)|(x, k)|O(1), and if the
reduction outputs (x′, k′) then k′ ≤ f(k).

5.3 Ideal Membership for Low Rank Polynomials

In this section we prove Theorem 5.1.2. Given a r-rank polynomial f by an arithmetic
circuit, a univariate ideal I, and a point ~α ∈ Fn, we give an dO(r) time algorithm to
evaluate the remainder polynomial f (mod I) at ~α where d is the degree of the polynomial
f . As mentioned in Section 5.1, an application of our result yields an nO(r) time algorithm
for computing the permanent of rank-r matrices over any field. Barvinok [17], via a
different method, had obtained an nO(r) time algorithm for this problem over Q. We also
obtain a randomized nO(r) time algorithm for minimum vertex cover of low rank graphs.
We first define the notion rank of a polynomial in F[X].

Definition 5.3.1. A polynomial f(X) ∈ F[X] is a rank-r polynomial if there are linear
forms `1, `2, . . . , `r such that f(X) is in the sub-algebra F[`1, . . . , `r].

For an unspecified fixed parameter r, we refer to rank-r polynomials as low rank polyno-
mials.
Given ~α ∈ Fn, a univariate ideal I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉, and a rank r polynomial
f(`1, . . . , `r) we show how to compute f(`1, . . . , `r) (mod I) at ~α using a recursive proce-
dure REM(f(`1, . . . , `r), I, ~α) efficiently. We introduce the following notation. For S ⊆ [n],
the ideal IS = 〈pi(xi) : i ∈ [S]〉.
We first observe the following lemma which shows how to remove the redundant variables
from a low rank polynomial.

Lemma 5.3.1. Given a polynomial f(`1, . . . , `r) where `1, . . . , `r are linear forms in F[X],
there is an invertible linear transform T : Fn 7→ Fn that fixes x1, . . . , xr and the transformed
polynomial T (f) is over at most 2r variables.

Proof. Write each linear form `i in two parts: `i = `i,1 + `i,2, where `i,1 is the part over
variables x1, . . . , xr and `i,2 is over variables xr+1, . . . , xn. W.l.o.g, assume that {`i,2}r

′
i=1 is

a maximum linearly independent subset of linear forms in {`i,2}ri=1. Let T : Fn → Fn be
the invertible linear map that fixes x1, . . . , xr, maps the independent linear forms {`i,2}r

′
i=1

to variables xr+1, . . . , xr+r′ , and suitably extends T to an invertible map. This completes
the proof.
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The following lemma shows that the univariate division and evaluating the remainder at
the end can be achieved by division and evaluation partially.

Lemma 5.3.2. Let f(X) ∈ F[X] and I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉 be a univariate ideal. Let
R(X) be the unique remainder f (mod I). Let ~α ∈ Fr, r ≤ n and Rr(X) = f (mod I[r]).
Then R(α1, . . . , αr, xr+1, . . . , xn) = Rr(α1, . . . , αr, xr+1, . . . , xn) (mod I[n]\[r]).

Proof. From the uniqueness of the remainder for the univariate ideals, we get that
R(X) = Rr(X) (mod I[n]\[r]). Now we write explicitly the polynomial Rr(X) as Rr =∑

ū rū · x
u1
r+1 . . . , x

un−r
n where ru ∈ F[X[r]]. So we get that,

Rr (mod I[n]\[r]) =
∑
ū

rū

n−r∏
j=1

q(xr+j)

where q(xr+j) = x
uj
r+j (mod p(xr+j)). Then the lemma follows by substituting x1 =

α1, . . . , xr = αr in the relation R = Rr (mod I[n]\[r]).

We require the following lemma in the proof of the main result of this section.

Lemma 5.3.3. Let f ∈ F[X], and T : Fn → Fn be an invertible linear transformation fixing
x1, . . . , xr and mapping xr+1, . . . , xn to linearly independent linear forms over xr+1, . . . , xn.
Write R = f (mod I[r]) and R′ = T (f) (mod I[r]). Then R′ = T (R).

Proof. Let f =
∑r

i=1 hi(X) · pi(xi) +R(X) and T (f) =
∑r

i=1 h
′
i(X) · pi(xi) +R′(X). Note

that degxi R, degxi R
′ < deg(pi(xi)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Since T is invertible and also fixes

x1, . . . , xr, we can write f =
∑r

i=1 T
−1(h′i(X)) · pi(xi) + T−1(R′(X)). By the property of T

it is clear that degxi(T
−1(R′(X))) < deg(pi(xi)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Combining two expression

for f , we immediately conclude that (R − T−1(R′)) = 0 (mod I[r]) which forces that
R = T−1(R′).

5.3.1 Proof of Theorem 5.1.2

Proof. We now describe a recursive procedure REM to solve the problem. The initial call to
it is REM(f(`1, . . . , `r), I[n], ~α). We apply the invertible linear transformation obtained in
Lemma 5.3.1 to get the polynomial T (f) over the variables x1, . . . , xr, xr+1, . . . , xr+r′ where
r′ ≤ r.2 The polynomial T (f) can be explicitly computed in time poly(L, s, n, dO(r)). Then
we compute the remainder polynomial f ′(x1, . . . , xr+r′) = T (f) (mod I[r]) by applying the
division algorithm which runs in time poly(L, s, n, dO(r)). Next we compute the polynomial
g = f ′(α1, . . . , αr, xr+1, . . . , xr+r′). Notice from Lemma 5.3.1 that T−1(xr+i) = `i,2 for
1 ≤ i ≤ r′, thus we are interested in the polynomial g(`1,2, . . . , `r′,2). Now we recursively
compute REM(g(`1,2, . . . , `r′,2), I[n]\[r], ~α

′) where ~α′ = (αr+1, . . . , αn).

Correctness of the algorithm : Let R(X) = f (mod I[n]) be the unique remainder
polynomial. Let Rr(X) = f (mod I[r]) and we know that Rr (mod I[n]\[r]) = R. So
by Lemma 5.3.2, to show the correctness of the algorithm, it is enough to show that
g(`1,2, . . . , `r′,2) = Rr(α1, . . . , αr, xr+1, . . . , xn).

2We use f to denote f(`1, . . . , `r).
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Following Lemma 5.3.3, write R′ = f ′(x1, . . . , xr, xr+1, . . . , xn) = T (f) (mod I[r]). Then,
by Lemma 5.3.3 we conclude that R′ = T (Rr). It immediately follows that Rr = T−1(R′) =
f ′(x1, . . . , xr, T

−1(xr+1), . . . , T−1(xn)). Now by definition the polynomial g(`1,2, . . . , `r′,2)
is f ′(α1, . . . , αr, T

−1(xr+1), . . . , T−1(xr+r′)) which is simply Rr(α1, . . . , αr, xr+1, . . . , xn).

Time complexity : First, suppose that the field arithmetic over F can be implemented
using polynomial bits and L be the bit-size upper bound for any coefficient in f, p1, . . . , pn.
This covers all the finite fields where the field is given by an explicit irreducible polynomial.
Also, over any such field the polynomial T (f) can be explicitly computed from the input
arithmetic circuit deterministically in time poly(L, s, n, dO(r)).
Notice that in each recursive application the number of generators in the ideal is reduced
by at least one. Furthermore, in each recursive step we need time poly(L, s, n, dO(r)) to run
the division algorithm. This gives us a recurrence of t(n) ≤ t(n− 1) + poly(L, s, n, dO(r))
which solves to t(n) ≤ poly(L, s, n, dO(r)).

Bit-size growth over Q : Over Q, we only need to argue that the intermediate bit-size
complexity growth is only polynomial in the input size.Let L̃ be the maximum bit size of
any coefficient appearing in f(z1, . . . , zr), and let L be an upper bound on the bit sizes
of the other inputs, i.e. bit sizes of coefficients of `1, . . . , `r, p1, . . . , pn and α1, . . . , αn. We
will show that the circuit that we use in the next recursive step has coefficients of bit size
at most L̃+ poly(n, d, L).
Let |c(h)| denote the maximum coefficient (in absolute value) appearing in any polynomial

h. Then by direct expansion we can see that |c(f(`1, . . . , `r))| ≤ 2L̃+poly(n,d,L). Also the
linear transformation from lemma 5.3.1 can be implemented using poly-bit size entries.
Together, we get that that c(T (f(`1, . . . , `r)) ≤ 2L̃+poly(n,d,L). At this point, we expand
the circuit and obtain T (f) explicitly as a sum of dO(r) monomials. Then divide T (f) by
p1(x1), . . . , pr(xr) one-by-one, and substitute x1 = α1, . . . , xr = αr giving us the remainder

g(xr+1, . . . , xr+r′). We note that |c(g)| ≤ 2L̃+poly(n,d,L) 3. Now the algorithm passes the
dO(r) size ΣΠΣ circuit g(`1,2, . . . , `r′,2) (We note that T−1(xr+1) = `1,2, . . . , T

−1(xr+r′) =
`r′,2), univariates pr+1(xr+1), . . . , pn(xn) and the point (αr+1, . . . , αn) for the next recursive
call. We note that the bit-size upper bound L does not change for the input linear forms,
and the coefficient bit-size of f grows from L̃ to L̃ + poly(n, d, L) in one step of the
recursion. This gives us the recurrence S(n) ≤ S(n − 1) + poly(n, d, L) with S(1) = L̃,
which solves to S(n) = O(L̃+ poly(n, d, L)).

Remark 5.3.1. Given a rank r polynomial f(`1, . . . , `r) and a univariate ideal I =
〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉, we can decide the membership of f in I by testing identity of f
(mod I) i.e. by evaluating f (mod I) at some α ∈ Fn chosen randomly [34, 93, 116].
Hence, the membership can be decided in randomized dO(r) · poly(n) time where d =
max{deg(f), deg(pi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} using Theorem 5.1.2.

5.3.2 Small Circuit for the Remainder Polynomial

The first algorithm is based on repeated division and partial evaluation. As such, it does
not directly yield a small circuit for f (mod I).

3We tackle a similar situation in Section 5.6, and Lemma 5.6.1 gives further explanation on the
bit-complexity growth when we divide by univariate polynomials.
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We now show that f (mod I) has an arithmetic circuit of size O∗(dO(r)), where d = deg(f).
The circuit has a nice form: it is a dO(r)-sum of products of univariate polynomials, each
of degree at most d. Moreover, this circuit can be constructed in time O∗(dO(r)) from the
input f and I. This also yields another proof of Theorem 5.1.2, since evaluation of the
circuit obtained at a given scalar point can be done in O∗(dO(r)) time.
Some notation for the sequel: For q ∈ F[t1, t2, . . . , tr, X], let [td11 t

d2
2 · · · tdrr ](q) denote the

coefficient of td11 t
d2
2 · · · tdrr in q, noting that [td11 t

d2
2 · · · tdrr ](f) ∈ F[X].

Now, we can write f = g(`1, `2, . . . , `r) as a sum of dO(r) d-products of the r linear forms.
Thus, it suffices to give a small circuit, of the above form, for a remainder `d11 `

d2
2 · · · `drr

(mod I), where I = 〈p1(x1), p2(x2), . . . , pn(xn)〉. A +-gate summing up all these remainder
circuits would be a circuit of the claimed form for f (mod I).
We first consider a single power `d (mod I), where ` =

∑n
i=1 aixi is a homogeneous linear

form in F[X]. By the multinomial theorem(
n∑
i=1

aixit

)d

=
∑

j1+j2+···+jn=d

(
d

j1, j2, . . . , jn

) n∏
i=1

(aixit)
ji .

For fields F of characteristic zero, we can write:(
n∑
i=1

aixi

)d

= d![td]

(
n∏
i=1

(
d∑
j=0

1

j!
(aixit)

j

))
. (5.1)

Equation 5.1 is combinatorially verified by noting that the term
∏n

i=1(aixit)
ji , for j1 + j2 +

. . . jn = d occurs precisely
(

d
j1,j2,...,jn

)
times on the right side, matching the multinomial

expansion of the left side. This identity was first used in arithmetic circuit complexity by
Saxena [87]4 and has found many applications.

Remark 5.3.2. Observe that, the right hand side expression of Equation 5.1 can be viewed
as a univariate polynomial in t of degree nd. Therefore, by interpolation, we can find
α1, . . . , αnd+1 ∈ F (or a suitable extension field of F) and β1, . . . , βnd+1 ∈ F such that,(

n∑
i=1

aixi

)d

=
nd+1∑
`=1

β`

(
n∏
i=1

(
d∑
j=0

1

j!
(aixiα`)

j

))
. (5.2)

Therefore, a power of a linear form can be expressed as a small sum of product of
univariates.

This has been generalized to the finite fields setting [39]. We give a self-contained
description of this, as it is required for the circuit construction for f (mod I). First, for
Char(F) = p, Equation 5.1 only holds for d < p, as each k! occurring in it is invertible in
Fp precisely if d < p. To obtain a suitable form of the equation for d ≥ p, we first write
d =

∑s
k=0 ekp

k, for s ≤ logp(d) − 1 and each ek < p. Since Char(F) = p for each k ≤ s,
using api = ai we have: (

n∑
i=1

aixit

)ekp
k

=

(
n∑
i=1

aix
pk

i t
pk

)ek

.

4The idea of using the analytic identity e
∑

i yi =
∏

i e
yi , and then applying taylor series expansion for

each eyi .
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Combined with Equation 5.1 we get for 0 ≤ k ≤ s:

`ekp
k

= [tekp
k

]

(
n∑
i=1

aix
pk

i t
pk

)ek

= (ek)![t
ekp

k

]

(
n∏
i=1

(

ek∑
j=0

1

j!
(aix

pk

i t
pk)j)

)
.

As d =
∑s

k=0 ekp
k, multiplying over all k gives

`d =
s∏

k=0

[tekp
k

]

(
n∑
i=1

aix
pk

i t
pk

)ek

=
s∏

k=0

(ek)![t
ekp

k

]

(
n∏
i=1

(

ek∑
j=0

1

j!
(aix

pk

i t
pk)j)

)

Let t0, t1, . . . , ts be new variables. Replacing tp
k

by tk for each 0 ≤ k ≤ s in the above
equations we get:

`d = [te00 t
e1
1 . . . tess ]

s∏
k=0

(ek)!

(
n∏
i=1

(

ek∑
j=0

1

j!
(aix

pk

i tk)
j)

)
. (5.3)

Thus, `d = [te00 t
e1
1 . . . tess ]Q`,d, where Q`,d is a product of the sn many polynomials as above

(each of which is a bivariate polynomial in xi, tk, i ∈ [n], k ∈ [s]). This equation generalizes
to express the product `d11 · `d22 · · · `drr in the following form:

`d11 · `d22 · · · `drr = [tν11 t
ν2
2 . . . tνDD ]

D∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

qk,i, (5.4)

where D = (s + 1)r, and νk < p for each k ∈ [D] such that dj =∑
k=(s+1)(j−1)+1 (s+ 1)jνkp

k−(s+1)(j−1)−1, j ∈ [r]. It is obtained simply by applying Equa-

tion 5.3 to each `
dj
j with a different set of s+ 1 many variables ti and multiplying these

equations for 1 ≤ j ≤ r. We note that each qk,i ∈ F[xi, tk] is a polynomial of individual
variable degree at most d =

∑r
j=1 dj, as is clear from Equation 5.3. The next claim will

complete the proof of Theorem 5.1.2.

Claim 5.3.1. `d11 · `d22 · · · `drr (mod I) has an arithmetic circuit which is a dO(r)-sum of
products of univariate polynomials, where each univariate polynomial in xi involved in a
product has degree at most deg(pi(xi))− 1.

For the proof, we first consider the following subexpression in Equation 5.4

[tν11 t
ν2
2 . . . tνDD ]

D∏
k=1

qk,i,

which we will evaluate modulo pi(xi). Note that the number of monomials of the form∏D
k=1 t

µk
k , µk ≤ νk < p is bounded by pD = (ps+1)r = dO(r). Thus, in O∗(dO(r)) time we

can expand the product
∏D

k=1 qk,i by multiplying out the polynomials, one by one, from
left to right. After each multiplication, we replace xai by its remainder xai (mod p)i and
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drop any term with a factor tpk, k ∈ [D]. This will result in a polynomial expression of the
form

Qi =
∑
µ̄

rµ̄(xi)
D∏
k=1

tµkk ,

where the sum runs over the dO(r) many tuples µ̄ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µk) such that µk ≤ νk
for each k. Thus, each rµ̄(xi) is a univariate in xi of degree at most deg(pi) − 1. We
can now evaluate the product Q1Q2 · · ·Qn modulo the ideal 〈tp1, t

p
2, . . . , t

p
D〉 by multiplying

out adjacent pairs and dropping any terms with a factor tpk, k ∈ [D]. This will given

an expression for Q1Q2 · · ·Qn modulo 〈tp1, t
p
2, . . . , t

p
D〉 of the form

∑
µ̄Rµ̄

∏D
k=1 t

µk
k , where

each Rµ̄ is a dO(r)-sum of products of n univariate polynomials (and in each product the
ith is a polynomial in xi of degree deg(pi)− 1). Finally, we note that Rν̄ is the desired

polynomial expression for
∏r

j=1 `
dj
j (mod I), completing the proof of the claim.

5.3.3 Vertex Cover Detection in Low Rank Graphs

In the Vertex Cover problem, we are given a graph G = (V,E) on n vertices and an integer
k and the question is to decide whether there is a vertex cover of size k in G. This is a
classical NP-complete problem. In this section we show an efficient algorithm to detect
vertex cover in a graph whose adjacency matrix is of low rank.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.3. We present a reduction from Vertex Cover problem to
Univariate Ideal Membership problem that produces a polynomial whose rank is almost
same as the rank of AG. Consider the ideal I = 〈x2

1 − x1, x
2
2 − x2, . . . , x

2
n − xn〉 and the

polynomial

f =

(n2)∏
s=1

(~xAG~x
T − s) ·

n−k−1∏
t=0

(
n∑
i=1

xi − t

)
,

where AG is the adjacency matrix of the graph G and ~x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is row-vector.

Lemma 5.3.4. The rank of the polynomial f is at most r + 1.

Proof. We note that AG is symmetric since it encodes an undirected graph. Let Q
be an invertible n × n matrix that diagonalizes AG. So we have QAGQ

T = D where
D is a diagonal matrix with only the first r diagonal elements being non-zero. Let
~y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) be another row-vector of variables. Now, we show the effect of
the transform ~x 7→ ~yQ on the polynomial ~xAG~x

T . Clearly, ~yQAGQ
T~yT = ~yD~yT and

since there are only r non-zero entries on the diagonal, the polynomial ~yD~yT is over

the variables y1, y2, . . . , yr. Thus g =
∏(n2)

s=1(~xAG~x
T − s) is a rank r polynomial. Also

h =
∏n−k−1

t=0 (
∑n

i=1 xi − t) is a rank 1 polynomial as there is only one linear form
∑n

i=1 xi.
Since f = gh, we conclude that f is a rank r + 1 polynomial.

Now the proof of Theorem 5.1.3 follows from the next claim.

Claim 5.3.2. The graph G has a Vertex Cover of size k if and only if f 6∈ I.
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Proof. First, observe that the set of common zeroes of the generators of the ideal I is
the set {0, 1}n. Let S be a vertex cover in G such that |S| ≤ k. We will exhibit a point
~α ∈ {0, 1}n such that f(~α) 6= 0. This will imply that f 6∈ I. Identify the vertices of G
with {1, 2, . . . , n}. Define ~α(i) = 0 if and only if i ∈ S. Since ~xAG~x

T =
∑

(i,j)∈EG xixj
and S is a vertex cover for G, it is clear that ~xAG~x

T (~α) = 0. Also (
∑n

i=1 xi)(~α) ≥ n− k.
Then clearly f(~α) 6= 0.
For the other direction, suppose that f 6∈ I. Then by Theorem 5.1.1, there exists
~α ∈ {0, 1}n such that f(~α) 6= 0. Define the set S ⊆ [n] as follows. Include i ∈ S if
and only if ~α(i) = 0. Since f(~α) 6= 0, and the range of values that ~xAG~x

T can take is
{0, 1, . . . , |E|}, it must be the case that ~xAG~x

T (~α) = 0. It implies that the set S is a
vertex cover for G. Moreover,

∏n−k−1
t=0 (

∑n
i=1 xi − t)(~α) 6= 0 implies that |S| ≤ k.

The degree of the polynomial f is bounded by n2 + n and from Claim 5.3.2 we know
that f (mod I) is a non-zero polynomial if and only if G has a vertex cover of size k.

By Schwartz-Zippel-Demillo-Lipton [34,93,116] lemma (f (mod I))(~β) is non-zero with

high probability when ~β is chosen randomly from a small domain. Now, we need to
just compute (f (mod I))(~β) where f is a rank r + 1 polynomial with `i = (~xQ−1)i for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ r and `r+1 =

∑n
i=1 xi which can be performed in (n, k)O(r) time using

Theorem 5.1.2.

5.4 Parameterized Complexity of Univariate Ideals
We have already mentioned in Fact 5.1.1, that checking if the integer permanent is zero
is reducible to testing membership of a polynomial f(X) in the ideal 〈x2

1, . . . , x
2
n〉. So

univariate ideal membership is hard for the complexity class C=P even when the ideal
is generated by powers of variables [85]. In this section we study the univariate ideal
membership with the lens of parametrized complexity. The parameters we consider are
the degree of the input polynomial and the generators for the ideal.

5.4.1 Parameterized by the Degree of the Polynomial

We consider the following: Let I be a univariate ideal given by generators and f ∈ F[X]
a degree k polynomial. Is checking whether f is in I fixed parameter tractable (with k
as the fixed parameter)? We consider two different cases, one with completely repeated
roots and one with distinct roots.

Repeated Roots

We show that given a polynomial (by an arithmetic circuit) f of degree k there is an FPT
in k algorithm to check f ∈ I when I = 〈xe11 , x

e2
2 , . . . , x

en
n 〉. The algorithm works over

either Z or any finite field of large characteristic.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.5

Proof. The proof consists of following three lemmas. Firstly, given an input instance
a degree-k f(X) and ideal I = 〈xe11 , x

e2
2 , . . . , x

en
n 〉 of ideal membership, we reduce it to
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computing the (scaled) Hadamard product of f(X) and a polynomial g(X), where g(X)
is a weighted sum of all degree k monomials that are not in I. Then we show that we
can evaluate Hadamard product (defined in Section 5.2) of any two polynomials at a
point in time roughly linear in the product of the size of the circuits when one of the
polynomials is given by a diagonal circuit as input. Finally the last part of the proof
is a randomized construction of a homogeneous degree k diagonal circuit of top fain-in
roughly O∗(4.08k) that computes a polynomial weakly equivalent to the polynomial g
with constant probability. Recall that, two polynomials f and g are said to be weakly
equivalent if they share same set of monomials.
To define the polynomial g(X), let Sm,k be the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree
k over m variables. Set m =

∑n
i=1(ei − 1). Let Sm,k is defined over the variable set

{z1,1, . . . , z1,e1−1, . . . , zn,1, . . . , zn,en−1}. We define g(X) as the polynomial obtained from
Sm,k replacing each zi,j by xi.

Lemma 5.4.1. Given integers e1, e2, . . . , en, and a polynomial f(X) of degree k, f ∈
〈xe11 , x

e2
2 , . . . , x

en
n 〉 if and only if f ◦s g ≡ 0.

Proof. Suppose, f 6∈ 〈xe11 , x
e2
2 , . . . , x

en
n 〉, then f must contain a degree k monomial M =

xf11 x
f2
2 . . . xfnn such that fi < ei for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. From the construction, it is clear that

g(X) contains M . Therefore, the polynomial f ◦s g is not identically zero. The converse is
also true for the similar reason.

Lemma 5.4.2. Given a circuit C of size s computing a polynomial g ∈ F[X] and a
homogeneous degree k diagonal circuit Σ[s′] ∧[k] Σ circuit D of top fan-in s′ computing
f ∈ Q[X] and ~a ∈ Qn, we can evaluate (f ◦s g)(~a) in deterministic ss′ · poly(n, k) time
using poly(n, k) space.

Proof. Let M be a degree d monomial over X in f and M = xe11 · · ·xenn , it follows from
the definition that(
M ◦s (b1x1 + . . .+ bnxn)d

)
(~a) =

(
M ! · d!

M !
· be11 · · · benn ·M

)
(~a) = d! ·M(a1b1, . . . , anbn).

Recall that, M ! is used for e1! · · · en!. As ◦s distributes over addition, we can write(
f ◦s

s′∑
i=1

(bi1x1 + . . .+ binxn)d

)
(~a) = d! ·

s′∑
i=1

f(a1bi1, . . . , anbin).

The computation can be done in deterministic ss′ · poly(n, k) time using poly(n, k) space.

Lemma 5.4.3. There is an efficient randomized algorithm that constructs with constant
probability a homogeneous degree k diagonal circuit D of top fan-in O∗(4.08k) which
computes a polynomial weakly equivalent to the polynomial g (defined before Lemma 5.4.1).

Proof. To construct such a diagonal circuit D, we use the idea of [75]. We pick a collection
of colourings {ζ : [m]→ [1.5 ·k]} of size roughly O∗(( e√

3
)k) uniformly at random. For each

such colouring ζi, we define a Π[1.5·k]Σ formula Pi =
∏1.5k

j=1(Lj +1), where Lj =
∑

`:ζi(`)=j
x`.
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We say that a monomial is covered by a coloring ζi if the monomial is in Pi. It is easy
to see that, given any multilinear monomial of degree k, the probability that a random
coloring will cover the monomial is roughly (

√
3
e

)k. Hence, going over such a collection of
colorings of size O∗(( e√

3
)k) chosen uniformly at random, with a constant probability all

the multilinear terms of degree k will be covered. To take the Hadamard product with
a polynomial of degree k, we need to extract out the degree k homogeneous part (say
P ′i ) from each Pi. Notice that, using elementary symmetric polynomial over 1.5k many
variables S1.5k,k, we can write P ′i = S1.5k,k(L1, . . . , L1.5k). Now we use Lemma 5.2.4 to get a

diagonal Σ∧[k] Σ circuit of top fan-in roughly
(

1.5k
0.5k

)
for each P ′i . Define D =

∑O∗(( e√
3

)k)

i=1 P ′i .
By a direct calculation, one can obtain a diagonal circuit D of top fan-in O∗(4.08k) which
is weakly equivalent to the polynomial Sm,k. The construction of the polynomial g(X)
from Sm,k is already explained before Lemma 5.4.1.

Now, given a circuit C computing f ∈ Z[X] and integers e1, . . . , en, to decide the mem-
bership of f in the ideal I = 〈xe11 , . . . , x

en
n 〉, we construct a diagonal circuit D from

Lemma 5.4.3. Following Lemma 5.4.1, we can decide the membership of f in the ideal
checking the polynomial C ◦s D is identically zero or not which can be performed by
randomly picking ~a ∈ Zn using Schwartz-Zippel-Demillo-Lipton Lemma [34, 93, 116]
and evaluating5 (C ◦s D)(~a) using Lemma 5.4.2. The running time is dominated by
the size of D and the time required to compute (C ◦s D)(~a), which are bounded by
4.08k · poly(nsd(

∑n
i=1 ei)).

Distinct Roots

For degree-k, n-variate polynomials f , we do not have an algorithm with running time
better than O∗(

(
n+k
k

)
) for univariate ideal membership in general. However, if each

generator polynomial pi has distinct roots we obtain a faster algorithm.

Theorem 5.4.1. Let I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉 be a univariate ideal given explicitly by
a set of univariate polynomials p1, . . . , pn such that for each i ∈ [n], pi(xi) has distinct
roots over Q. Given a polynomial f(X) ∈ C[X] of degree k and I as input, we can decide
whether f ∈ I or not in randomized O∗(nk/2) time.

Proof. W.l.o.g. we can assume the degree of each pi is at most k. Otherwise, we can drop
pi from I. For i ∈ [n], let Si ⊂ Q be the set of all roots of pi. By Alon’s Combinatorial
Nullstellensatz (Theorem 5.1.1), Theorem 5.4.1 can be restated as the following.

Claim 5.4.1. Given a polynomial f(X) ∈ C[X] of degree k and S1, . . . , Sn such that for
each i ∈ [n], Si ⊂ C as inputs, we can decide whether S1 × · · · × Sn contains a nonzero of
f in in randomized O∗(nk/2) time.

For a degree-k polynomial f ∈ F[X] let

f̃ = xkn+1 · f
(

x1

xn+1

,
x2

xn+1

, . . . ,
xn
xn+1

)
,

5Over Z the given circuit can compute numbers as large as 22
nO(1)

. To handle this, a standard idea is
to evaluate the circuit modulo a random polynomial bit prime.
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be its homogenization. Thus, f̃ is homogeneous of degree k and f̃(x1, x2, . . . , xn, 1) =
f(x1, . . . , xn). Clearly, f is nonzero on the n-dimensional grid S1 × · · · × Sn if and only if
f̃ is nonzero on the n+ 1 -dimensional grid S1 × · · · × Sn × {1}. Hence, without loss of
generality we can assume f is homogeneous degree k.

Observation 5.4.1. For a homogeneous polynomial f of degree k,

f ◦s (a1x1 + . . .+ anxn)k |~1= k! · f(a1, . . . , an).

We need to decide whether there exists a point ~a ∈ S1 × · · · × Sn such that f(~a) 6= 0.
For each (a1, . . . , an) ∈ S1 × . . .× Sn, by Equation 5.2 we can write,

1

k!
· (a1x1 + . . .+ anxn)k =

nk+1∑
`=1

β` ·
n∏
i=1

pi(aiα`xi).

where α1, . . . , αn ∈ Q are some distinct points, β` ∈ Q, and each pi is univariate.
Now, we define the “grid” polynomial

g =
nk+1∑
`=1

β` ·
n∏
i=1

(∑
ai∈Si

ξi,aipi(aiα`xi)

)
(5.5)

=
∑

(a1,...,an)∈S1×...×Sn

n∏
i=1

ξi,ai

(
nk+1∑
`=1

β` ·
n∏
i=1

pi(aiα`xi)

)
, (5.6)

where ξi,ai , i ∈ [n], ai ∈ Si are new variables. Hence,

f ◦s g |~1 =
∑

(a1,...,an)∈S1×...×Sn

n∏
i=1

ξi,aif ◦s
(
nk+1∑
`=1

β` ·
n∏
i=1

pi(aiα`xi)

)
|~1 (5.7)

=
∑

(a1,...,an)∈S1×...×Sn

n∏
i=1

ξi,aif(a1, a2, . . . , an) (5.8)

Thus, f ◦s g |~1 is a nonzero polynomial (in the ξi,ai variables) of degree n iff f ◦s (a1x1 +
· · · anxn)k is nonzero for some (a1, . . . , an) ∈ S1 × . . . Sn. By the Polynomial Identity
Lemma [34,93,116], we can independently randomly assign values for the ξi,ai variables
from [n2], and the evaluation is nonzero with probability at least 1− 1/n iff f nonzero
on a grid point in S1 × · · · × Sn. Furthermore, from Equation 5.7 we note that we can
clear the denominators of all the β` and the polynomials pi(aiαixi) and the polynomial
f (given by input circuit) and take out a common factor 1

D
(where D is a polynomially

many bits long integer) to write Equation 5.7 as

f ◦s g |~1=
1

D

∑
(a1,...,an)∈S1×...×Sn

n∏
i=1

ξi,ai f̂ ◦s
(
nk+1∑
`=1

γ` ·
n∏
i=1

p̂i(aiα`xi)

)
|~1,

where f̂ and p̂i(aiα`xi) have integer coefficients. Thus, when f ◦s g |~1 is nonzero at a
choice of the ξi,ai then it is of absolute value at least 1/D.
Therefore, after randomly choosing ξi,ai ∈R [n2], it is clear from Equation 5.5 that the
problem reduces to efficiently computing the scaled Hadamard product f ◦s h |~1 evaluated
at ~1, where h =

∏n
i=1 qi(xi) and each qi is of degree k. We now show that f ◦s h |~1 can be

computed in O∗(nk/2) time which suffices to detect if f ◦s g |~1 is nonzero in O∗(nk/2) time.
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Claim 5.4.2. f ◦s
∏n

i=1 qi(xi) |~1 can be computed in O∗(nk/2) time.

Notice that the above claim completes the proof, because the summation over ` has
nk + 1 terms. Let β = max`{|β`|}. Then the overall error in f ◦s g |~1 is bounded by the
precision error of the claim multiplied by (nk + 1)β which can be made smaller than 1/D
by choosing the precision error of the claim.
We now prove the claim. We need approximations because we will need to approximately
compute the roots of the univariate polynomials qi. Let Ri denote the nonzero roots of qi.
Then we can write ∏

i

qi =
n∏
i=1

xµii

n∏
i=1

∏
−β∈Ri

(xi + β)νi,β ,

where νi,β is the multiplicity of root−β in qi. If
∑

i µi > k then clearly f◦s
∏

i qi = 0. Other-
wise, let

∑
i µi = s and let r = k−s. Let

∏
i

∏
β∈Ri β

νi,β = Γ. Write
∏n

i=1

∏
−β∈Ri(xi+β)νi,β

as Γ
∏n

i=1

∏
−β∈Ri(xi/β + 1)νi,β . Let m =

∑
i deg(qi) − s and consider the elementary

symmetric polynomial Sm,r in variables y1, y2, . . . , ym. By Lee’s result [64], Sm,r can be
expressed as O∗(mr/2) sum of powers of linear forms. In the polynomial Sm,r we replace
the m variables y1, y2, . . . , ym by the m nonzero roots (of the form xi/β, as explained
above) of

∏
j qj . Let the product of the resulting polynomial (which is still a O∗(mr/2)-sum

of r-power of linear forms) with Γ ·
∏n

i=1 x
µi
i be denoted by Q. Clearly, f ◦s

∏
i qi = f ◦sQ.

Since Q is a sum of power of linear forms using Observation 5.4.1, we can evaluate f ◦sQ |~1
with O∗(nk/2) arithmetic operations.
Now, replacing each root β by a rational approximation β′ such that |β − β′| ≤ 1/2L for
a suitably chosen polynomial bit number L, the overall error in the approximation to
f ◦s Q |~1 will be bounded. It can be made smaller than ε by choosing L suitably large.
We can use any efficient root approximation algorithm for univariate polynomials to find
all such root approximations β′.
This completes the proof of the claim and the theorem.

5.5 Univariate Ideal Membership Parameterized by

Number of Generators

In this section, we consider the univariate ideal membership parameterized on the number of
generators of the univariate ideal. More precisely, we consider univariate ideal membership
for input f(X) by a circuit of size s and univariate ideal I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pk(xk)〉 (with k
as fixed parameter).
We show that the nonmembership problem is W[2]-hard by giving an efficient reduction
from the k-dominating set problem which is W[2]-complete [33].
Proof of Theorem 5.1.6. Let (G, k) be an instance of the k-dominating set problem,
where G = (V,E) is an n-vertex graph and the fixed parameter k is the size of the
dominating set. Let V (G) = {1, 2, . . . , n}. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we define polynomials

pi(xi) =
n∏
j=1

(xi − j).
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The W[2]-hardness proof is an application of Alon’s Combinatorial Nullstellensatz (Theo-
rem 5.1.1): By definition, for each pi its zero set is Z(pi) = [n]. Therefore, a polynomial
g ∈ Q[x1, x2, . . . , xk] is in the ideal 〈p1, p2, . . . , pk〉 if and only if g is zero on every point
in the k-dimensional grid [n]× [n]× · · · × [n].
For each u ∈ V , let Nu = {u} ∪ {v ∈ V | uv ∈ E} denote its closed neighborhood in G.
Define polynomials qu, u ∈ V

qu =
k∑
i=1

∏
v∈Nu

(xi − v)2.

Notice that qu is nonzero at a grid point xi = vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k if and only if there is a vi ∈ Nu.
That is, qu is nonzero at (v1, v2, . . . , vk) if and only if some vi dominates u. Now, letting

qG(x1, x2, . . . , xk) =
n∏
u=1

qu,

it follows that qG is nonzero at a grid point xi = vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k if and only if {v1, v2, . . . , vk}
is a dominating set for G.
Hence, by Theorem 5.1.1 we have the following claim which completes the proof.

Claim 5.5.1. The polynomial qG is not in the univariate ideal 〈p1, p2, . . . , pn〉 if and only
if the graph G has a dominating set of size k.

5.6 Non-deterministic Algorithm for Univariate

Ideal Membership

In this section we prove Theorem 5.1.7. Given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Q[X] and a uni-
variate ideal I = 〈p1(x1), . . . , pn(xn)〉 where the generators are p1, . . . , pn, we show a
non-deterministic algorithm to decide the (non)-membership of f in I. By Theorem 5.1.1,
it suffices to show that there is a common zero ~α of the generators p1, p2, . . . , pn such
that f(α) 6= 0. Since in general ~α ∈ Cn, it is not immediately clear how to guess such a
common zero by a NP machine. However, we are able to show that for the NP machine it
suffices to guess such an ~α upto polynomially many bits of approximation.
We begin by proving a few technical facts which are useful for the main proof. Write
f(X) =

∑n
i=1 hi(X) pi(xi) + R(X) where for all i ∈ [n], degxi(R) < deg(pi). For any

polynomial g, let |c(g)| be the maximum coefficient (in absolute value) appearing in g.
The following lemma gives an estimate for the coefficients of the polynomials h1, . . . , hn, R.

Lemma 5.6.1. Let 2−L ≤ |c(f)|, |c(pi)| ≤ 2L. Then there is L′ = poly(L, d, n) such that
2−L

′ ≤ |c(hi)|, |c(R)| ≤ 2L
′

where d is the degree upper bound for f , and {pi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

Proof. The estimate on L′ follows implicitly from the known results [31]. It can be also seen
by direct computation. Write f(X) =

∑
i fi(x2, . . . , xn) xi1 and then divide xi1 (mod p1(x1))

for each i. The modulo computation can be done by writing xi1 = q1(x1)p(x1) + r1(x1)
with the coefficients of q1 and r1 are unknown. We can then solve it using standard linear
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algebra. In particular, one can use the Cramer’s rule for system of linear equation solution.
The growth of the bit-size is only poly(L, d). More precisely, if cmax is the maximum among

|c(f)|, |c(p1)|, any final coefficient is at most cmax · 2poly(L,d). We repeat the procedure for
the other univariate polynomials one by one. The final growth on the coefficients size is
at most poly(n, L, d).

Let ~α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Cn be such that pi(αi) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. From Lemma 5.2.1, we get

that 1

2L̂
≤ |αi| ≤ 2L̂ where L̂ = poly(L, d). Let α̃i ∈ Q[i] be an ε-approximation of αi, e.g.

|αi − α̃i| ≤ ε. Then we show that the absolute value of pi(α̃i) is not too far from zero.

Observation 5.6.1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have that |pi(α̃i)| ≤ ε · 2(dL)O(1)
.

Proof. Let pi(xi) = c·
∏d

j=1(xi−βi,j) and w.l.o.g assume that α̃i is the approximation of the

root βi,1. Then |pi(α̃i)| ≤ ε · |c| ·
∏d

j=2 |α̃i−βi,j| ≤ ε · |c| ·
∏d

j=2(|βi,1−βi,j|+ε) ≤ ε ·2poly(d,L).
The final bound follows from the bound on the roots given in Lemma 5.2.1.

Since we have an upper bound on the coefficients of the polynomials {hi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
from Lemma 5.6.1, it follows that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have that |hi(α̃)| ≤ 2(ndL)O(1)

. Here

we use the fact that the approximate root αi can be trivially bounded by 2L̂+1.

5.6.1 Proof of Theorem 5.1.7

Proof. If f is not in the ideal I, by Alon’s Nullstellensatz, we know that there exists a
tuple ~α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Z(p1) × . . . × Z(pn) such that R(~α) 6= 0. Suppose that the
NP Machine guess the tuple ~̃α = (α̃1, . . . , α̃n) which is the ε-approximation of the tuple
~α = (α1, . . . , αn) 6. Using the black-box for f , obtain the value for f(~̃α). Next, we show
that the value |f(~̃α)| distinguishes between the cases f ∈ I and f 6∈ I.

Case 1 : f ∈ I
|f(~̃α)| = |

∑n
i=1 hi(

~̃α)pi(α̃i)| ≤ (
∑n

i=1 |hi(~̃α)|) · ε · 2(dL)c1 ≤ ε · 2(ndL)c2 . where the constant

c2 is fixed by Observation 5.6.1 and the bounds on |hi(~̃α)|.

Case 2 : f 6∈ I
Recall the inequality for complex numbers : |Z1 + Z2| ≥ |Z2| − |Z1|. Using this write
|f(~̃α)| ≥ |R(~̃α)| −

∑n
i=1 |hi(~̃α)| |pi(~̃α)|. Notice that |R(~̃α)| ≥ |R(~α)| − |R(~̃α) − R(~α)|.

Combining we get the following : |f(~̃α) ≥ |R(~α)| − |R(~̃α)−R(~α)| − ε · 2(ndL)c2 .
Now to complete the proof, we show a lower bound on |R(~α)| and an upper bound for
|R(~̃α)−R(~α)|.

Claim 5.6.1. |R(~α)| ≥ 1
2(ndL)c3 for some constant c3.

Proof. Define the polynomial R̂(xn) = R(α1, . . . , αn−1, xn) = c ·
∏d′

j=1(xn − βj) where c is

some constant and d′ ≤ d. Note that αn is not a zero for R̂(xn). Consider the polynomial
Q(xn) = pn(xn)R̂(xn). The set {αn, β1, . . . , βd′} ⊆ Z(Q) and αn 6= βj : 1 ≤ j ≤ d′. Using

6Later we fix ε suitably and use Lemma 5.2.3 to verify in polynomial time that ~̃α is indeed ε-
approximation of ~α.
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the root separation bound for |αn − βj| obtained in Lemma 5.2.2, we can easily lower

bound that |R̂(αn)| ≥ 1
2(ndL)c3 .

Claim 5.6.2. |R(~̃α)−R(~α)| ≤ 2(ndL)c4 for some constant c4.

Proof. Define R0(~̃α) = R(~α) and Ri(~̃α) = R(α̃1, . . . , α̃i, αi+1, . . . , αn). Then we use
triangle inequality to notice that |R(~α)−R(~̃α)| ≤

∑n
i=1 |Ri−1(~̃α)−Ri(~̃α)|. Write explicitly

Ri−1(~̃α)−Ri(~̃α) =
∑

~e c~eα̃
e1
1 . . . α̃

ei−1

i−1 (αeii − α̃
ei
i )α

ei+1

i . . . αenn . Notice the upper bounds on

|αi| ≤ 2(ndL)O(1)
, and |αi − α̃i| ≤ ε. We apply these bounds and use triangle inequality to

get that |R(~̃α)−R(~α)| ≤ ε · 2(ndL)c4 .

Combining Claim 5.6.1, and Claim 5.6.2, we get the lower bound |f(~̃α)| ≥ 1
2(ndL)c3 − ε ·

(2(ndL)c4 + 2(ndL)c2 ). To make the calculation precise, let 3M = 1
2(ndL)c3 and choose ε such

that ε · (2(ndL)c4 + 2(ndL)c2 ) ≤M .
The final implication will be |f(~̃α)| ≤M when f ∈ I and |f(~̃α)| ≥ 2M when f 6∈ I. It is
important to note that the parameter M can be pre-computed from the input parameters
efficiently.
Now we show how to verify that the guessed point ~̃α is a good approximation of the
roots for the univariate polynomials. We need to only verify that for each i, α̃i is a good
approximation for some root of the univariate polynomial pi(xi). The fact that it is also
a good approximation for the non-zero of R is already verified above. The NP machine,
given p1, . . . , pn guesses α̃i using b bits and verifies that |pi(α̃i)| < 2−Lεd which, by lemma
5.2.3, shows that the guessed α̃i is ε-close to some root of pi.
We note that such a guess always exists. Indeed, invoking Observation 5.6.1 with
|αi − α̃i| ≤ δ we can conclude that |pi(α̃i)| ≤ δ · 2(dL)O(1)

. Now, the NP machine can guess

b bits such that |αi − α̃i| ≤ 2−b. We require 2−b · 2(dL)O(1)
< 2−Lεd, simplifying we get,

2−b < 2−(dL)O(1) · εd. Hence b > (dL)O(1) log 1
ε
. Thus using poly(d, L, log 1

ε
) bits there is

always a guess α̃i for which |pi(α̃i)| < 2−Lεd.

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter studies special cases of univariate ideal membership problem and obtains
exact algorithms in the paradigm of parameterized complexity. Most notably, we give
new algorithm for computing the permanent of low rank matrices and an algorithm for
detecting vertex covers in graphs whose adjacency matrices have low rank.
We give a co-non-deterministic algorithm for univariate ideal membership when the
univariates have distinct roots. This complements the result of Alon and Tarsi [7] who
showed coNP-hardness for this special case. This establishes the coNP-completeness and
settles the complexity of distinct roots univariate ideal membership.
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